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Abbreviations and Variables

Hereinafter, a comprehensive list of abbreviations and variables used throughout the thesis

is provided in alphabetical order. In the manuscript, the corresponding terms are intro-

duced with the respective abbreviation in braces e.g.: Light Amplification by Stimulated

Emission of Radiation (Laser). Furthermore, a list of important variables is provided. Vari-

ables are defined first and then mentioned: "[...] it is important to keep the temperature T

below 50 ◦C. To indicate that a vectors is present, bold symbols e.g.E for the vector of the

electric field is used.

Abbreviation Full Text

m,m-S6Φ 3,3’,6,6’-Tetrakis-(biphenyl-3-yl)-9,9’-spirobifluorene (m,m-Spirosexiphenyl)

PS Polystyrene

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane

PMMA Poly(Methyl Methacrylate)

PU Polyurethane

PFO Poly-(9,9dioctylfluorene)

PTFT Polytetrafluoroethylene

TiO Titanium dioxide

ZnO Zinc oxide
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Abbreviation Full Text

AFM Atomic Force Microscope

ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission

CCD Charge-Coupled Device

CLSM Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

CP MAS Cross Polarization Magic Angle Spinning

DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry

FBA Fluorescent Brightening Agent

FDTD Finite-Difference Time-Domain

FEM Finite Element Method

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FRET Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

HL Highlighter

LC Liquid Crystal

LED Light Emitting Diode

LIBS Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy

MSE Mean Squared Error

ND Neutral Density

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

OFET Organic Field Effect Transistor

PFT Power Fourier Transform

PVD Physical Vapor Deposition

Q-Factor Quality Factor

SALT Steay-State Ab Inition Laser Theory

VASE Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellisometry



Important Variables Meaning

A amplitude, FWHM limits

β propagation constant

c speed of light

cp heat capacity

d diameter, thickness

∆ difference in phase in ellipsometry

E energy

g gain factor

H,h height of films

I intensity

Jm Bessel function

k wave vector

κ imaginary refractive index

L, l length

λ wavelength

Λ wrinkle wavelength

m integer number

M molar mass, modulation depth

n refractive index

Ψ difference in amplitude in ellipsometry

r2 coefficient of determination

T temperature

t time

τ lifetime

U voltage

w width

x neffΛ/λ

x0 threshold, inflection point

ξ goodness factor
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1Motivation and Research Goal

Lasers have become omnipresent in this modern, technology-based society and its ap-

plications have long surpassed the confines of academic research. Important instances

of application include, but are not limited to, their use in data transmission technology

through optical fibers[1], free space optical satellite communication[2] or as a tool for

high precision welding and cutting in industry[3]. A more prominent example concerns

their incorporation into human input devices (HIDs) such as computer mice or barcode

readers as well as their application in laser printers or in medical procedures. Today,

semiconductor lasers significantly contribute to the backbone of the global technological

infrastructure, and are considered indispensable in all areas of modern life.

With the potential of ushering in a new era of technological advancement, in the last

decades, organic optoelectronics have become the focus of extensive research. A highly

successful example that arguably revolutionized a vast array of technological fields is

the development of market-ready organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). OLEDs provide

immense advantages in energy savings in the lighting industry and previously unattained

contrasts compared to inorganic devices in modern displays to just name a few. In this

context, the research field of organic semiconductor lasers (OSL) experienced a renaissance

in the 1990s and the search for electrically driven organic semiconductor lasers1, the holy

grail in the field of carbon-based photonics, seems to have found an end [4]. The success

of the device is based on an inverted OLED structure with a distributed feedback (DFB) to

reduce losses, a specific design to improve electron injection into the organic layer and a

carefully selected laser dye. The latter marks the key advantage of carbon-based devices.

It is possible to design tailored, functional small molecules and polymers which can be

combined with novel, flexible substrates which simultaneously offer low production cost.

The variety of molecule designs seamlessly cover the complete spectral range from the

ultraviolet (UV) region up to the infrared (IR) region and open the field towards new

technological platforms that combine both simplicity and low cost.

The construction of OSL devices requires accurate technical equipment to establish the

optical wave guiding system and the respective periodic, resonant structures. Letokhov

however proved both theoretically [5] and experimentally [6] that light amplification

can be obtained out of disordered optical media and Cao et al.[7] first demonstrated the

existence of coherent random laser modes in disordered ZnO structures, when optically

excited. The first successful evidence of electrically excited random laser action was shown

in 2006 by Leong et al.[8], therefore bringing random laser devices to a point of having

1After the reveal of a fraudulent claim to have reached electrically pumped organic semiconductor lasers in
the early 2000s, the community became both suspicions and careful with claims regarding the topic.
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a commercial potential. Unlike in conventional lasers, the (closed loop) optical modes

are created by multiple scattering events exposing the material properties as a crucial

parameter. However, the field of light amplification in random media is rather new and the

demanding theoretical background of disordered optics underlying the experiments makes

it challenging to elucidate its findings. In order to systematically investigate the conditions

that are favorable for resonant random lasing in weak scattering regimes, a standardized

platform is needed to make reliable comparisons in materials. Here, disturbed 2D slab-

guides can provide a simple but effective platform. It has already been demonstrated that

micrometer thick optical active films show resonant random lasing due to unintentional

and unavoidable surface roughness [9]. Such small changes in layer thickness results in a

refractive index modulation and create resonant long-distance modes. In addition, first

systematical analysis that took advantage of a modulated wrinkle pattern on both sides of

a thin film to increase that effect have been carried out [10].

This thesis focuses on two types of light amplifications in random media. First, a substrate-

based nanometer (nm) thick slab guide is introduced as a potential platform for systematic

analysis. The slab guide consists of a thermally wrinkled, all-solid, 2D multi-layered wave

guide. We address the question of material properties and the demonstration of resonant

random lasing. In addition, first attempts to experimentally correlate parameters and the

presence of resonant random lasing is made in such systems.

Parallel to resonant random lasing, an increasing amount of publications are determining

the presence of amplified spontaneous emission in random media, often also referred to as

incoherent random lasing. A phenomenon that was demonstrated in laser powders[11],

dye solutions with scatterers[12] but also in fiber networks including paper based systems

with dye solutions[13]. The second part of this thesis concentrates on demonstrating an

all solid-state approach towards the use of paper as an economically affordable, highly

flexible, and optically adaptable device for light amplification. Following the introduction,

Chapter 2 focuses on the theoretical aspects of this work. First, light and its interaction

with matter, with special emphasis on the refractive index, is addressed. Next, the concept

of optical wave guiding and the propagation of modes is introduced. Since all devices

with either disordered morphology or substrate networks that show amplification of light

possess the capability of wave guidance, particular attention is placed on the latter prin-

ciples. Furthermore, the concept of light amplification, namely amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE), is introduced. The last section of this chapter deals with theoretical and

experimental aspects of random lasers (RLs).

Chapter 3 starts with the introduction of the materials that have been explored in the scope

of this work. Essential and non-trivial measurement techniques and the fundamental prin-

ciples such as ellipsometry and thermal analysis are described. The chapter consequently

closes with the listing of the experimental setups used throughout the manuscript.

Chapter 4 provides a detailed discussion of the results that have been obtained for all

solid thermally wrinkled multi-layered random laser devices. First, the morphology and

parameters of the wrinkling process are analyzed which is followed by the optical analysis.

Both topics are cross-checked for correlation in morphological parameters as well as
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the demonstration of resonant random laser modes. Last, a comparative analysis of the

wrinkled devices with resonator types in laser systems such as distributed feedback lasers

and micro disc resonators is performed.

Chapter 5 addresses the second subject of this thesis that revealed the possibility of ampli-

fied spontaneous emission in paper. Specifically, the samples are optically characterized

and a proof of concept is demonstrated. The ability to trivially tune the wavelength of such

a device is shown with commercial highlighter pens and the analysis of the dye-cellulose

interaction in such devices is attempted.

Chapter 6 concludes with a final summary of this work and offers an outlook towards the

use of these two devices in research and applications.
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2Theoretical Background

The main focus of this thesis evolves around light amplification in disturbed or disordered

wave guides. As such, we will limit the theoretical background, to related topics including

the foundational work of classical optics are the Maxwell equations.

The fact that light interacts with matter is commonly known. Just by traveling through it,

the speed of light changes due to absorption and re-emission of secondary waves causing

a delay in time which is expressed in the refractive index n. It depicts the ratio of the

constant speed of light c in vacuum and the actual phase velocity inside the material

vp. However, the way this interaction takes place and how it varies can lead to resonant

effects regardless of the degree of (dis)order. In what follows, we briefly discuss the basic

interaction between light and matter and address the special case of wave guiding, a

focus throughout in the research presented in this thesis. On this basis, we introduce

the amplification of light and briefly explain the concept of lasing. Last, we will discuss

the theories of random lasing in disordered systems and discriminate between amplified

spontaneous emission and resonant random lasing in these systems.

2.1 Light interaction with matter

For the basic interaction of light and matter two standard references are used: "Optik" by

E. Hecht [14] and "Optical waves in layered media" by P. Yeh [15]. This chapter describes

how electromagnetic waves can be described and what effect matter and its corresponding

properties have on such a wave. Although this section is limited to isotropic materials, the

main aspects described therein also hold true for disperse, random material and can easily

be transferred. For additional information regarding this topic, we refer the reader to the

above reference as they provide basic knowledge as well as detailed insight into optics and

the interaction of electromagnetic waves with matter.

Light is an electromagnetic wave and can be described with the Maxwell equations named

after the a Scottish mathematical physicist James C. Maxwell. Although broadly described

in standard literature, we offer a brief discuss of these equations here as they form the

basis to the groundbreaking field of electrodynamics and elucidate the mutual dependency

of the electric and magnetic fields with respect to time and space. Equation 2.1 and 2.2

describe the origin of electric and magnetic fields E and B respectively as their gradient

(∇·). The parameters ρ and ǫ(r) respectively correspond to the charge density and the

location dependent permittivity. Figuratively speaking, E has its origin in single electrical
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charges, while B needs an origin(e.g. magnetic north pole) and and ending( e.g. magnetic

south pole). These two equations are also known as Gauss’s law (for magnetism). Note

that these quantities are vectors as indicated by their bold-faced symbols.

∇ · E =
ρ

ǫ
(2.1)

∇ · B = 0 (2.2)

∇ × E = −∂B

∂ t
(2.3)

∇ × B = µ j + ǫ(r)µ

(

∂E

∂ t

)

(2.4)

The Faraday’s law of induction in Equation 2.3 indicates that a changing magnetic field B

with time always generates an electric field E in space. The operator ∇× is a mathematical

operation and James C. Maxwell suggested to call it curl. It describes the vector product of

the partial derivations of a parameter with respect to the spacial axes (∇). The Ampère’s

circuital law in Equation 2.4 describes the influence of a curl within the magnetic field

on a changing electric field with time. The additional mathematical term describes the

influence of the magnetic field on the conductivity σ in matter. Equation 2.3 and 2.4

can therefore be interpreted as showing the tendency of E or B to mutually condition

each other. With that being the case, both fields need to be present simultaneously in an

orthogonal arrangement [16]. As an electromagnetic wave is a transverse wave, E and B

are also orthogonal with respect to the direction of propagation. To determine the speed

of light, a curl is applied onto Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.3 is substituted in the result.

This leads to

∇2B − µ ǫ(r)
∂2B

∂t2
+ µσ

∂B

∂t
= 0 , (2.5)

and

∇2E − µ ǫ(r)
∂2E2

∂2t
− µσ

∂E

∂t
= 0 . (2.6)

When considering a charge free (ρ = 0) and non-conducting material (σ = 0), i.e, a

dielectric material, a general solution for E and in analogy for B is given by:

E = u1E0 e
i(wt−kr) . (2.7)

Here, u1 is a unit vector and E0 is a complex amplitude which is constant in time and space.

ω refers to the angular frequency, t is the time, and k corresponds to the wave vector with

its counterpart r, a vector in real space. An illustration on how one can think of a linear
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polarized electromagnetic wave that is traveling in z-direction is depicted in Figure 2.1

a). Every linear polarized electromagnetic wave can be seen as the superposition of two

waves with identical wavelength, direction of travel, but matching phase, amplitude and

polarization to add up to this simple case. On a more general perspective, one would

obtain elliptically polarized light. Such a case is illustrated in Figure 2.1 b). It shows the

superposition the case given in Figure 2.1 a) (in blue) with an additional wave (in cyan)

that is orthogonally oriented, but differs in amplitude an phase. The resulting wave is

depicted in green1.

The phase velocity vp which represents the speed of light in this material is given by:

vp =
1

√

µ0 ǫ(r)
=

1
√

µ0 ǫ0 ǫr(r)
. (2.8)

The index 0 and r refer to the permittivity and permeability in vacuum (0) and a relative

component (r), representing a ratio of the respective component for a material in relation

to vacuum. Equation 2.8 indicates that the speed of light changes, when interacting with

matter. In fact, it travels with a reduced speed than in vacuum. The ratio n of the speed of

light c in vacuum and vp

n =
c

vp
(2.9)

is known as the refractive index. For vacuum it is 1, but increases when a dielectric

material is introduced. Note that n is not a constant but it increases with the frequency

of the electromagnetic wave and should technically be denoted as n(ω). The effect of

the refractive index increasing with ω is called dispersion. In order to further deepen

our understanding on how absorption and propagation of light in matter is connected in

a general sense, we forthwith focus on the mathematical concept that describes the the

interaction of light and matter as well as the dispersion.

If we consider an isotropic material, an electrical field with a certain orientation causes a

displacement of the atomic charges from their equilibrium in the same orientation of the

applied electric field. The electrical polarization density P can be written as the product

between the polarizability α in an electric field and the number of atoms N per unit

volume.

P = N αE = ǫE (2.10)

Thus, the polarization of a material is the sum of the induced dipoles over all present atoms

per unit volume. To describe α, the classical electron model is used. An electromagnetic

wave with the electrical field

E = E0 e
i ω t (2.11)

1For a mathematical description please refer to the standard references that were mentioned earlier.
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x

~E1

~E2

~Es = ~E1 + ~E2

z

y

x

~E
~B

a)

b)

Fig. 2.1: a) Illustration of a linear polarized electromagnetic wave traveling in z-direction. The
respective electric field (blue) and magnetic field (red) are depicted. b) Interplay of an
additional electromagnetic wave with the example in a). Both waves differ in phase and
amplitude. The resulting superposition (green) represents an elliptically polarization of
light. For a better overview, only the electric fields are depicted.

in a single atom is considered. The relation between the refractive index and α is [17]:

n2 = 1 +
N α

ǫ0
. (2.12)

Although all charges are influenced by E, it is appropriate to assume that only the electrons

are driven by the electric force of the field as the difference in mass between an electron

and a proton is quite high. With the oscillation of the electrical field, the electron tries

to catch up with the changes, although it is damped by the inertia of its own mass. The

motion of the electron in E is given by:

m
d

d t2
x + mγ

d

d t
x + mω2

0 x = −eE . (2.13)

Here, m stands for the mass of the electron and ω0 is the resonance frequency while γ

represents the damping coefficient. For a harmonic field,

x =
−eE0

m(ω2
0 − ω2 + i ω γ)

· ei ω t (2.14)

is a steady-state solution. The induced dipole moment p can also be written as:

p = e x = αE . (2.15)
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Fig. 2.2: Parametric scheme of the respective terms in Equation 2.20.

Thus, α for a single atom is given by:

α =
e2

m (ω2
0 − ω2 + i γ ω)

. (2.16)

Inserting Equation 2.16 in Equation 2.12 leads to an expression for the refractive index

n2 = 1 +
N e2

ǫ0m (ω2
0 − ω2 + i γ ω)

(2.17)

The dispersion equation 2.17 shows a general dependency on the ω of the electric field for n.

Furthermore, as ω approximates ω0, the refractive index increases and leads to dispersion.

For small second terms of the left side of the dispersion equation, n2 − 1 = 2(n− 1) is a

good approximation. Although this condition is not true for anything but gases under low

pressure, it clarifies the different contributions of the real and complex parts of n:

n = 1 +
N e2

2 ǫ0m (ω2
0 − ω2 + i γ ω)

. (2.18)

As a next step, the real n′ and imaginary part κ of n are separated so that n = n′ − iκ.

n = 1 +
N e2(ω2

0 − ω2)

2 ǫ0m [(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ2 ω2]

− i
N e2γ ω

2 ǫ0m [(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ2 ω2]

(2.19)

When considering frequencies close to the resonance frequency, Equation 2.19 changes

to

n = 1 +
N e2(ω0 − ω)

4 ǫ0mω0[(ω0 − ω)2 + (γ/2)2]
− i

N e2γ

8 ǫ0mω0[(ω0 − ω)2 + (γ/2)2]
. (2.20)

2.1 Light interaction with matter 9



Equation 2.20 can be written as n′ = n− ik with the two terms n and ik describing the

complex refractive index. For a better understanding, a scheme of the two terms (in

arbitrary units) in the area close to ω0 in shown in Figure 2.2 and a detailed mathematical

description is given in section 8.

Equations 2.17 to 2.20 only describe one kind of transition, as only one resonance frequency

for an oscillator is considered. In order to represent the hole spectrum of light and therefore

a multitude of possible absorption processes, one can consider a fraction of electrons fj

that interact with light at different frequencies. In this context, the sum of all f equals the

amount of electrons in an atom and thus, n2 can be written as:

n2 = 1 +
Ne2

ǫ0m

∑

j

fj

ω2
j − ω2 + iγj ω

(2.21)

This way, a general expression for the dispersion is given as all resonance frequencies ωj

are considered. Absorption has a large impact on the refractive index. This influence will

be further discussed in section 3.
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2.2 Wave guiding and propagated modes

The Section about wave guiding is based on Ref. [15]. In order to introduce gain in thin,

optical active layers it is useful to guide a wave so that losses can be reduced and gain

obtained. This is best realized in a thin, free standing layer surrounded by air (n ≈ 1). In

order to circumvent the challenging task of preparing sub-micrometer sized free standing

organic films, a substrate is often introduced as a compromise. In this pictured three layer

system (air, thin film, and substrate) with refractive indices n1, n2, and n3 and a layer

thickness d for this active medium with n2, an electromagnetic wave can be guided by

total internal reflection with a propagation constant β (the wave vector of a wave guiding

mode in z-direction) if the refractive index at the emitting wavelength n2(λEm) exceeds

n1 and n3. Here, a distinction between TE and TM modes is required. For TE modes, the

electrical field oscillates in an orthogonal orientation with respect to its polarization and

the angle of incident - i.e. parallel to the interfaces of the slabs layers, while TM modes

posses an oscillating transverse magnetic fields in that plane. A scheme of a confined wave

is shown in Figure 2.3 for a wave traveling in the z-direction. However, only a discrete set

of incident angles towards the respective interfaces Θm can result in guided waves. Here,

the index m stands for the respective mode number and is an integer. For a TE mode, such

a guided wave with an electric field traveling with an electric field

Ey = Em(x) ei(ω t−β z) , (2.22)

needs to meet some boundary conditions. To support a confined mode, n2 needs to have

the highest refractive index and β needs to fulfill

n3 ω

c
<

neff ω

c
= β =

neff 2π

λEm
<

n2 ω

c
with n1 < n3 . (2.23)

The effective refractive index neff is given by the ratio of the propagation constant in a

given wave guided mode to its value in free space. At the interfaces, Ey needs to be

continuous and single valued for each mode number and finite through space. A periodic

n1, n3 < n2

x

z
y

x = 0

kx

β

θm

n1

n2

E
n3

d

Fig. 2.3: Graphical representation of an asymmetric slab wave guide consisting of three layers
with different refractive indices ni. Here, d corresponds to the thickness of the guiding
layer. The interface between n1 and n2 is defined as x = 0. The arrows indicate an
electromagnetic wave traveling in the z-direction with the wave vector β = kz in the
direction of propagation and kx in the x direction.
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function for the range of 0 > x > −d and an exponential decay for 0 < x and x < −d
match these boundaries with:

E(x) =



















































C e(− q x), x ≥ 0

C ·
[

cos(hx) − q

h
sin(hx)

]

, −d ≤ x ≤ 0

C ·
[

cos(h d) +
q

h
sin(h d)

]

· ep(x+d), x ≤ −d ,

(2.24)

and C as a normalization factor and h, q and p as:

h =

√

(

n2 ω

c

)2

− β2

q =

√

β2 −
(

n1 ω

c

)2

(2.25)

p =

√

β2 −
(

n3 ω

c

)2

The Maxwell equations and the boundary conditions result in the following mode condi-

tions:

tan(ht) =
p + q

h

(

1 − p q

h2

) , (2.26)

with the thickness t. Depending on the thickness of the wave guiding layer, a finite set

of modes can be guided in such a multilayer system. An alternative way to calculate

confined TE and TM modes is using the transfer matrix method. This method is especially

suitable for slab wave guides with a higher number of layers, as it offers a practical way to

determine the reflected and transmitted amplitudes for each layer transition and therefore

to find conditions for confined modes, as solving these equations becomes increasingly

complex. We will not discuss this case here, but the approach is shown in section 8. It is

worth noting that setting the matrix element M11 in Equation 8.23 to zero matches the

mode conditions for wave guiding in Equation 2.26 for TE modes. For further information

we refer the reader to Ref. [15].

The thickness dependency of the modes that fulfill Equation 2.26 is given by:

(

d

λ

)

TE
=

1

2π
√

n2
2 − n2

3

·


mπ + tan−1

(

n2
3

− n2
1

n2
2 − n2

3

)1/2


 (2.27)
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for TE modes. A similar array of conditions (not shown) can be derived for TM modes

resulting in:

(

d

λ

)

TM
=

1

2π
√

n2
2 − n2

3

·


mπ + tan−1 n
2
2

n2
1

(

n2
3

− n2
1

n2
2 − n2

3

)1/2


 . (2.28)

Both, TE and TM modes require a certain cut-off thickness for their ability to confine the

waves with respective m. In Figure 2.4 a plot of these modes are shown for λ0 = 390 nm.

The refractive index set was n1 = 1, n2 = 1.6, and n3 = 1.45 respectively, which roughly

describes a polystyrene layer on an oxidized silicon wafer with air as cladding layer. Note

that here Equation 2.27 and 2.28 are multiplied with the wavelength of the traveling wave.

This way, absolute values for d can be calculated. In every case, a cut-off thickness is

needed at which point neff differs from n3 (see Equation 2.23) and the wave is carried in

the sandwiched layer instead of the substrate (n3).

Considering a slab guide with the aim of amplified emission by effectively pumping a low

thresholds of a gain material, it is useful to work with thicknesses that only support one,

thus, the TE0 mode inside of the active layer. This way mode competition over the present

amplified light can be avoided. Thus an exact design of the layer thicknesses is key for

effective optical experiments.

Furthermore, a transfer of a guided wave to another wave guide capable of carrying a

mode is possible if a spacial proximity between the wave guide structures exists such that

the exponentially decaying evanescent fields overlap is present. Both β should be quite

similar. That being the case, a transfer of energy and therefore of the guided wave is

possible, when the boundary conditions of both wave guides are satisfied.

Fig. 2.4: Guided TE and TM modes with the calculated effective refractive index at a given layer
thickness of n2. This calculation is performed for: n1 = 1, n2 = 1.6 and n3 = 1.45 at a
wavelength of λ = 390 nm. The parameters match a dye doped polystyrene film of given
thicknesses.
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2.3 Amplified spontaneous emission in wave guides

S0

S1

hν hν

a b c

ν

0-2

0-1

0-0

0-1

0-2

Absorptiond Emission

Fig. 2.5: Depiction of two electronic (singlet) states ,S0 and S1, with three depicted vibronic states
with (a) absorption of a photon. (b) refers to vibronic relaxation and fluorescence (c)
that originates from the transition of S1 to given vibronic states of S0 by photon emission.
In (d) an overlap of the schematic oscillators from (a)−(c) with matching wavelength
tendencies is given.

As this dissertation is concerned with amplified emissions in disordered systems, we next

introduce and discuss the process of light absorption and emission from an electronic

excited state of an organic molecule. Hereinafter, we only consider vibrational and

electronic states for explanation and for the sake of clarity simply assume true that for each

electronic state a variety of vibrational states, and for each vibrational state a multitude of

rotational states are present and that their energies can be iso-energetic. Furthermore, we

consider light as quantum particle (photon) and neglect the wave character of its nature.

Ref. [18, 19] shall be considered for more information on the steps discussed here.

Both, light absorption and emission are classified by the spin multiplicity M = 2S + 1 of a

the electronic states in a molecule. For organic molecules, singlet S (M = 1) and triplet

T (M = 3) are common. S represents the amount of unpaired electrons of a molecule.

Absorption (and emission) most likely occurs within one multiplicity e.g. a S0 to S1 or T1

to T2 transition, with the index as the electronic state.

The process of absorption describes the induced process of excitation from a level of lower

energy to levels of higher energy. This difference in energy is provided by a photon. For

two singlet electronic states S0 and S1 this process is shown in Figure 2.5 a, for three

different vibronic states. Einstein called this process induced absorption B01. In general,

a transition from an excited electronic state S1 to the ground state S0 follows Kasha’s

rule[20]. This rule states that although induced absorption might lead to higher vibronic

states depending on the wavelength of the absorbed photon λabs, an electronic transition

is most likely to happen from a vibration-less electronic state and vibronic relaxation

occurs. Through the non-radiative process of vibrational relaxation, the surplus energy is

transferred to the surrounding environment (Figure 2.5 b).

Once induced absorption has occurred, an organic molecule can undergo a variety of events.

Internal conversion is a step of non-radiative transition into an excited vibronic state of
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equal spin multiplicity and energy of S0 that takes place at a time-scale of 10−13s − 10−11s.

Through vibrational relaxation, the exceeded energy can be transferred to the surrounding

environment until the vibronic ground state of S0 is reached. Another iso-energetic

transition from S1 to T1 triplet state (or vise versa) is called intersystem crossing. Here,

vibrational states of different spin multiplicity need to be present. This change in M is in

principle a forbidden transition, and spin orbital coupling needs to be large enough for

such a process to have a substantial probability of happening. The lifetime of vibronic

ground states of T1 are in the range of 10−6s to several s, as a T1-S0 transition is forbidden

as well.

A common electronic transition is spontaneous emission A10 of a photon from S1 to S0,

which is shown in Figure 2.5 c. The lifetime of an electronic excited but vibronic ground

state is in the range of 10−10s − 10−7s) and therefore lower than in T1. Depending on the

vibrational end state, in which the transition relaxes into (see Figure 2.5 d, the wavelength

of the emitted light is red-shifted.This shift in wavelength from absorption to emission

is known as Stoke’s shift and the energy of the resulting photon is lower. Overlaps of

absorption and emission spectra can also be observed, as some molecules can be excited

from a vibrational state higher than zero. As a result, the 0-1 transition from S1 to S0 can

be overlapped by the absorption of vibrational excited states. Furthermore, re-absorption,

i.e. the absorption of a previously emitted photon, can happen and plays an important

role for the determination of gain selection for stimulated emission.

Besides non-radiative processes such as induced absorption B01 and spontaneous emission

A10, stimulated emission is an additional option as an emitting process. It describes the

interaction of the electric field of a photon with an excited electronic state. If the energy

of this photon matches the energy difference of a transition, the emission of a photon

that has the same physical characteristics (wavelength, direction, phase) as the inducing

photon can be emitted. This fact in combination with an inversion of population of

electronic states provides the possibility of light amplification. The process of amplification

is schematically shown in Figure 2.6. After absorption, a molecule follows Kasha’s rule

and vibronic relaxation takes place (Figure 2.6 a. Eventually, a transition from S1 to S0

occurs and a photon is spontaneously emitted (Figure 2.6 b. In a region of population

inversion of the electronic states, this photon can stimulate the emission of further photons

through depopulation of the excited states of additional molecules via induced emission

(Figure 2.6 c).

To support this process and achieve great intensities and spectral narrow peaks, it is

important to reduce losses and have a large area with inverted population of states

combined with e.g. a thin, mono modal film wave guide through this inverse populated

area. Under such circumstances, a spontaneously emitted photon can be guided through

the area of inverse population and trigger a cascade of stimulated, and therefore amplified

emission along its traveling way (see Figure 2.6 c, provided that the pumping area is

large enough. This behavior that is the light amplification along a (guided or scattered)

pathway with inverted population where losses are exceeded by gain, is called amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE). With no resonator present, ASE is characterized through the
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Fig. 2.6: Light amplification through depopulation of excited states. After absorption the excited
state (*) follows Kasha’s rule by vibronic relaxation into the ground state of S1 (a). One
possibility for relaxation is through spontaneous emission of a photon (b) by transition
into a vibronic state of S0. Assuming a population inversion, this photon can stimulate
the transition of additional excited states into the same vibronic state of S0 by emitting
further photons resulting in amplification of λstim (c).

absence of standing longitudinal modes and is only confined by the wave guide structure

of thin films. It is also referred to as "traveling wave lasing" [21, 22].

The increase in intensity I(λ) in dependence of the pump intensity Ip can be described

by:

I(λ) =
A(λ) Ip

g(λ)
·
(

eg(λ)z − 1
)

(2.29)

with A(λ) as a constant that is related to the cross section for spontaneous emission in

bulk materials and the illuminated stripe length z (in the direction of travel). It should be

noted that for wave guides A(λ) may be restricted due to its confinement in dimensionality

and the corresponding cut-off conditions [23, 24]. g(λ) is the net optical gain coefficient

and consists of two terms:

g(λ) = g′(λ) − α(λ) (2.30)

g′(λ) is the gain provided by stimulated emission and α accounts for all introduced loss

mechanisms such as scattering, missing total internal reflection due to surface roughness

that leads to out-coupling, and re-absorption. Equation 2.29 implies that in the absence

of population inversion (low Ip), the fluorescence with A(λ) · Ip is dominant. Only by an

exceeding gain over losses ( g > 0 in Equation 2.30) an amplification takes place. The

intensity of such an amplification strongly depends on the optical gain in the exponential

term of Equation 2.29, as slight changes in its value result in rather high fluctuations of

I(λ). Consequently, wavelengths with increased g values experience amplification to a

greater extend and this spectral area stands out over other regions of the fluorescence

spectrum [23, 25, 26]. Naturally, a confinement as it is present in wave guides helps to

increase the probability for a spontaneously emitted and guided photon to depopulate

excited states. As a result, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) decreases with

increasing Ip. This effect is schematically shown in Figure 2.7 for a thin film (∼ 100
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Fig. 2.7: Qualitative development of the emission spectrum of 5 %-wt. Spiroquarterphenyl blend
in polystyrene. With increasing Ip a reduction of the full width at half maximum from
36 nm down to less than 3 nm and a clear dominance of ASE is depicted. The molecular
structure of Spiroquarterphenyl is shown in the upper right corner.

nm) of 5 %-wt. 2,2’,7,7’-Tetraphenyl-9,9’-spirobifluoren (Spiroquarterphenyl) blended in

polystyrene spin coated on glass. Spiroquarterphenyl and many other spiro-based laser

dyes have been synthesized and characterized in this work group [21, 27–31]. The gain

measurements, however, are reported elsewhere [32].

The last part of this section pictures an ideal case for amplified spontaneous emission

in the absence of surface roughness for thin film slab wave guides. Such roughness,

inhomogeneities, and especially induced disorder may have an effect on the way light

is amplified. In the next section we introduce disorder in systems that, in principal, are

capable of light amplification - the so called "random laser" (RL).
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2.4 Random lasing

A laser is commonly known. Its principle is usually described by the simplified picture of an

optical active medium between two mirrors with one of them being semi transparent. The

output of pumping such a highly ordered and precisely calibrated system is coherent and

monochromatic light and its wavelength is sensitive to external parameters. These include

the thermal induced changes in resonators, vibrations, and thus the optical alignment.

Defects, or misalignment were usually considered to be flaws. They resulted, at best, in

amplified spontaneous emission if not in a lack of optical amplification due to high losses or

dephasing and were undesired [33]. In the 1960, a concept to avoid these disadvantages

was proposed by Ambartsumyan et. al. [6] by creating multi-modal non-resonant feedback

through scattering.

Except initial theoretical curiosity, disorder gained interest during the search on confining

and trapping light [34] in analogy to trapping free electrons in crystals with defects

resulting in the absence of diffusion ("Anderson localization") [35]. Anderson took the

wave nature of the electron into account and proved that a localization with an exponential

decay of the density of state of the electron motion takes place when the interference of

different paths of the electron arise by the introduction of defects. Since this phenomenon

is purely ascribed to wave-mechanic phenomenon, it can be transferred to light [36].

When gain is introduced into a disperse, but optically active medium, light amplification

can take place when optically pumped. Due to multiple scattering processes light travels a

larger path inside the active region and amplified emission can be detected at its vicinity,

provided the pump intensity is large enough so that the gain exceeds the losses (by

scattering).

In literature, random laser action is classified into two emission types depending on

the scattering type that have been reported. Specifically a distinction between resonant

(or coherent) random lasing, where a coherent feedback mechanism due to multiple

scattering processes is present, and non-resonant feedback lasing, or incoherent random

lasing, is made. Although a variety of names have been used to mainly describe the same

phenomena [37–42], here, we will refer to these as either resonant random lasing and

non-resonant amplified emission or simply ASE. This distinction might require explanation

and discussion, which is provided after introducing "both types" of random lasing in

this chapter. The name random laser was established during a discussion about results

published by N. M. Lawandy about laser action in strongly scattering media [12] between

D. S. Wiersma [43] and Lawandy himself [44].

In this chapter we first provide an overview of the theory introduced by V. S. Letokhov for

gain in scattering media followed by the new insights by simulations after Cao et al.[7, 45]

demonstrated coherent, resonant random lasing experimentally. The main consequence

after this discovery was that interference needed to be taken into account to develop a new

theory of random lasing based on coherent scattering. A simulated scheme of resonant

random lasing is shown in Figure 2.8. It is created by an enveloping Gaussian function
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Ip

λ

Fig. 2.8: Spectral development of resonant random lasing with increasing input intensity Ip

(scheme). Bottom: gain profile below lasing threshold, middle: at laser threshold with
two modes present. Top: multi-modal coherent random lasing well above threshold.

with introduced noise. The respective peaks are chosen randomly. The reminder of this

chapter focuses on random lasing from an experimental point of view.

Theory and Mode Description

The first theoretical approach to the subject of amplified emission and scattering was

published in 1967 [5] by V. S. Letokhov. He was initially working on non-resonant

feedback lasers, where a resonator was exchanged with a scattering medium [6], a system

where scatterers and gain medium were separated. Next, he theoretically analyzed the

presence of scattering particles within the gain medium itself and used a time-dependent

diffusion equation to predict the possibility of amplified emission in such a random,

scattering system with "negative absorption" [5]. The scattering medium is homogeneously

pumped and light amplification is obtained as multiple scattering forces light to remain

inside the amplified region for a longer period of time and compensates for the losses

of the system at its vicinity. He considered particles with a dielectric constant given by

ǫ = ǫ0 + iǫ′′, with ǫ′′ > 0 at ω0. As a condition, the volume with the average dimension R

should out-range the mean free transport path lt and the equation:

R ≫ lt ≫ λ (2.31)
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should be valid with λ being the wavelength. He predicted amplified emission based on a

time-dependent diffusion equation of the flux density Φω(r, t) of photons of a frequency

ω:

1

c

∂ Φω(r, t)

∂ t
= D∇2Φω(r, t) +Qω(r, t)N0 Φω(r, t) . (2.32)

Here, N0 corresponds to the dielectric particle density. Equation 2.32 correlates the

change of Φω with time at a position r with its spatial change and an attenuation factor

based on the diffusion coefficient D. The emission Qω is described as the gain ("negative

absorption") cross section of light of frequency per particle. This results in a threshold at

which the gain exceeds the losses of scattering. D can be approximated by [38]:

D ≈ ls c

3 (1 − 〈cos(θ)〉 )
. (2.33)

It depends on the mean free transport length and the average scattering angle 〈cos(θ)〉.
A general solution for Equation 2.32 is given by:

Φω(r, t) =
∑

n

anψ(r)e−(DB2
n−QωN0)c t , (2.34)

and the threshold condition for Φω

DB2 − QωN0 ≤ 0 . (2.35)

ψn and Bn are the respective eigenfunction and eigenvalue of the equation

∆ψn(r) +B2
nψn(r) = 0 . (2.36)

The threshold is

DB2
n = Qω0

N0 = gth (2.37)

with the threshold gain gth and the frequency of maximum gain ω0. Analogous to amplified

emission in a wave guide after reaching the threshold, an exponential increase of the

intensity occurs. This effect has a greater impact for frequencies around ω0, the maximum

gain of the emission. The spectrum narrows down to a few nm until saturation sets in.

According to Letokov, the volume with the average dimension R represents lossy modes

that are strongly coupled and scattered. Therefore, a continuous non-resonant feedback is

present, if the number of modes N becomes sufficiently large [33].

The imaginary part of the permittivity ǫ′′ depends on the intensity of the photon flux, as

saturation effects may be present. It can be determined by the (optical) pump power and

is given by:

∂ ǫ′′(r, t)

∂ t
+

1

T1
ǫ′′(r, t) = −2σ0 ǫ

′′(r, t)

∫

a(ω) Φω(r, t) dω +
1

T1
ǫ̃′′(r, t) , (2.38)
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with a(ω) as the normalized line shape of the absorption. T1 is the decay time for

spontaneous emission and σ is the cross section for the transition of the dielectric particles.

ǫ̃′′ is a factor that correlates with the pump intensity when gain is introduced and takes

saturation and the rate equation for population inversion into account. Letokhov predicts

that even though this optical active medium with scatters is not a resonator in the classic

sense, relaxation oscillation occurs when gain is introduced. As a large amount of loss is

attributed to this kind of resonator ("stochastic resonator[...] with a large number of modes

(waves in different directions) which are strongly coupled" [5]), it takes a longer period of

time for the initial pulsations to reach a stationary regime compared to a classical laser

(based on high Q-value resonators). Experimentally, Markushev et al.[11] were first to

demonstrate, and therefore validate, the theory of this type of non-resonant amplification

by analyzing a scattering system based on laser crystal powders.

Although this theory is a quantitative description of non-resonant light amplification in

scattering gain medium, it does not account for strong interference-induced fluctuations

of the local light intensity and interference of diffusive waves. Especially since Cao et

al[7, 45]. demonstrated a new kind of random lasing with coherent (resonant) feedback,

a distinction between resonant random lasing and non resonant amplified emission is

needed. Cao analyzed strong scattering ZnO powders and poly-crystalline structures

with particle sizes around 100 nm upon irradiation. Cao interpreted this behaviour with

strong and multiple scattering that formed closed loop resonant feedback and resulted in

multiple, narrow spikes (FWHM of ≈ 0.1 nm). While Sebbah and Vanneste agreed with

Cao [46], the origin of distinct and narrow spectral peaks was highly discussed. Theories

proposed closed scattering loop [41] or ring shaped resonators with n larger than the

average in the diffusive regime [47]. Furthermore and in analogy to traveling waves,

spontaneously emitted photons that gain intensity while extending their trajectory have

been put forward [48]. The latter model is in accordance with the observation of random

peaks in the emission spectrum of weakly scattering regimes in single shot experiments.

The spontaneous emitted photon (“lucky photon”) that stimulates the emission of other

exited states as it travels through the population inverted volume is subject to statistical

fluctuations and results in a different peak wavelength with each excitation pulse. The

coexistence of closed looped scattering and extended modes has also been reported [49].

The origin for these kinds of random lasers seems to be diverse and many models were

used to describe and simulate these results. Hereinafter, a theoretical approach for random

lasing based on feedback, i.e. resonant (coherent) random lasing that takes diverse

calculation methods into account is presented and discussed. The presented results are

summarized in [42] emphasising on finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), finite element

method (FEM) and a steady-state ab initio laser theory method (SALT), a self-consistent

time-independent approach. The results differ for strong and rather weak scattering media

both theoretically and experimentally hence requiring both cases to be analyzed separately.

When a spatial varying dielectric constant (ǫ(r), and therefore of n) is assumed, such as

for scattering particles in a background medium or changes due to modulated wrinkling,

the eigenmodes of such wave equations are localized in a volume of the size 2Lloc. Lloc
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is the localization length (spatially localized solutions of the Maxwell equations with

exponentially decaying tails). If Lloc > L, with L referring to the size of the system,

light cannot be confined by the disorder given by n(r), as the exponentially decaying tails

exceed the disorder. Only if Lloc < L light is localized, as the decaying tails are coupled

with the boundaries of the system. A general theory about random lasing that covers

all aspects and characteristics has not been published. Numerical simulations, however,

have provided insight into the aspects of disordered materials with introduced gain. As

mentioned earlier, simulations based solely on the diffusion equations (see Letokhov’s

theory for random lasing) do not take interference into account. Especially for simulations

near optical Anderson localization, this neglect is problematic due to the pure wave nature

of this effect. Here, FDTD simulations have first been performed. In the following, a 4-level

atomic system and the respective population equations (4 level laser system) with atomic

transitions is used.

1

2

3

4

Wp

1/τ43

1/τ32, γstim

1/τ21N1

N2

N3

N4

Fig. 2.9: Four-level atomic system.

dN1

dt
=

N2

τ21
− WpN1 (2.39)

dN2

dt
=

N3

τ32
− N2

τ21
+

E

h̄ ωt

dP

dt
(2.40)

dN3

dt
=

N4

τ43
− N3

τ32
− E

h̄ ωt

dP

dt
(2.41)

dN4

dt
= −N4

τ43
+ WpN1 (2.42)

A visual representation of Equations 2.39 to 2.42 is schematically shown in Figure 2.9.

These equations describe the change in density of electron population Ni (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

throughout a four level system. Electrons are transferred from the ground level 1 into

the highest energetic level 4 with a constant rate Wp, followed by a fast transition (short

lifetime τ43) to the upper laser level 3. The decay rate is given by 1/τ43 and is very high

resulting in a quick depopulation of 4. Besides the decay rate 1/τ32 for spontaneous

emission of the transition of the laser levels from 3 to 2, a second term for the decay rate

is introduced in order to provide the possibility of stimulated transmission γstim. This step

depends on the polarization density P as coherent emission needs to take place. The

energy difference is given by the transition frequency ωt = E3 − E2.

These equations are used in combination with the time-dependent Maxwell Equations 2.3

as well as 2.4 and solved for the case of electronic pumping by taking advantage of the
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mashed principles of (time-dependent) FTDT methods. The polarization density in the

presence of E obeys [50]:

d2P (t)

dt2
+ ∆ωt

dP (t)

dt
+ ω2

t P (t) =
6π ǫ0 c

3

ω2
a τ32

∆N(t)E(t) (2.43)

and can be derived from Equation 2.13 with ∆ωt = 1/τ32 + 2/T2. T2 corresponds to

the collision time and gives the mean time between dephasing events which play an

important role for stimulated (and therefore coherent) emission. ∆N(t) represents the

time-dependent difference in population density between levels two and three. Equa-

tion 2.43 is derived from a damped classical electron oscillator [16]. The disorder is

introduced by ǫ(r) in the Maxwell Equation 2.4. The authors of [46] used a step by step

approach to gain important details about the modal distribution through visualization of

the field amplitude and describe the properties of their system. First, a general, broad,

Gaussian pulse is used to identify localized or semi localized (leaky) modes. This way, the

general distribution of light inside this localized system could be visualized and frequencies

with high resonant character (high Q-Value) were identified. The light was localized in a

small area and only small parts of the field amplitude left the analyzed system. In order to

introduce gain, two possibilities exist. The first consist in changing the resonant frequency

of the atomic transition in the four-level laser equation and excite the whole system. The

latter involves introducing a local Gaussian source where the distribution of frequency

dependent mode is known. It is worth noting that the spatial distribution of the amplitude

of the lasing mode is identical with the amplitude calculated for the corresponding quasi

bound state. This way, it was shown that at least for threshold laser modes (one lasing

mode present), a random laser mode acts just like the resonant cavity mode in analogy to

a Fabry-Perot resonator. Furthermore, a strong spatial dependency of excitation has been

proven. The observations were confirmed by time independent FEM simulations using the

same system for analysis [42].

For diffusive modes, however, this is not the case. With n = 1.25 for the scatterers, the

same pattern of disorder was analyzed and the mean free path length was not signifi-

cantly shorter than the system size L. It should be noted that it was impossible to get a

direct visualization of the quasi bound modes by considering a passive system (without

gain being introduced). Due to the high leaky system, the resonant field could not be

discriminated from the initially generated source field, as both vanish roughly at the same

time by absorption of an introduced perfect matching layer at the borders of the system.

Nevertheless, by introducing gain over the previously stated four-level atomic system, the

threshold laser modes of the steady state modes of this weak scattering system could be

shown. Even a reduction of the change in refractive index from background to scatterers

down to ∆n = 0.05 led to random lasing, although a substantial increase in threshold was

mentioned. Unfortunately, a direct comparison of the passive and resonant lasing modes

analogous to [46] was not possible. Vanneste et. al. postulated the quasi bound mode

and the laser threshold mode to be identical in [46]. FEM analysis of an identical system,

however, suggests a transition from a perfect match (as stated previously) to significant
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discrepancies (up to a relative difference of σd = 14.5 for ∆n = 0.25) with decreasing ∆n.

The quasi bound state experiences an exponential decay that is not present in the localized

case which adds a traveling wave character ("a progressive component") to the system.

In fact, it can be shown that in general, quasi-bound modes, such as the resonances in a

passive cavity, are never identical to the threshold laser modes even though inside a high-Q

cavities a high degree of similarity is documented [42].

Alternative ways of describing modes of random lasers, such as self-consistent ab initio

laser theory (SALT) [51] and Monte Carlo simulations [52] have also been performed.

SALT solves the non-linear Maxwell-Bloch semi classical laser equations for stationary

solutions and is a time independent approach [51]. The Monte-Carlo simulations were able

to reproduce experimental results and the origin of the analyzed modes of ZnO, "extended

modes" that originate from a single spontaneous emission event (see [45]) was revealed

[52]. Although this method gives detailed information about the development of a single

"ray" throughout scattering events, no mode distribution is reported. However, the nature

of a mode can be concluded from this process of scattering.

The extraordinary array of of approaches and theories attempting to provide an explana-

tion for the nature of resonant random lasing highlight a lack of understanding regarding

its origin as well as detail show that it is a still developing field in both theoretical and

experimental research.

So far, two types of random lasing, as they are sometimes referred to in literature, have

been introduced. However, little emphasis has been placed on elucidating the reasoning

behind the necessity of discriminating between amplified spontaneous emission for the

non-resonant (feedback) case and the resonant random lasing (coherent) case. For the

latter case, detection is more trivial as narrow spikes arise out of a spectrum when the

input intensity is above the threshold. Such sharp peaks can only be formed in cavities

forming a resonant feedback loop by multiple scattering. In all scattering media, these

cavities have a rather low Q-factor and are therefore lossy. Since multiple spikes arise (see

scheme in Figure 2.8) when the input intensity is increased, a larger amount of cavities

are present. However these modes are spectrally and spatially separated and each mode

has its threshold depending on its very own Q-factor of the cavity. For the non resonant

case, a broader picture has to be taken into account.

The research in this dissertation is concerned with thin wave guide structures that have

disorder, and therefore scattering, introduced in their system. Let us first consider a real

wave guide structure with gain materials and slight (lower than 0.5 %) surface roughness.

The confinement that is introduced by the thin slab guide only allows defined modes to be

guided insight of the film. Here, the total internal reflection is crucial to redirect light back

into the material with higher refractive index represents a (directed) change in path. The

surface roughness, however allows out-coupling and can represent the losses in such a

system. When gain is introduced, this system behaves as described in section 2.3 and a

rather broad and smooth peak with a FWHM of a few nm is present once the threshold is

exceeded. Let us now consider a system where random distributed weak scatterers are

introduced by an arbitrary change in refractive index (e.g. particles, thickness modulation
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in wave guides or modulation of materials). When observing light traveling through

such a system a change in direction of the light’s path is also detected. As scattering is a

statistical process, we additionally have to discriminate between losses and redirection

in a "favorable" or observed path. When gain is introduced in such kind of a system, the

resulting spectrum does not differ from ASE. Rationally speaking, incoherent random

lasing as it is often called in literature, comes down to amplification of light in scattering

systems dealing with gain and losses and thus ASE.

Experimental Overview

The last part of this section aims to give an overview on the topic of random lasing. As

one can imagine, literature is full of experimental evidence related to resonant random

lasing all with a variety of different approaches and materials - sometimes only having

the presence of scattering in common. As the research in this thesis deals with organic

laser dyes and mostly pure organic devices, only a short overview on inorganic resonant

random lasing is given. Within this topic, ZnO has become a role model as an optical

active laser material. While random lasing has mainly been reported in inorganic materials

including powders [11, 45, 53–57], nano wire [58–62], quantum dots [63, 64] and

multiple quantum well based systems, [65–67], it is also found in blended, modified

films [68–72] and random fibers [73–76]. Furthermore, the groundbreaking ability of

electrically pumping ZnO-based devices to achieve random lasing [77–82] has been

reported.

Given the main subject of this work, we focus on the experimental realization for systems

that contain organic dyes. In regards to lasing, the role model dye for organic materials is

Rhodamin 6G and the majority of the approaches discussed hereafter include this laser dye.

A popular technique to achieve resonant RL is to separate the laser dye from the scatterer.

This is achieved by dissolving organic laser dyes and dispersing (nano)particles in the

solution (Figure 2.10 a). This has the advantage that the average scatter concentration

can be controlled, directly affecting the mean free path length ls and the transport mean

free path lt that can be calculated by:

lt =
ls

1− < cos(Θ) >
, (2.44)

with ls = (σscat ρ)−1. Here, the average cosine of θ corresponds to the scattering angle,

ρ is the particle concentration and σscat stands for the scattering cross section [83].

Furthermore, the gain length lg needs to be introduced. It describes the length that is

needed to amplify the light intensity by a factor of e. In scattering media, however, it is

more interesting to know the average distance between the beginning and ending points
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Fig. 2.10: Schematics for random laser modes based on dissolved organic dyes and a) scattering
(nano)particles or b) (polymer dispersed) liquid crystals.

for paths of the length lg. This can be given by the amplification length under consideration

of the definition of the diffusion constant D in Equation 2.32

lamp =

√

ltlg
3

(2.45)

for a three dimensional system [84]. The amplification length provides an intuition for

the regime of the scattering. As Figure 2.10 a insinuates, multiple optical paths inside as

well as partially outside of the irradiated volume will be present and depending on the

feedback, resonant cavities can additionally occur. Besides these, traveling and thus non

resonant light amplification can take place. While many different types of particles are

included to play the role of scattering centers, the key message remains the same: there

exists a lowest threshold concentration of particles required in order to increase scattering

at which light paths differ from a straight trajectory. In the regime of population inversion

a refractive index must be present and losses need to be exceeded by gain. However, no

general strategy to reach resonant random laser modes inside of such systems is known,

but it varies with the applied materials, the particle size, density, and temperature [83–

90]. On a side note "incoherent" random lasers which in this thesis will fall under the

definition of ASE were also demonstrated. Due to the lack of detailed mode resolution it is,

however, also possible that the results lack a discrimination between ASE or resonant RL

[12, 91, 92]. A slightly different approach consists in taking advantage of the anisotropic,

birefringent properties of liquid crystals (LC)(Figure 2.10 b. The advantage with LCs is the

controllability of the strength of the scattering by external stimuli. Namely two concepts

are used. The temperature dependency of the diffusive constant of nematic liquid crystals

enables an external control over the threshold for the amplified emission [93, 94] and

resonant random lasing [95, 96]. As a second approach, a voltage is applied to the LC

devices which results in a switch of the diffusion constant depending on the orientation of

the crystals. This method enables a faster switch compared to temperature based devices.

Most of these cells were used polymer dispersed LC which show quicker response times

when an electrical field is applied [97–99].
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Fig. 2.11: Overview showing a) the layer thickness fluctuation of a polymer film on top of a
substrate and b) a possible whispering gallery mode due to refractive index fluctuations
with a resultant resonator. (Scheme in analogy to Ref. [40])

Although this is an easy and popular way to built laser devices, they lack the possibility

to provide detailed insights into the mechanism and the respective morphology. This

resulting in a characterization solely based on the resulting optical spectra ("incoherent"

and "coherent" random lasing). For the case of dispersed nanoparticles, the possibility of

agglomeration and sedimentation always has to be considered, so that depending on the

time difference between sample preparation and measurement, the size and concentration

of the particles may vary. Furthermore, Brownian movement changes the scattering pattern

and thus no stable resonant random laser modes can be isolated. The voltage controlled

LC devices however are considered progress as the scattering particles (and polymers) are

spatially trapped when the right voltage and frequency is applied. Nonetheless, morpho-

logical analysis of the inside of the samples is limited to polymer dispersed LCs.

Unlike in liquid based systems, solid devices such as polymer films do not show spectral

variation with time. This way, reproducible spectral patterns can be obtained provided

that the sample area of irradiation does not vary. A third type of device that can result

in resonant random lasing relies on using thin film wave guides, preferably dye doped

polymer films. For weak scattering regimes (where lt is large) there are two schools of

thought how resonant random lasing can occur. On the one side, the amplification of

specific photonic states cause narrow lines in a disordered medium [37]. On the other side,

resonant RL is caused by random cavities that exist in the morphological landscape which

are formed by slight changes in n such as inhomogeneities that result in the formation

of actual laser cavity modes with narrow band emission [40, 100]. The latter model will

be explained more in detail. For the experimental analysis, a simple, several micro meter

thick polymer film that contains a dye is used [9]. The inhomogeneities are introduced as

the roughness of the films resulting in changes of the effective refractive index in analogy

to Figure 2.4, as larger layer thicknesses result in a change of β (in-plane wave vector)

and a micro disk-type resonator is formed (see Figure 2.11). Such types of resonators

have a decreasing areal density with increasing resonator length L and are thus highly

unlikely. Yet, they show a specific emission pattern. The analysis by a power Fourier

transformation (PFT) revealed one dominant resonator length which did not change upon

the introduction of additional short-range disorder. In all publications regarding this

specific topic, film thicknesses above 2 μm were used [9, 40, 100–103]. For thin polymer

films, two strategies to introduce disorder trap light insight the film have been pursued: the

addition of scattering particles that are distributed inside the films, or the modification of
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Fig. 2.12: Summarized strategies to demonstrate resonant RL in thin films by a) the addition of
scattering centers or free standing wires/rods on top of the surface. Surface modulation
strategies are shown in b) and actual examples for the respective topological outcomes
which were measured for this thesis, with respective light paths (arrows) are shown in
c).

the interfaces to introduce scattering due to a disturbed wave guide. For the treatment of

the film additives, such as nanoparticles [104, 105], dye agglomerates [106], non-miscible

polymer [107, 108] or fibers/wires on the surface [109–112] combinations were used.

Modifications of the interfaces were performed through femtosecond laser ablation [113]

or intentionally increased surface roughness by wrinkling [10, 114]. A schematic overview

is given in Figure 2.12.

From here on we focus on random laser action that is introduced by wrinkle formation. In

the work presented by Z. Shen et. al [114], the authors conducted a prove of principle

experiment for a 1D random wrinkle structure that was capable of resonant random lasing.

The device consists of Rhodamin 6G dissolved in ethylene glycol and two polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) slabs. One of them was uni-axially stretched and plasma treated. The

releases of the stress resulted in 1D wrinkles of random wrinkle wavelengths. Nevertheless,

the structure shows a similarity to a DFB resonator. The irradiation of the confined dye

solution in between of the two PDMS slabs resulted in resonant random lasing.

M. Anni [10] on the other side, provided the first analysis of all solid random lasers based

on wrinkles towards the influence of sample properties on the emission. The system of

choice was a multi-layered thin film consisting of polyurethane (PU) on glass with Poly-(9-

9-dioctylfluorene) (PFO), which is the optical active material in this system. Wrinkling was

introduced by a previously prepared polystyrene master pattern (1D and 2D) that was used
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during the construction of the samples. The sample thickness was roughly between 300 nm

and 400 nm and an in-depth characterization of the sample properties and preparation is

given. The resulting emission spectrum was analyzed upon changes in surface roughness,

wrinkle wavelength, and wave guide losses. Unlike the intuitive assumption "the more

the better" when it comes to scattering with the goal of RL, the publication revealed a

tendency from resonant RL over ASE to photo luminescence with increasing modulation

depth due to wrinkling, as higher wrinkle modulations result in a disturbance of the film.

By model calculations of the film, a higher mode confinement and larger pump to mode

overlap is observed for samples that showed resonant RL than those that only showed ASE

or photo luminescence. Again this demonstrates the effect the increased modulation depth

has on the samples.

2.5 Summary

This chapter aimed to provide an overview on the theory that are needed to understand

the research that will be presented in section 4. It should be emphasized that no in-

depth descriptions were given and the interested reader is encouraged to consult the

presented references for further readings. First, the light as an electromagnetic wave and

its interaction with matter followed by the refractive index was introduced. Next, the

concept of wave guiding and propagated modes in optical denser layers was explained

and the key formulations for the thickness dependency of the effective refractive index

in asymmetrical slab guides are addressed. As this thesis deals with light amplification,

absorption and emission of light in organic materials was explained and the concept of

amplified spontaneous emission in wave guides was briefly conceptualized. Following this,

an introduction into the broad topic of random lasing was given from both the theoretical

simulation as well as from the experimental point of view. While simulations focus on

the description of the electromagnetic field in simplified models, where substantial mode

development differences for high and low refractive indices could be demonstrated, the

experimental part focused on a variety of approaches to demonstrate resonant random

laser modes. With a focus on organic random laser action, two schools of thought were

introduced and different strategies described to achieve resonant random lasing. Last, the

work on wrinkle based random lasing published by Z. Shen and M. Anni was highlighted.
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3Material and Methods

3.1 Materials

This section gives an overview of the functional materials and their application that are

used for the research in this thesis. First, an introduction of the materials required for

wrinkle-induced disordered systems and the materials for coupled random fiber systems is

provided. Next, preparatory steps, methods, and setups are presented and explained.

3.1.1 Materials for Wrinkle-induced disorder

All three compounds that have been used for wrinkle-induced disordered systems are pre-

sented in Figure 3.1. Two of these materials are spiro-based and contain a spiro-bifluoren

core. Spiro molecules in general consist of two independent π-systems linked through a

sp3-hybridized carbon (spiro) atom. The rigid perpendicular arrangement of the two halves

make these spirofluorenes rather bulky. Oligophenyls (non-spiro based analogs) with more

than three phenyl groups show a tendency to aggregate and thus crystallize. In contrast,

using a spiro linker between the two perpendicular arranged "upper" and "lower" π-systems

that are bound via the spiro carbon atom, the interaction between these systems is sup-

pressed in the electronic ground state. This basically means that two independent chemical

systems are "bound" together via the spiro carbon atom. However, spiro-conjugation

and vibronic coupling has been reported when spiro-compounds have been excited [21].

Another advantage of the rigid structure is the increased glass transition temperature

compared to their respective non-spiro based counterparts. Furthermore, due to the bulky,

cross-shaped arrangement, crystallization is prevented [21, 27, 28, 30, 115–117] and

even thin films can be present in an amorphous state1, without signs of crystallization

for months. The 2-fold addition in mass might increase thermal stability, but can also

lead to challenges during evaporation if the chemical structure exceeds a certain size [21].

Although in this work only symmetrical spiro-molecules are used, it should be emphasized

that asymmetrical spiro compounds have been studied in detail. Especially due to possible

bipolar characteristics in OFETs [119, 120], and solar cells [121, 122], these materials are

of great interest. Furthermore, asymmetrical spiro molecules can act as detergent materials

by tuning the halves to repel and attract a certain functional group (consequently changing

its surface energy), respectively. In this thesis, Spiroquarterpenyl(2,2’,7,7’-Tetraphenyl-9,9’-

1Disregarding the historical definition, we use amorphous state and glass as synonyms [118]
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Tab. 3.1: Material characteristics for wrinkle induced disorder. Molecular weights M , absorp-
tion and emission wavelength λabs/em, the respective refractive indices at wavelengths
n(400 nm), and the glass transition temperatures Tg are shown.

Name Mw / g/mol λabs / nm λem n(400 nm) Tg / ◦C
S4Φ 620.8 333 390 1.981 172

m,m-S6Φ 925.2 265 358 1.839 127

Polystyrene
30,000
280,000
unknown

≪ 337.1 - 1.627
63

101
110

Fig. 3.1: Chemical Structure of the materials that are used in the process of thin film preparation.

spirobifluorene, S4Φ) is used as ultra violet laser dye. The UV/Vis and emission spectra,

as well as the amplified spontaneous emission of a neat S4Φ film with a thickness of 105

nm deposited (PVD) on glass is shown in Figure 3.2. ASE thresholds as low as 2.2 mJ/cm2

and improved stability compared to derivatives upon excitation on larger time scales

have been reported [28]. As a cladding layer Spiroquarterphenly or the passive material

m,m-Spirosexiphenyl (3,3’,6,6’-Tetrakis-(biphenyl-3-yl)-9,9’-spirobifluorene, m,m-S6Φ) is

used. Both chemical compounds were synthesized in the workgroup of Macromolecular

Chemistry and Molecular Materials (mmCmm)2. The latter has already been used as a

matrix material for laser dyes, as it does only have a low but non-significant absorption

at the pump wavelength of 337.1 nm corresponding to a nitrogen laser. The UV/Vis and

emission spectra for a thin film of 54 nm of m,m-S6Φ on glass are shown in the appendix

(Figure 8.1). In the UV region (400 nm), the spiro compounds have a refractive index

2C. Herb and A. Siebert are gratefully acknowledged for development and synthesis
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Fig. 3.2: Absorbance, emission and amplified spontaneous emission of 105 nm thin layer of
Spiroquarterphenyl on glass.

of 1.98 and 1.84 for S4Φ and m,m-S6Φ, respectively. In practice, the actual index of a

thin film might show discrepancies depending on thickness and quality of the layer. Last,

polystyrene (PS) is introduced as matrix material for the emitter (S4Φ). Two different

molecular weights M with respective glass transition temperatures Tg are used for the ex-

periments. One was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (M = 35, 000 g/mol) with a Tg = 63 ◦C

whereas the second polystyrene fraction was synthesized in this work group (Tg = 110 ◦C).

Although M and Tg vary, only slight fluctuations in n are present, so that n = 1.627 can be

attributed to all neat PS thin films. If not referred to otherwise, 35, 000 g/mol is meant,

when PS is mentioned. A summary of the respective material properties is shown in

Table 3.1.

3.1.2 Materials for Coupled random fiber systems

Research on coupled fibers is performed on cellulose fiber based systems. These fiber

materials have been, and still are of high interest in recent research topic when it comes

to paper-based electronics and opto-electronics [123, 124]. Due to its green, eco-friendly

reputation, the idea is to create biodegradable electrical and optical devices using sub-

trates such as paper or cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) [125–127]. For optical applications,

transparent wood has been used by Vasileva et al.[128] to create random cavities. Here,

delignified wood (cellulose) is infiltrated with polymethylemethacrylate (PMMA) and

Rhodamine 6G and cured. As their refractive indices are similar (transparency), but

not identical, the cellulose fibers act as small optical resonators and resonant random

lasing modes are observed upon gain introduction. Gofraniha et al.[13] used cellulose as

scatterers for a Rhodamine 6G solution to demonstrate a transition from non-resonant to

resonant random lasing by changing the shape of lithographically designed fluid channels

in paper.
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Tab. 3.2: Excitation and emission wavelengths λex/em and the amount of compounds the dye or
dye mixtures were composed of.

Name λex / nm λem # of Components
Calcofluor White 267.9; 325.5 438.0 1

HL Green 437.0 490.4 2
HL Yellow 452.0 411.6 1

HL Orange 525.2 552.6 >3
HL Red 524.0 551.2 >3

Coumarin 307 345.8; 413.2 480.6 1
Xero 80 439.6 438 -

Fig. 3.3: Z-projection of CLSM images of Papers A (a) and B (b).

In this thesis, two types of papers have been used. The first paper consisted of commer-

cially available copy paper produced by Stora Enso Paper AB, Nymölla Mill in Sweden

(paper A). This product is a composite of cellulose, fluorescent brightening agents (FBAs)

and mineral fillers. In principle, paper can always contain small amounts of Lignin and

hemicellulose. Here, the manufacturer does not provide any further description on its

exact composition. The second paper is a pure cellulose paper purchased from Wenzhouh

Halili Industry & Trade Co. in China (paper B) which was specifically designed for calligra-

phy purposes. Figure 3.3 shows a z-projection of the confocal laser scanning microscope

(CLSM)3 images of both, the standard copy paper (a) and the calligraphic paper (b). The

calligraphic paper was dyed with Calcofluor White and is shown in Figure 3.3. In both

cases, the excitation wavelength was set on 405 nm, and light was collected at 467 nm.

For paper A, 35 equidistant slices at different heights (in total 63 μm) and for paper B

66 slices ( in total 120 μm) were measured. Paper A (a) has a higher fiber density and

non-irradiating mineral fillers distributed over the hole image can be recognized as black

dots. In case of paper B (b) a rather plane, non-twisted structure of the fibers is visible.

The length of both types of fibers is roughly the same.

When it comes to dye selection, spirooligophenyls might be desirable due to their adequate

lasing abilities (see above). However, cellulose is a highly functional substrate with no

3CLSM measurement were performed by Dr. Seyed Amir Hamze Beati, which is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 3.4: Excitation (dotted line) and emission spectra of Pelikan Textmarker 490 highlighters.

aromaticity which makes it rather challenging to create a wave guiding structure using

spiro-based olligophenyles due to mismatches in surface energy. Furthermore, these spiro

molecules suitable for optical applications only cover the UV, blue, and to a less extend,

green spectral range. Therefore, it is preferable to use commercially available dyes that

cover a broad visible spectral range and are known to possess excellent adhesive properties

towards cellulose. An overview of these dye mixtures and dyes with corresponding optical

properties is given in Table 3.2. Calcofluor White (Fluorescent Brightener 28, Sigma

Aldrich) is used as FBA in paper B. It is widely used for staining samples as it has high

affinity to cellulose and chitin, explaning its wide use in a diverse array of biological

experiments [129, 130]. As most FBAs, it absorbs UV light and emits blue light with a

large spectral broadness (a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 62 nm). FBAs are

usually applied to paper to improve its brightness and maintain a white impression to the

human eye. The laser dye Coumarin 307, a known laser and ASE dye (Radiant dye) [131,

132], shifts the wavelength to turquoise (480 nm) and green (500 nm). Furthermore, four

Pelikan Textmarker 490 highlighter (HL) pens in different colors (green, yellow, orange

and red) have been used. The highlighters consist of an aqueous mixture of acrylic esters,

glycerol and preservatives combined with the respective dye molecules (dye molecule

mixtures) [133]. These bright dyes show an excellent tendency to attach to cellulose

fibers. The respective excitation and fluorescence spectra in aqueous solution are shown

in Figure 3.4. Fluorescence spectra are excited at the respective maximum in absorbance

(see appended UV/Vis spectra in Figure 8.3). The excitation is measured for the respective

emission maximum. While the yellow highlighters consists of just one dye, at least two

(green ) or more (orange and red ) types of dyes are present in the other highlighters,

which was proven by column chromatography (isopropanol:ethanol:ethylacetate, 1:1:2) 4.

4Chromatography as well as optical analysis of the aqueous components have been performed by Katharina
Getfert in the department of Macromeolecular Chemistry and Molecular Materials, which is gratefully
acknowledged.
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3.2 Thin film preparation

Fig. 3.5: Schematic illustration of thin film preparation techniques: a) spin coating and b) Physical
Vapor Deposition (PVD).

The important role of thin films for this thesis has been discussed in the previous section.

Thin films come into play, when no low-priced bulky material satisfies the requirements

for a given purpose or when structural advantages (system properties) can be gained out

of the miniaturization process. Furthermore, they are used to improve surface properties

according to the applicational needs which may include, but is not limited to, transmis-

sion, absorption, hardness, or electrical properties [134]. In our case, we require the

thicknesses to be in the range of mono-modal wave guiding to support low thresholds

for a given amplification (lasing or ASE). In this work, two techniques, namely physical

vapor deposition (PVD) and solution based spin coating have been used. While PVD

is generally preferred due to higher layer quality including uniformity and low surface

roughness, a change of technique to spin coating is required when polymers are involved.

Thermal evaporation is only possible to a certain extend depending on molecular weight.

For polymers, molecular weights of 100, 000 g/mol are not uncommon. Upon heating,

these polymers would degrade and no (or unknown and not desired) deposition of low

molecular materials on top of the substrates would be the consequence. The general

procedures for spin coating and PVD are depicted in Figure 3.5 a) and b), respectively. For

the application of thin films, 50 mg of polystyrene5 and 5- wt% of S4Φ are dissolved in

chloroform (Uvasol, Merck) and stirred overnight. The substrates, silicon wafers with an

oxide layer of 300 nm thickness, were cleaned mechanically with tissues (Kimberly-Clark

Kimcare Medical Wipes), and soaked with acetone followed by isopropyl alcohol. At any

step, a visual check for dust particles was performed. The dye doped polymer solution

was filtered (Whatman 0.2 μm, PTFT-membrane) while wetting the substrates. The spin

coating device is self-built and uses a tape recorder engine. For the rotational speed see

Figure 8.4 in the appendix. The respective revolutions per minute (rpm) at a given voltage

vary from 890 rpm (3 V) to 2420 rpm (8.5 V). The samples were spin coated for at least 1

5The molecular mass of a given charge will be mentioned in the discussion of the given experiments.
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minute to dry prior to ellipsometric determination of the layer thickness and the addition

of a cladding layer via PVD. Keeping the same conditions (amount of drops, area, voltage,

time of spinning), a thickness variation of lower than 5 % can be obtained.

While the thin (dye doped) polymer films had to be produced via spin coating, the cladding

layers, which always and solely consisted of spiro-compounds could be deposited via

vapor deposition6. Once the titanium crucible (see Figure 3.5 b) is filled with the desired

material, ultra high vacuum pressure (< 10−7 mbar or lower) is applied to the respective

chamber. This ballistic vacuum regime ensures the absence of collisions with impurities in

the chamber as the mean free path length exceeds the dimensions of the chamber. The

chamber, the target material, and its crucible required to be out-gassed, once the chamber

was flooded with air. Therefore, the crucible was heated to temperatures slightly below

the glass transition temperature of the spiro compound and kept heated? for at least two

hours. After that, it was heated until a desired deposition rate (usually 0.1 Å/s to 0.3 Å/s)

was reached. A good indication for the need of further out-gassing is the evolution of the

pressure upon heating7. Once the material starts to evaporate, a quartz crystal detects the

deposition on its surface. However, the vapor stream density is not spread homogeneously

upon evaporation and depends on the method of evaporation, the geometry of the crucible,

and on the density itself [134]. The material beam has a higher density directly above

the source compared to a lateral translated position (see sample holder compared to

quartz crystal in Figure 3.5 b)). Thus, a "tooling factor" is assigned to each material when

evaporated under the same conditions (pressure, source, height and material) that ensures

the reproducibility of a given evaporation process. By comparing thickness determined

by the quartz crystal and the thickness determined by ellipsometric measurements, the

tooling factor can be calculated. Assuming the samples are located on the circumference of

a circle around the middle of the sample holder (which is the center they rotate around),

it is possible to further reduce discrepancies below 1 %.

Nonetheless, this unequal distribution of the vapor stream density can be leveraged to

obtain varying thicknesses in all samples in a single evaporation process. Therefore, the

samples rotation is turned off and the shutter position is changed gradually as the evap-

oration process proceeds. As the crucible is not located directly underneath the sample

holder, and step by step the samples are exposed to the stream (shutter movement), each

sample results in its own individual thickness. This is used to our advantage in order to

elucidate the optimal layer thicknesses that correlate with a peak to peak distances upon

wrinkling (see section 3.4).

Although it is possible to determine the thickness of each layer at the end of the process,

it is more accurate to determine this property at each step. To this end, the principles of

ellipsometry are discussed, followed by the thermal measurements, the determination of

6The experimental setup of the vacuum evaporation system can be found in the Experimental Details section
at the end of this chapter

7If pressure peaks in the range of one order of magnitude are present upon heating, it is good to temper the
sample above Tg. This way no noticeable partial pressure of the material itself is present and can be kept
at elevated temperature over night.
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the glass transition temperature, thermal wrinkling and how to gain sample information

out of such a random peak-valley system.

3.3 Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry in general, is defined as the measurement of the polarization state of a

polarized vector wave. A polarized light-wave of known state interacts with an optical

system and the change in both amplitude and phase of reflected/transmitted light is

detected. Ellipsometry represents the only possibility to determine both optical constants8

and layer thicknesses in thin films [135]. Since we are dealing with wave guiding

structures and optical materials, this information comes in handy. The layer thickness

helps to determine whether or not and how many modes can be present in a slab wave

guide by the calculation of the cut-off thickness of the respective modes. Furthermore,

knowledge about the optical properties, such as the absorbance and type of material,

help to model absorption inside a given material or material composite. In this section,

we first discuss the general prerequisites for ellipsometry, such as the interaction of light

with matter at the interface with respect of its polarization state and the procedure

of ellipsometric evaluations. This includes a detailed description of the analysis and

determination of the respective layer thicknesses and optical constants with variable angle

spectroscopic ellpisometer as well as the limits of this technique. In addition, a discussion

of the data collection process is present and a model for an exemplary thin films of neat

Spiroquarterphenyl is built.

The manner light interacts with a thin sample of interest depends on the material properties

of the sample. Its geometry, the interface, and in-layered systems, but also the type of

substrate are known to have an impact on the properties of the electromagnetic wave.

In ellipsometric measurements, the relative changes in amplitude Ψ and phase ∆ are

measured. With respect to the angle of incidence and wavelength every further modelling

step depends on these two parameters and they can be translated into the imaginary and

real part of a frequency depended complex function. We should be aware that there are

two ways this function can be presented: either using the parameters refractive index

n(λ) and extinction coefficient k(λ) or the real (ǫ1(ν)) and imaginary (ǫ2(ν)) dielectric

constants.

We will refer to the former formalism, which is mainly used in optics and spectroscopy.

"Bumps make wiggles" is a saying among people working with ellipsometry. This saying

refers to the fact that a material response (change in n,"wiggles" up and down with λ )

is not independent and has its origin in oscillators (k 6= 0, "bumps"). The dependency

8Although the term "constant" is rather misplaced due it being a function of λ, we will still use it, as the
combination of both the refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k are historically known as such.
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Fig. 3.6: Change of polarization of light upon reflection on an interface.

between dispersion and absorption is given by the Kramers-Kronig relation with respect to

the energy E′ for one zero-width oscillator at E:

n(E) − 1 =
2

π
P

∫

∞

0

E′ k(E′)

E′2 − E2
dE′ . (3.1)

This equation shows how through the knowledge of k over the analyzed sample, the

spectral range of interest in n can be calculated and vice versa.

In a broader scope, let us consider the interaction of light with a given polarization at

an interface such as the one shown in Figure 3.6. The theory of ellipsometry is based

on the Fresnel’s equations (see Equation 8.14 and 8.15 in the appendix). They describe

the tendency of reflection and transmission at the interface of a planar layer thickness

of arbitrary number of layers. In ellipsometry, light of a set angle, wavelength, and

most importantly, state of polarization is applied to a surface. Regardless of the state of

polarization, an electromagnetic wave can always be split into its electrical field parallel

Ep and perpendicular Es
9 to the plane of incident. As a result of Fresnel’s equations the

tendency of reflection as well as the change in phase after reflection differ for both cases.

The respective coefficients can be experimentally determined as

rp,s ≡
Ereflected

p,s

Eincident
p,s

, (3.2)

with the index "p" and "s" standing in for the respective planes. Thus, the reflectively is

given by Rp,s = rp,s · r∗

p,s = r2
p,s for non-absorbing and therefore real coefficients. Rp shows

a special behaviour. At a specific angle of incident θB, the so called Brewster angle given

by

tan(ΘB) =
n1

n0
, (3.3)

9From the German word "senkrecht", perpendicular
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Fig. 3.7: ri and Ri for a range of the incident angle from 0◦ to 90◦ for Spiroquarterphenyl at a
wavelength of 400 nm. The dashed vertical line signals the presence of the Brewster angle
ΘB.

the reflectively of the parallel component vanishes. Thus, the electrical field is exclusively

perpendicularly polarized. A calculation of the respective parallel and perpendicular com-

ponent including the Brewster angle (ΘB = 63.2 ◦) for Spiroquarterphenyl at λ = 400 nm

is shown in Figure 3.7. It should be noted that ΘB is a wavelength dependent parameter

and should thus be ΘB(λ). When it comes to absorbing thin films and in multi-layered

systems, the perpendicular component does not vanish completely and the minimum of

reflectively is called the pseudo Brewster angle. It’s value depends on both, the respective

refractive index and the extinction coefficient, thus ΘB(ni, ki).

As mentioned before, in ellipsometry, the change in amplitude Ψ and phase ∆ are measured.

They are linked to rp and rs by:

ρ =
rp

rs
= tan(ψ) ei∆ . (3.4)

At an incident angle of ΘB (see Figure 3.7 ) rp changes it sign. Therefore, ellipsometric

measurements are mainly performed in close range to that Brewster angle, as ∆ ≈ 90 ◦

and is most sensitive in this region. Its exact value is avoided because ∆ would show

a discontinuity at that point. A general setup for a rotating-analyzer type ellipsometric

measurements is shown in Figure 3.8. Monochromatic but unpolarized light of known

amplitude is converted into a linear polarized light containing both p- and s-components

with respect to the angle of incidence. Upon interaction (transmission and reflection)

with the sample, the polarization state changes to elliptically polarized light. A rotational

analyzer is placed in front of the detector and thus a time depended, but periodic signal is

recorded revealing amplitude and phase. The more revolutions of the analyzer, the better

is the accuracy of the signal. Figure 3.8 also shows the interaction of the light beam with

the interface. The image clarifies that the light directed towards the analyser and detector

is a superposition of many reflections of the thin film. However, backside reflection of the

substrate should be avoided since the transmitted and reflected beam loose coherency in

bulky materials (substrate).
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Fig. 3.8: The development of the polarisation state of a light beam in a general ellipsometric setup
and the interaction (reflectively and transmittance) of light inside a thin film sample.
Due to the rotating analyzer, the resulting signal at the detector varies with time.

Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) usually measures ρ in Equation 3.4 as a

function of λ and Θ. As no absolute but only relative values (ratio of amplitude and phase)

are being used, the resulting data are highly accurate and reproducible. Yet, it is challenging

to directly extract information within the measured sets of data. Thus, knowledge about the

analyzed thin film is crucial for a successful determination of both, the optical constants and

the layer thickness. A straight-forward and highly reproducible method is the recreation

of Rp and Rs from known n, k, and layer thickness at given wavelength and angle of

incident. The opposite operation however is more complicated as Ψ and ∆ cannot just be

used to analytically calculate a desired result. The general procedure to obtain material

characteristics is schematically shown in Figure 3.9. Ellipsometry cannot only be used

to gain knowledge about the dispersion and layer thickness, but also surface roughness,

anisotropy (in and out of plane), gradients, and compositions can be modeled. Hereinafter,

we will discuss each step to generate a reliable model for a given material before expanding

on the topic on the example of Spiroquarterphenyl.

As mentioned before, knowledge about a sample is key for the correct measurement,

starting with the parameters and ranges of a VASE measurement. Knowledge about the

substrate determines the angles of incidence to be measured, as the Brewster angle (or

pseudo Brewster angle for multi-layered systems) changes drastically and the measurement

should take place in that region to archive higher sensitivity of ∆. Regardless of material,

it is useful to measure a wide spectral range with high accuracy and more than one

angle of incidence. Once measured, a model with initial parameters needs to be built

and generated. For initial parameters, it is preferable to focus on Ψ. First, it is useful

to model the layer thickness until the same amount of peaks in Ψ (in the green lines in

Figure 3.9) is present in the generated model. Second, the height of a peak in Ψ depends

on the difference in refractive index between the substrate and an applied layer. Once

the model and the experimental data coincide in the number of peaks and amplitude,

educated initial parameters for a fitting attempt are generated. To calculate the best fitting

parameters, the software iterative adjusts these parameters using an implementation of
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Fig. 3.9: Graphical representation of the general procedure for the evaluation of an ellipsometric
set of measurement data. The respective steps are shown left with exemplary images to
the right. For details, see text.

the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm which minimizies the mean square error (MSE) of the

parameters value given by:

MSE =

√

√

√

√

√

1

2N −M

N
∑

i=1





(

ψmod
i − ψexp

i

σexp
ψ,i

)2

+

(

∆mod
i − ∆exp

i

σexp
∆,i

)2


 . (3.5)

Here, σ refers to the standard deviation, N corresponds to the number of measurements

(2N , because Φ and ∆ pairs are measured), and the number of fit parameters is denoted

as M . "mod" and "exp" stand for the generated data by the applied model and the

experimentally obtained data, respectively. The MSE-value is a measure for the goodness-

of-fit and describes the discrepancies between the model and the experimental data.

Therefore, a low MSE-value is favorable. After successfully fitting a model, the result

should be critically questioned. Only if the model does coincide with both, Ψ and ∆ over

the hole spectral range, the errors of the fitting parameters are sufficiently low, and the

dispersion of n and the course of k seem reasonable, the model can be accepted for this

particular material. A source of deception is the MSE-value itself. As mentioned earlier,

the algorithm searches for the lowest MSE value and then explores the vicinity of the

parameters for combinations that improve the MSE value. Reasonable high MSE-values

will lead to visible mismatches and it is recommended to repeat the search step for finding
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improved initial parameters for a model, fitting and rechecking.

In order to further explore the principals of the modelling we demonstrate the process

using S4Φ as an example. There are numerous models that can be used to describe a given

curve course making it crucial to obtain prior knowledge about the sample. A method to

directly determine n and k based on the measured data faces a large number of challenges.

A set of experimental data contains the values of Ψ and ∆ at given λ and Θ while we are

attempting to determine the same amount of values for n and k in addition to the layer

thickness. Thus, the resulting system of equations is underdetermined as a set of equations

with 2N variables is given whereas a solution of 2N + 1 parameters is thought. Unlike the

determination of Rp and Rs out of a known layer, this system cannot be solved to provide

a single solution, but can only provide many possible solutions. In order to overcome this

issue, a parametric model can be employed, thereby considerably reducing the amount of

fitting parameters. Hereinafter, we will discuss the suggested procedure by J.A. Woollam

to create a model for new materials.

The experimental data should have a broad spectral and angular range with high accuracy.

Due to the complexity of the model, finding an adequate fit for all parameters at once

is highly unlikely, requiring the use of a divide and conquer approach that iteratively

optimizes the parameters individually starting with the layer thickness. This in turn

requires knowledge regarding the absorbing and non-absorbing (transparent) range in

the spectrum. Additionally, the substrate should be known and characterized in order

to eliminate its influence from the equation. This consequenctly allows to focus on the

transparent range and apply a "Cauchy" model. Here, the dispersion is modeled through

three coefficients given by:

n(λ) = A +
B

λ2
+
C

λ4
. (3.6)

Clearly, this model does not make any physical sense and, is naturally not consistent

with the Kramers-Kronig relation as it lacks information about the absorbing oscillators.

In fact, the Cauchy model sets k = 0 by default and the coefficients are only used to

match the dispersion of n for definite transparent areas. A in Equation 3.6 represents

the far red shifted refractive index (higher values of λ) from a possible pole. If only A

is present, no dispersion but a wavelength-independent n would be described. B and

C introduce the dispersion. The layer thickness t models the position of a given peak

in Ψ. Although the Cauchy model, as well as the Sellmeier model have the possibility

to introduce mild absorption, it is advisable to forgo this option. It might improve the

MSE-value, but reduces accuracy due to the increased number of coefficients to be fitted.

For the example of Spiroquarterphenly, a matching (Model 1) and miss-matching (Model 2)

fit of coefficients is shown in Figure 3.10. Ψ of Model 1 (blue line) follows the course of the

experimental data (green dashed line) over the selected spectral range. The corresponding

dispersion (blue dashed line) shows a normal dispersion with increasing values for n as the

wavelength shortens. The second model shows a good overlap for Ψ (red line) for higher

wavelengths until roughly 700 nm. For lower values, a high discrepancy is visible. This
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Fig. 3.10: Comparison of two Cauchy models for a thin S4Φ layer on a silicon wafer with a native
oxide layer. Model one (blue) is an accurate description of the transparent region. The
corresponding refractive index (dashed blue) shows a normal dispersion. Model 2 (red)
shows a good agreement for larger values of λ down to roughly 700 nm, but differs
evidently between 500 nm and 700 nm. The correspondent refractive index (dashed
red) not only differs from Model 1, but also exhibits an anormal dispersion for shorter
wavelengths. The used model and the respective Cauchy parameters are listed on the
right.

highlights the importants of a large spectral range in the transparent region. In addition,

a check of the dispersion (red dashed line) reveals an anormal tendency (decrease with

decreasing λ). At λ = 700 nm a difference of ∆n = 0.032 is already visible, although the

modeled Ψ values still seem reasonable. A negative parameter, as it is shown for Model 2

(see table of parameters in Figure 3.10) does not necessarily mean the fit is inappropriate.

In this case, it is recommended to verify the presence of a normal dispersion.

Once an appropriate set of fitting parameters has been determined, the layer thickness can

be fixed. As a next step, a point by point fit to directly determine n and k is performed

for the absorbing area. Therefore, a spectral range that slightly overlaps the range of the

Cauchy model is chosen. This is important, as a point by point fit requires good initial

values (given by the Cauchy model). Then, it gradually calculates the best pair of n and

k for the next measured, lower wavelength. As the layer thickness is set, the equation

system is no longer underdetermined and importantly, a direct calculation of reasonable

results is possible. The aim of this procedure is not to directly determine a model for

Spiroquarterphenyl, but a good estimate for k (or ǫ2) that can be used for a course estimate

of oscillators, which will be modeled and fit to this estimation. Again, the resulting point

by point fit is not Kramers-Kronig consistent and may include sudden peaks in an otherwise

good representation of n and k. A possibility to smooth these spikes, is to include more

than one point as a preliminary value to calculate the next pair of n and k. As the program

averages, a shift of the oscillators in λ may be present, which is why this option is not used.

It is rather kept in mind to critically question sudden spikes in k concerning their physical

sense and the previously gained knowledge about the sample.

Once the point by point fit is completed, a so called "general oscillator model" can be
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created in the ellipsometer software "WVASE" with the point by point fit as a reference.

For this purpose, a combination of this fit and the Cauchy model is used as a reference for

ǫ1 and ǫ2. The general oscillator model was created to facilitate the parametric modeling

even for complicated dielectric functions. Here, the development of a reference for easy

and intuitive creation of a linear combination of oscillators combined with the diversity

of parametric oscillators and dispersion models are key for a success full fit. This type of

model is defined by a linear summation of real and complex terms. A general description

is given by

ǫ = ǫ1 + i ǫ2 = Offset +
2
∑

i=1

Ai

E2
i − E2

+
∑

Oscillator(Pari) (3.7)

The offset is a pure real constant that is added to ǫ1. The sum of second terms can be seen

as optional Lorentz oscillators with zero broadening. This type of function is similar to a

Sellmeier pole and is used for changes in ǫ1 originated outside of the fitting area10. The

last sum stands for the amount of oscillators that are used to reproduce ǫ2. Although the

software provides 24 different oscillators, the most popular ones for organic amorphous

and dielectric thin films are Lorenz oscillators, Tauc-Lorenz oscillators and Gauss oscillators.

The disadvantage of a Lorenz oscillator is that it never reaches zero for ǫ2, when its width

differs from zero. This is not the case for organic, glassy, dielectric materials where an

energy gap in the range of electron volts (eVs) for electronic transitions is present. A

Lorenz oscillator, or preferably a linear combination of it with a Drude oscillator is used to

describe metals, where due to phonon absorption of the free electrons, ǫ2 never reaches

zero. The Tauc-Lorenz oscillator by Jellison and Modine [136, 137] was developed to

model amorphous (dielectric) materials in particular. Its given by:

E(x) =











ǫ2 =
[

AE0 C (E−Eg)2

(E2
−E2

0
)2 +C2 E2 · 1

E

]

, forE > Eg

ǫ2 = 0 , forE ≤ Eg ,
(3.8)

and combines the Lorenz oscillator with the density of state of the given states. A represents

the amplitude of the oscillator, while E0 and Eg are the center energy and the optical

gap energy, respectively. C is the broadening of the oscillator. Internally, C and Eg are

constrained such that Eg < E0 and C < 2E0. This function has been used in a variety

of models including organic dielectric materials. An alternative model to describe ǫ2 is a

Gaussian function:

ǫ2 = Ae−( E−En
σ )

2

(3.9)

with a correlation of the standard deviation σ and the broadening factor Br

σ =
Br

2
√

ln 2
.

10Two zero-width oscillators for either high and low energies, respectively.
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Fig. 3.11: n and k for a modeled thin layer (107.2 nm) of Spiroquarterphenyl on a silicon wafer.
The respective Gaussian oscillators (dashed lines) and their superposition to match the
point by point fit as a general oscillator model is shown on the right.

The Gaussian function can be interpreted as an inhomogeneous line broadening that has

its origin in a superposition of numerous slightly different Lorentz oscillators. For both

oscillators in Equation 3.8 and 3.9, the real part ǫ1 is calculated by using the complete

solution of the Kramers-Kronig integral (in analogy to Equation 3.1). Which oscillator

type (or mixtures of oscillators) suits best, is difficult to predict. It is best to analyse the

generated reference and then decide which type to choose.

In this work, Spiroquarterphenyl required a combination of five Gaussian oscillators to

describe ǫ2. The use of Sellmeier poles was not necessary as the combination of Kramers-

Kronig integral and the offset matched the course of ǫ1. It should be stressed that this is

not always the case, as m,m-S6Φ shows, where at least one pole was needed in order to

match ǫ1. In general however it is advisable to minimize the usage of poles when fitting

since they do not add physical meaning to the model. Last, all parameters including the

layer thickness have to be fit to the experimental data and a MSE-value of 4.4511 for

the full range could be achieved. The resulting dispersion and extinction as well as the

linear combination of oscillators are shown in Figure 3.11. Of course, the final model

discriminates from the initial point by point fit, as errors in calculating n and k can not

be avoided. As a next step and using the final model, a material file can be created and

applied for future analysis of Spiroquarterphenyl in the same spectral range. In that case,

only the layer thickness requires adjustment.

11The definition of the MSE value makes it difficult to catalogue the resulting values in good or improvable.
The most influential parameters would be the amount of measured points N and fit parameters M . In
general, the MSE value tends to increase with the amount of experimental data points, but values below
10 have empirically be found to correspond to good fits.
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3.4 Thermal analysis, thermal wrinkling and

processing

In order to get wrinkle induced disorder in a thin multilayer system, knowledge about

the thermal properties, namely the glass transition temperate Tg is important. As it will

be stated in the course of this section, thermal induced wrinkling as a mechanical stress

induced process will only occur if the Tg of the middle layer, but not the cladding layer

itself, is exceeded. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a method that allows to

elucidate these material properties.

It should be noted that DSC refers to both the technique and the instrument itself (the

calorimetry and the calorimeter). In a DSC measurement, the heat flow rate difference

into a given substance and a reference is collected as a function of temperature to obtain

quantitative calorimetric information. During this process, the sample and reference

are subject to a controlled temperature program. With this technique, it is possible to

characterize various properties of a given sample, such as the heat capacity, the melting

and crystallization temperatures12, reaction and phase transition enthalpies, as well as

the glass transition temperature. Here, we will limit our focus to the latter as the most

important information for the experiments that are performed for this thesis. We will

discuss the main differences between heat flux and power compensated DSC, followed

by sample preparation and measurement conditions for the determination of the glass

transition temperature of styrene with M = 280, 000 g/mol as an example.

DSC instruments are divided into two types: heat flux and power compensated DSCs.

Although they differ vastly in the working principle, the core concept remains the same:

measure the response of a sample and a reference during a defined temperature program.

Heat flux instruments share the same heating rate for both furnaces (sample and reference),

but each cell has its own thermal sensors. To ensure constant cooling, both cells share a

surrounding cooling block. When the temperature is increased by a constant heat rate β,

the sample and reference temperature will differ significantly due to the increased heat

capacity of the sample. This difference in temperature is recorded, which is proportional

to the heat flow into or out of the sample. A schematic structure of a DSC is shown in

Figure 3.12. A power compensated DSC has two separated identical sample and reference

holders (cells). Each holder has its own heating unit and sensor. The holders are embedded

in a cooled heat sink13 for constant cooling rates and covered with a lid. When heated,

a temperature program uses an average amplifier for a constant linear heating rate in

both, sample and reference with an average temperature Tav (arithmetic mean value).

With a higher heat capacity, the sample will heat slower and its temperature TS will

show a delay compared to the reference temperature TR. Internally, the system compares

12In isotherm conditions, the kinetics of crystallization can also be analyzed. However, this is rather challenging
with rigid and cross-shaped glass building spiro compounds.

13Depending on the method, the cooling temperature can vary between - 90◦C (cooling unit), or −196◦C
(liquid nitrogen cooling unit).
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Fig. 3.12: Simplified depiction of the structure of a differential scanning calorimeter. The cooling
unit is optional, but advisable for constant cooling rates.

the temperatures and a second differential amplifying source ensures that TS and TR

approximate Tav as close as possible. The power from this second amplifier is displayed as

a function of the program temperature (DSC curve). A DSC without the second differential

power source is called open loop and TR and TS diverge from the time t1 a heat rate

is applied. Power compensated DSCs have a closed loop ensuring a small discrepancy

between the sample and reference temperatures. A qualitative diagram on how open and

closed loop DSCs behave, is depicted in Figure 3.13.

For a DSC measurement with a power compensated instrument, the sample is encapsulated

inside of high purity aluminium pans by cold welding14. Depending on the size of the

sample, different aluminum pans can be used. Two empty pans are prepared as references.

A thermal analysis by DSC is then performed in two steps. First, two empty samples

undergo a selected temperature program. Next, one empty aluminum pan is exchanged

by the sample and the same temperature program is repeated. The blank run is used to

measure the influence of the heat flow from the respective aluminium pans and the thermal

lag from the heater to the sample. The result is called baseline which can later be subtracted

from the actual measurement. This way, the sample heat flow with a minimized influence

by the pans is recorded and can be analyzed. This is a key difference in measurement to a

heat flux DSC, where the baseline represents the temperature difference between sample

and reference. Regardless of the DSC type, the cells and the ambient are always flushed

with a constant rate of inert gas in order to assure heat transport from and into the pans,

prevent condensation and carry away gaseous byproducts of a potential reaction. Note that

we are only interested in the glass transition temperatures. To get access to quantitative

14This method of sample preparation can also be used for heat flux instruments
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Fig. 3.13: Differences in sample and reference temperatures for open and closed loops that
undergo a temperature program with a certain heat rate after t1. [138], modified.

information, such as transition enthalpies, an additional calibrant run with a sample of

known mass and well characterized transition signal e.g. sapphire is needed [138].

When a liquid sample is cooled down, it can either crystallize or, if the cooling rate is

rather high, vitrification can take place resulting in amorphous, but solid glasses. For a

neat sample, the change in molar free enthaply dGm(p, T ) for a phase is given by the

change in chemical potential dµ(p, T ).

dGm(p, T ) = dµ(p, T ) =

(

∂µ

∂T

)

n
dT +

(

∂µ

∂p

)

n

dp = −Sm dT + Vmdp (3.10)

for a given phase. Here, Sm refers to the molar entropy whereas the molar volume is

denoted by Vm. Regarding crystallization, an equilibrium between the liquid and solid

phase is present and

−S1,m dT + V1,mdp = −S2,m dT + V2,mdp ⇔ dp

dT
=

∆meltH

T∆meltV
(3.11)

is valid with S2,m − S1,m = ∆meltH/T and V2,m − V1,m = ∆meltV for reversible processes.

Crystallisation is a first-order phase transition according to Ehrenfest. The main reason for

a transition to happen, is a difference in the chemical potential µ at a given temperature for

both phases. Kinetics however can also hinder crystallization making this delicate interplay

between these two tendencies the deciding factor on whether or not a phase transition

takes place. Consequently, the formation of a glass is the absence of crystallization seeds

followed by a phase transition. Upon cooling, the viscosity of a melt increases until, at a

given temperature, the material can be considered as solid. In an amorphous state, no

long-range order is present, and the melt morphology is preserved. The glass transition

is not a thermodynamic transition according to Ehrenfest and is considered to be a pure
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Fig. 3.14: DSC curve for a sample of 8.9 mg polystyrene (baseline subtracted).The glass transition
temperature as the half-step temperature related to the heat capacity has been used.

kinetic event [18]. Still, similarities to a second order transition such as the sudden change

in the heat capacity at the glass transition are observed. We will use this phenomenon to

identify the glass transition.

Here, we define the glass transition upon heating with a sample of 8.9 mg polystyrene

(Mw = 280, 000 g/mol). The sample (and in an additional step, the reference for the

baseline) is heated up to T = 160◦C and annealed for 5 min. As a next step, the sample

is cooled down to 30◦C and reheated with a heating rate of β = 10 K/min. The heat flow

with subtracted baseline is shown in a close up in Figure 3.14. Two common ways to

calculate the glass transition temperature, namely the cp-related half-step temperature

and the extrapolation of the onset temperature of the thermal event, can be used. We

consequently use the definition of the half-step temperature related to the cp change15 for

the determination of the glass transition temperature. For its exact position, tangents that

follow the curves that correspond to the cp(T ) of the liquid and the glass state (before and

after the events) are positioned and extrapolated into the region of suspected Tg (dashed

lines). This analysis is provided by the DSC software. Although rather small changes in cp

are visible, the transition is accompanied by an enthalpy relaxation peak which appears

as endothermic events upon an ending transition and help to identify the glass transition

temperature. The intensity of this peak depends on the thermal history, namely the ratio

of the heating and cooling rate of the sample, but also on the annealing temperature and

the time between the measurement and the last exposure to thermal stress.

As mentioned before, the second definition to determine the Tg value is by using the

extrapolated onset temperature. A downside here is the strong dependency on changes in

the thermal history and the heating rate. Both change the shape and region of the initial

and final temperatures of a glass transition, while the method using half cp should be

less affected upon changing parameters [139]. The knowledge about the glass transition

temperatures is crucial for the determination of temperature ranges for thermal wrinkling

15The temperature at which cp is midway between the extrapolated heat capacity. Note that the heat capacity
is directly proportional to the slope of the DSC curve.
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in order to produce random possible distributed feedback structures for coherent random

lasing in multi layer systems.

The material response of a film subjected to a stress factor, which results in a formation

of a deflected surface, is called wrinkling. There are many examples present in nature:

the human skin forms wrinkles with age. Upon the process of drying, grapes turn into

raisins by wrinkling. Another example for wrinkle formation can be found on Saturn’s

moon Enceladus in which wrinkles indicate the presence of liquid water under an ice layer

[140]. On a microscopic scale, wrinkles can be realized artificially by e.g. stretched PDMS

substrates upon relaxation [141, 142] or with organic glasses between a substrate and a

cladding layer [143–145]. They all share the property that intrinsic stresses in the elastic

layer relax by amplification of fluctuations of a certain wavelength range, giving rise to the

typical labyrinth-like two-dimensional morphology. Similar to spinodal patterns in soft,

self-organization matter, the surface folding process is sometimes referred to as "spinodal

wrinkling" [143, 144]. Wrinkle formation can be introduced in multilayer systems that

consist of a liquid or viscoelastic layer covered by a cladding layer that stays solid at a

given temperature (elastic layer). In most of the cases, the relaxation is induced by thermal

treatment, but photo-induced approaches have also been reported [143, 146–148]. Here

we will briefly discuss the phenomenology of the special case given by thermal treatment

of a rigid substrate with a viscoelastic layer covered with an elastic layer. For further

theoretical information about the formation of wrinkles see the publications from R. Huang

[149, 150] and Z. Huang [151], as well as the dissertation of S.H. Im [152]. This section

will be limited to a qualitative perspective of the development of wrinkles and introduces a

data evaluation procedure to gain statistical information about a given wrinkle structure.

Let us consider just one elastic layer on top of a rigid substrate and assume a (dye doped)

polystyrene layer on top of a silicon wafer. When such a sample is heated above the

glass transition temperature Tg1 of polystyrene, a transition from elastic to viscoelastic

properties takes place. This means that the viscosity of polystyrene will substantially be

reduced and the initially present glassy state changes into a rubber-like state. Consequently

and with time, spinodal dewetting of the polymer layer takes place [153]. To prevent this

type of behaviour, a second layer on top of the polymer needs to be applied. In order to

prevent drastic deformations, it should stay solid and elastic upon transformation of the

polystyrene layer from elastic to viscoelastic properties. In our model, the additional elastic

layer on top of the dye doped polymer layer is either m,m-S6Φ or S4Φ and is applied by

PVD. A general overview for this model is shown in Figure 3.15. It illustrates a multi-layer

system consisting of an elastic film with a thickness h bonded to a viscoelastic layer with

a thickness H and the rigid substrate. The glass transition temperatures are Tg2 and Tg1,

respectively16. The figure also illustrates a pre-treatment and post-treatment atomic force

image with a scale from 0 nm to 100 nm valid for both images and demonstrates a clear

change in surface structure by wrinkle formation. We will refer to the peak to peak distance

of wrinkles as "wrinkle wavelength" or "spatial wavelength" Λ. Hereinafter, the interplay

16The glass transition temperature of the substrate, if even present, does not play any role in this model as
the temperature difference in relation to Tg,i is high enough to be neglected.
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Fig. 3.15: Wrinkling induced by heating the multilayer system over the glass transition temperature
Tg1. The AFM-images show a qualitative change of the surface and the z-scale is valid
for both, pre and post thermal treatment. Both images have a size of 25 μm in x and y
directions.

of the elastic and viscoelastic layer at temperatures Tg1 < T < Tg2 to result in wrinkle

formation will be discussed.

As stated before, thermal wrinkling occurs in multi-layered systems with a viscoelastic inner

and an elastic cladding layer. At room temperature, this system is kinetically stable and

no mass transport, and therefore wrinkling is observed. However, a residual compressive

stress at the interface of the elastic layers17 is present. The external stimulus in this model

is the elevation of the temperature, so that the transition from elastic to viscoelastic layer

takes place. Once T is reduced to room temperature, the system returns to a kinetically

stable state. In the models described in literature, the interface between the elastic and

the viscoelastic layer stays bonded. Consequently, the displacement and traction are

continuous across the interface. A mass transport based on in-plane displacement and

out of plane deflection with the aim of reducing the energy of the system and release

of the compressive stress takes place inside of the viscoelastic layer. As a result, areas

with surplus and shortage of mass are formed. Due to the bonded state of the elastic and

viscoelastic layer, the displacements and deflections are continuous in both layers and

the induced stress results in wrinkle formation of the solid surface. In S. Im’s theoretical

analysis, three time dependent stages of wrinkle formation are characterized [152]. In the

first stage of initial growth, a constant wrinkle wavelength, but an growth of amplitude

is present. The second, coarsening stage is characterized by growing Λ and amplitude,

while in the equilibrium stage a constant pattern will be present. Larger wavelength than

Λeq would result in large deformations while shorter wavelengths show bending of the

cladding layer [154]. Thus, the time for which thermal treatment of the samples is applied

17At room temperature, the residual compressive stress is present in both, the cladding layer and the dye-doped
polymer film.
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can also play an important role for the creation of wrinkling. For the equilibrium wrinkle

wavelength, the following relation is theoretically stated and confirmed by simulation:

Λ = 2π

[

1

12

1 − 2νv

1 − νe µv

µe

(1 − νe)

]1/4

· h3/4H1/4 , (3.12)

with a periodic function for the deflection and thus, for wrinkles themselves:

w = A sin(kxi) , (3.13)

and Λ = 2π/k. This relation reveals a dependency of Λ on h and H and states a repro-

ducible outcome. In Equation 3.12 ν is the Poisson’s ratio and µ corresponds to the shear

modulus. The indices e and v stand for the elastic and viscoelastic thin film. In literature,

also a proportionality of Λ ≈ ha, with 0.25 < a < 0.35 has been reported [155, 156].

Again, it should be emphasised that we are talking about an elastic layer on top of a

viscoelastic layer and that wrinkling was also reported for elastic foundations with rigid

layers on top which is, according to theory, not valid for the systems that were used for

this thesis [142, 154, 157–161]. For matching thicknesses, annealing temperatures and

heating times, the same wrinkle wavelength is present.

In this work however, the time for thermal treatment was set to 60 min for all samples.

Hence, the equilibrium states might not yet be present and the samples vitrified somewhere

in between these stages. Although this circumstance might be seen as a flaw, it is actually

necessary to preserve the samples from further wrinkling. The desired system should

still be able to potentially guide optical waves, although in a very interfered and spatially

limited way as the modulation depth (amplitude of the wrinkles) increases out-coupling of

optical waves. If we consider a system with larger modulation depths, the overall thickness

would fall below the cut-off thickness to provide the ability of wave guiding in these

already mono modal systems18. Thus, these spatially limited guided modes play a crucial

role in optical amplification, regardless of ASE or coherent random lasing. The question

which state is present, will be addressed by morphological analysis. Although it is safe to

state that no equilibrium wrinkle wavelength is present, on average a preferred wrinkle

wavelength can be attributed to such a system. Therefore, the surfaces are characterized

via AFM and the images are leveled using a third degree polynomial function. The resulting

images are computationally analyzed using a custom built Python script. The respective

steps of the program are depicted in Figure 3.16. First, a fast Fourier transformation of

the image array is performed and all values are squared. The wave vector k is zero in

the center of the image and increases towards the border of the image. The resulting

Fourier transformed image shows a halo for an area of k-values surrounding the center

of the image and noise for the rest. This halo contains information about the spacial

distribution. As a next step, a radial summation over all values is therefore performed

and the results are normalized as follows. By default, the highest intensity is found in the

18The overall thickness is designed in a way that only the TE0 mode is supported in an untreated (not yet
wrinkled) multi layer system.
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Fig. 3.16: Automated AFM-image analysis. After a 2D Fast Fourier Transformation (2D-FFT), a
radial summation takes place. A Gaussian fit is performed on the resulting 1D plot. The
peak to peak distance Λ equals the reciprocal center-value.

middle of a centered fast Fourier transformation image. Low k values (large Λ) will always

find correlative points in the (fictive) infinity when a fast (and therefore discrete) Fourier

transformation is performed. Thus, the first few data points of the radial summation must

be masked for a following Gaussian fit avoiding the maximum intensity in this plot which

has no physical meaning. After masking, the intensities are normalized and fitted. The

reciprocal center value of the Gaussian fit corresponds to the average wrinkle wavelength

Λ = 1/km. The error ∆Λ is calculated by σ/k2
m. Here, the spatial frequency is calculated

and a factor of 2π is not needed to calculate the wrinkle wavelength.

The present halo in the fast Fourier transformed AFM image of thermal wrinkled samples

indicates a regularity in correlation distance, but no angular order. A more direct and

maybe intuitive way to understand the average wrinkle distance is light diffraction with

monochromatic (laser) light. The transmitted image of a light beam through a patterned

structure contains the same information as the Fourier transformation. A highly ordered

grid structure, for example, would result in 1D spots from which the grid size can be

determined by measuring their distances (see Figure 3.17). This grid only shows varia-

tions in one direction, resulting in a 1D diffraction image. Since the FFT image contains

information about the orientation, a change by 90◦ (Figure 3.17 b) can also be visualized.

Consequently, an overlay of many patterns with different orientation (Figure 3.17 c) re-

sults in an overlay according to the respective angle (in this case 45◦) in the FFT image.

Random wrinkles, however, only exhibit an on average preferred distance of peaks, but

without an orientational preference over large scales. Therefore, no spots are distributed at

precise angles, but a halo indicates the preferred k-value (and thus Λ) without directional

preference (Figure 3.17 d).

The reason to choose this indirect access to morphological sample information via FFT-
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Fig. 3.17: Patterns and the corresponding FFT-images

analysis of an AFM image over light diffraction is the lack of information about the

modulation depth in the latter. AFM images give direct access through the height differ-

ences. Although in theory one can calculate the modulation depth by auto correlation

or by a program, in practice, there is no easy approach. Here, the modulation depth is

calculated out of the height difference in profiles of the AFM images. Therefore, at least

50 wrinkles are measured to calculate the average modulation depth.

3.5 Lasing and ASE measurement setup

Following the preparation and morphological analysis of the samples, light amplification

experiments are performed. For the multilayered systems, it is useful to first perform

ellipsometrical and AFM studies before the samples are irradiated by a nitrogen laser. Local

hot spots due to high intensity irradiation can lead to local dewetting or laser-induced,

additional, circular wrinkle patterns and therefore change the thermally induced wrinkle

pattern [143]. Paper-based samples are not affected by this issue. A scheme for the setup

for amplified emission is shown in Figure 3.18. The nitrogen laser emits at λ = 337.1 nm

and a neutral density filter wheel is used to control the input intensity. Lenses confine

the laser beam to three different sets of areas onto the sample. To determine the actual

illuminated area at the position of the sample, a CCD chip camera (OV7725 Camera Chip

Sensor) with a resolution of 640x480 pixel is used. Each pixel has a size of 6 μm x 6 μm.

The intensity of the incident beam was reduced to the point of no saturation. To capture

the images, the program CL Eye (Version 5.3.0.0341) is used. The images were evaluated

with Gwyddion and the threshold for the intensity was set to

I =
1

e2
· Imax ≈ 0.135 · Imax (3.14)
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Fig. 3.18: Graphical representation of the setup for amplified emission measurement.

similar to distributions of lasers with a Gaussian intensity profile (threshold of 13.5 % of

Imax). The respective areas of illumination are 2.63 ± 0.02 mm2 and 6.78 ± 0.16mm2.19

The emitted light is collected by a collimator, and a detector array spectrometer is used to

analyze it. For specifications of the instruments, see section 3.6.

For the determination of ASE thresholds, two methods are used. Paper based samples

exhibit amplification at higher fluences. Therefore, to avoid degradation, the sample has

to be moved after each data acquisition and a method based on sharp narrowing of the

full width at half maximum (FWHM) at the threshold fluence is used [13, 21, 27, 28, 30].

Here, the threshold is determined by the point of infliction of a logistic fit function. A

custom built Python script is used to automatically determine the FWHM at given input

fluence and to provide the fluence with its corresponding spectral width. The spectra are

smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter with 25 data points and a ninth degree polynomial

Since one may think a default filter may falsify the resulting FWHM, a comparison of

manually evaluated sets of data with the results provided by this program is performed for

both, high and low fluences. For low input fluences, the smoothing filter had to be applied

on the spectrum in order to obtained a reliable spectrum with an improved signal-to-noise

ratio with no effect on the determination of the FWHM. For high fluences, slight deviations

of 0.1 nm can be found. However, due to averaging, the overall error for the determination

of the FWHM remains in the range of 0.1 nm to 0.3 nm. Thus, these slight deviations can

be disregarded for the overall process of determining the ASE threshold, especially since

the exact value is not important for its determination. The FWHM and its error are plotted

against the (logarithmic) fluence using the following logistic fitting function:

FWHM(x) =
A1 −A2

(1 + (x/x0)p)
+A2 . (3.15)

Here, the FWHM A1 from a fluorescence spectrum is used whereas A2 is used for the

FWHM at saturated ASE. p provides the steepness of the function and x0 is the inflection

19The determination was carried out in the scope the bachelor thesis of Christoph Ostwald under my
supervision.
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point, which represents the threshold. Thus, the FWHM of the ASE threshold is defined

as:

FWHM(x0) =
A1 +A2

2
. (3.16)

However, this method of evaluation has its flaws, when it comes to multi mode resonant

random laser action where more than one peak can be identified. An ASE spectrum has

one rather broad peak compared to the sharp and distinct spike that arises from resonant

RL amplification. To minimize the effect of potential single resonant peaks, a spectrometer

with a lower resolution (0.2 nm) is used. The resulting spectra look highly reassemble ASE

peaks, and the maximum intensity vs. the input fluence can be plotted. Here, the intensity

at the wavelength of maximum gain is plotted against the input fluence, a method that

has found acceptance in the field of optical amplification [21, 28]. At threshold fluences, a

change in slope can be determined. Thus, two linear fits are applied and the intersection

point is defined as the threshold. Unlike for paper based devices, here, the same spot is

illuminated for each measurement. Although degradation is also present in these samples,

the use of polymers as a matrix for the active material reduces the impact of degradation

on the overall result. The evaluation is again carried out computationally by a Python script.

Fig. 3.19: Both methods for threshold determination of the same sample. By sigmoidal fitting, a
plot of the FWHM against the fluence (black) and the two linear plots with the threshold
at the point of intersection (red).

Both methods are qualitatively shown in Figure 3.19. In general, the determination of the

threshold by plotting the FWHM vs. the fluence leads to a lower threshold compared to a

plot of the input fluence vs. the output intensity. However, a comparison between samples

with the same method of determination is not only possible but a valid approach.
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3.6 Experimental Details

Hereinafter, all used instruments for the fabrication and analysis of samples are named.

Instruments and methods that needed further clarification have already been discussed in

the previous sections of this chapter. For a better overview the first part of a new method

is written bold.

Thin film preparation is performed by a self-built spin coating system. The vacuum

chamber for physical vapor deposition was constructed by Bestec GmbH according to

the preparations needs of the group. High vacuum is introduced by molecular turbo

pumps (Pfeiffer Vacuum) and the oscillating quartz crystals with the respective analytic

instruments are provided by Inficon. The controlling software was written by Torsten

Gerloch in LabView.

Ellipsometric measurements are performed with a VASE rotating analyser ellipsometer by

J.A. Woollam with a two detector (UV/Vis and IR, spectral range 193 nm - 2500 nm) and

an auto retarder. A VB 250 control module and a HS-190 High Speed Monochromator

System is used. As a light source, an arc lamp (Ushio Xenon Short Arc Lamp) is used. After

being in use for 1000 h, the lamp is exchanged. For data analysis, WVASE 32 v. 3.870 is

used. Depending on the substrate (Brewster and pseudo Brewster angle), the angles of

incident are adjusted.

Thermogravimetry/differential thermal analysis are performed with a Perkin Elmer Pyris

Diamond TG/DTA with an air cooling unit provided by Seiko Instruments. The air flow is

set on 200 ml/min. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis is carried out with a Perkin

Elmar TAC 7/DX "DSC 7" (DDSC) with an immersion cooling system (ULSC intracooler II).

Thermal experiments are performed at constant ambient temperatures of (21 ± 1) ◦C. The

heating rate is set on 10 K/min, while cooling rate can differ. The purge is set to 20 ml/min

for each sample holder. Temperature calibration has been performed with indium, tin and

oxide-free zinc. The heat flow calibration is performed with sapphire. All Tg measurements

are performed in sealed DSC pans (Perkin Elmer 30 μl Aluminium Sample Pans (B0143016)

and covers. The provided software (Perkin Elmer Pyris v. 7.0.0.0110) is used.

Wrinkle formation above the glass transition temperature is performed by a hot plate

(Harry Gestigkeit GmbH, Präzitherm) with a precision of 1 ◦C.

Surface characterization is performed by atomic force measurements (JPK, NanoWizard

II) in intermediate contact mode. The used AFM tips are TAP 300-AlG tips by BudgetSen-

sors. The provided software package (JPK SPM Control Software v.3) is used. Analysis is

performed with Gwyddion 2.49.

Absorption and transmission measurements are performed with a UV/Vis spectrometer

(Perkin Elmer Instruments, Lambda 900 UV/VIS/NIR spectrometer). Fluorescence emis-

sion is recorded with a Hitach High-Technologies F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer.

Fluorescence life time measurements are carried out with a time-resolved spectrometer

(PicoQuant, FluoTime 200).

For laser and ASE measurements, a nitrogen laser (Laser Technik Berlin GmBK, MSG 800
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SD) with a pulse duration lower than 500 ps is used as a source. The pulse frequency can

be varied between 1 Hz and 10 Hz, or triggered by an optical input signal. A continuous

neutral density filter wheel (Thor labs, NDC - 50C 4M) is used to control the incident

light towards the sample. The input fluence is determined by the average energy of 100

pulses at a given set of the ND filter divided by the area of illumination. The area itself is

determined by the use of a OV7725 Camera Chip sensor (640x489 pixel with 6 μm x 6 μm

per pixel) that is placed in the beam trajectory at the same position the sample would be.

LTB provides a joule meter for this laser device. Area variation is provided by lenses. The

sample itself is fixed at a distance of 100 mm. Translation is provided by an alignment

stage (Newport ULTRAlign, Model 561D metric). Two detector array spectrometers: 1.

an Avantes, StarLine "Avaspec-3648" with a 600 l/mm and 400 mm blazed BB-grating, a

spectral range from 300 nm to 820 nm and a 10 μm entry slit on a 75 mm bench. 2. a

detector cooled "SensLine AvaSpec-ULSTEC" with a 2400 l/mm and 240 nm blaze grating, a

spectral range from 348 nm to 450 nm with the same slit set up are used. The spectrometers

are exchanged according to the needed spectral range and resolution. For data acquisition,

the software provided by Avantes (AvaSoft v.8.7.1.0) is used. In order to use the "L.I.B.S."

(Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) module for triggering the laser with a short light

pulse, a change in the device information file ("DeviceInfo.dmb") to unlock this module is

provided by Avantes. It should be pointed out that no L.I.B.S measurements are carried

out. These steps were only necessary to enable the usage of a trigger out signal by starting

a measurement in the software. The laser has an optical trigger module (TM100) and

reacts to red light which is provided by a red LED. The pulse is set on a short 50 μs duration

making use of a resistor unnecessary. The respective delay between trigger signal and data

acquisition is set on 5600 μs.

Light microscopy is performed with a Leica DM/LM microscope. It includes a Leica

Advanced Conoscopy Module, a fluorescence module with a mercury gas discharge lamp as

a source and filter systems. The objectives in use are HC PL Fluotar 10x (NA 0.3, BD), 20x

(NA 0.4, BD), 50x (NA 0.55, BD) and a PL APO 100x (NA 0.90, BD). As a light source for

illumination, a halogen lamp (Osram Xenophot HLX 64625) is used. Images are captured

with an Olympus E3 single-lens reflex camera.

CLSM measurements are performed by Dr. S. Hamze Beati with the work group of Prof.

Dr. Arno Müller in the Department of Developmental Genetics. As immersion, glycerol are

used. The objective is a LD LCI Plan-Apochromat 25x (NA:0.8). Excitation is performed at

405 nm and fluorescence was detected at 467 nm with a gain factor of 500 and average of

2 images per slice. The amount of slices varies from sample to sample depending on the

fiber density.

For NMR-analysis three samples are prepared. Sample a is a pure cellulose paper. Sample

b is cellulose paper that is dyed with Calcofluor White. Sample c is Calcofluor White. For

preparation, 14 mg of each cellulose sample is impregnated with 14 μL of a 15 mM AMUPol

solution in glycerol-d8/D2O/H2O (60 : 30 : 10 w/w/w). 28.1 mg Calcofluor White is

impregnated with 14 μL of a 15 mM AMUPol solution in glycerol-d8/D2O/H2O (60 : 30 : 10

w/w/w). Solid state NMR spectra are recorded on a Bruker Avance III 400 DNP spectrom-
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eter with a low-temperature MAS probe. As a MW source, a 9.7 T Bruker gyrotron system

corresponding a frequency of 263 GHz is used. 1H→13C CP MAS20 experiments are carried

out at 100.59 MHz with a recycle delay of 3.0 s, (3.6 s / 27.1 s) for samples a, b and c. A

total of 512 scans are performed, each. The contact time is 2 ms and the spinning rate is

either 8 kHz or 10 kHz. As a reference, for the chemical shift, TMS is set at 0 ppm.
1H→15N CP MAS are measured at a frequency of 40.53 MHz with a spinning rate of 8 kHz

or 10 kHz. The contact time was 3.5 ms and the recycle delay is 3.0 , (3.6 / 27.1 s) for

sample a ( sample b / sample c) for either 18432 or 1536 scans. The 1H→15N spectra are

referenced to NH4Cl as external standard at 0 ppm.

20The so-called "magic angle spinning" at a tilt angle of Θm = 57.74◦, where cos2(Θm) = 1/3.
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4Resonant Random Laser Action in

2D Wrinkled Multi-layer Wave Guides

This section addresses the topic of wrinkle induced disorder of slab wave guides and

its impact on whether resonant random lasing or amplified spontaneous emission is

detectable. The first part focuses on the morphological analysis of thermally wrinkled multi-

layer systems. The influences of the preparatory steps onto the resulting morphological

properties of the samples is investigated. The second part focuses on the analysis of

optical spectra. We aim to give insight into the optical properties of resonant random laser

modes and the correlation of these findings with the previously gained morphological

properties. Last, the influence of material exchanges of the multi-layered devices is studied.

A comparison with literature is shown and a rule of thumb for samples with high probability

to contain resonant random laser modes is given. Parts of these results have already been

published [162].

4.1 Morphology and its influence on wave guide

structures

When it comes to thermal induced wrinkling, a variety of parameters, including the

temperature, the time of exposure, the respective thicknesses of the elastic and viscoelastic

layers and the corresponding Tg-values can influence the resulting morphological pattern

of a sample. In order to narrow down the possible variables, some parameters have been

set either by default (material property) or by choice. First and foremost, the annealing

time needs to be chosen. Therefore 7 similar samples in thickness H and h (see Table 4.1)

Tab. 4.1: Time dependent evolution of narrow-ranged values of H, h as well as M and Λ. The
average refractive indices are n(H) = 1.645 ± 0.009 and n(h) = 1.855 ± 0.015.

t / min H / nm h / nm M /nm Λ / nm
8.5 136 40.4 65±20 1741±236
17 126 40.3 34±8 1316±120

25.5 138 40.9 64±23 1679±241
34 126 41.3 31±7 1288±97

42.5 126 40.9 28±8 1266±98
51 131 42.2 21±6 1225±101
60 138 40.1 31±9 1210±85
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Fig. 4.1: Wrinkle wavelength Λ and modulation depth M of samples listed in Table 4.1 plotted
vs. time of thermal exposure at 75◦ C. The data show a reduction in both Λ and M with
time.

are exposed to a temperature above the glass transition temperature of the viscoelastic

polymer layer (75◦ C) and time is incremented in 8.5 min steps. The resulting surface

morphology is analysed via AFM. The obtained values for the wrinkle wavelength Λ and the

modulation depth M are plotted against time in Figure 4.1. The respective AFM-images are

displayed in Figure 4.2. Two samples (t = 8.5 min and 25.5 min) show large discrepancies

for both Λ and M and should be considered separately from the rest. This tendency of Λ to

change with time can be observed in Figure 4.1, namely from Λ = (1316 ± 120) nm down

to (1210 ± 85) nm. It is important to stress there is no significance but only a tendency. No

clear development for M can be seen.

The general process is in accordance with the experimental [144, 163–165] and theoretical

[149–151, 166] findings of wrinkle formation. Island-like patterns are dominant from the

very beginning, until they merge into more stable labyrinth like structures. The time for

this to happen, again, depends on the sample characteristics and its composition. Once

labyrinth like structures are established, the resulting wrinkle wavelength is rather stable

and only M changes with time. This stability effect, where only modulations in M are

visible either is not present in these samples or the overall time of 60 min is too short for

detectable changes within the range of uncertainties.

In order to get a reproducible1 surface morphology a temporal compromise needs to be

set. Therefore, one has to keep the needed ability to guide an optical wave inside of these

structures in mind. Hence, on the one hand too high modulations with total thicknesses

that might fall below the cut-off thickness of a given wave guide are unfavorable, as

they would create undesired confined modes. On the other hand, rather low modulation

depths that are merely distinguishable from surface roughness (few 1 nm to 3 nm) of a

pre-wrinkled multi-layered system might not differ from a smooth slab guide, since the

1When comparability of wrinkle patterns is mentioned, it refers to averaged parameters and it should be
emphasized that a creation of the exact same pattern will not be possible.
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Fig. 4.2: AFM images of wrinkled samples with increasing annealing times. The properties of these
samples are listed in Table 4.1. For a better comparison, both scale bars, in z-direction as
well as in x-y-direction are valid for all images.

induced mass transport and the resulting wrinkles should at least attribute to a substantial

variation in the effective refractive index of the local system to increase scattering. Both

statements are made under the assumption that a wave guiding structure is present at

average heights. Thus, under the consideration of a moderate modulation depth and

including the temporal development of the established wrinkles, the annealing time is set

to 60 min for all following samples. Labyrinth-like structures with moderate M values with

respect to the total sample thickness of the organic layers are established. Of course, one

could argue that, at this time, the non-equilibrium stage for the wrinkle wavelength is not

yet dominant [144, 150]. However, Figure 4.3 shows that after annealing for 60 min stable

modulations with an average of M = (31 ± 9) nm evolves as seen in b). The AFM image

is given in a). Only one narrow, dominant distribution in the radial sum of its Fourier

transformation is present (c) and the last time step only resulted in a change in Λ of 15 nm.

Therefore, the coarsening stage is at least reached and only small changes with time can

be detected. As a next step, the influence of the thickness on the morphology is taken into

account, beginning with H. The polymer solution with 5 wt.% spiroquarterphenyl is spin

coated at varying voltage (2 V-8 V) before the cladding layer is added by PVD. The listed

data is shown in Table 4.2 and the respective AFM images are displayed in Figure 4.4. For

better comparison, the analyzed size, as well as the z-range is kept constant for all samples.

Due to rather low rotational speed at a high polymer concentration (50 mg/ml) samples 1

and 2 showed strong macroscopic inhomogeneities over the whole surface which made the

evaluation of ellipsometric data challenging for H, if not impossible for the determination

of the cladding layer thickness in these two cases. The strong developed labyrinth-like

structure and a comparison with sample 4, however, suggests a rather thin cladding layer

thickness in the range of 15 nm to 20 nm.

By varying the rotational speed in the spin coating process, a range of 266 nm for H could
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Fig. 4.3: a) AFM image after annealing for 60 min at 75 ◦C with an FFT transformation as an inset
and b) the surface modulation at the blue line in the AFM image. c) shows the radial
sum of the fast Fourier transformation wit a Gaussian fit with Λ = 1/k = (1210 ± 85) nm.

be achieved, but although Λ seems to be dependent on H, Samples 1,2 and 4 suggest

that its degree of expression is mainly governed by h, a tendency that is underpinned

by sample 6 with h = 33.2 nm and is therefore noticeably higher than average. For all

samples, a general tendency of Λ to increase of Λ ∝ H0.37 and an error of 0.13 for

the exponent can be demonstrated in Figure 4.5 a). Rather high ∆Λ values manifest

themselfs in the rather high error for the fit parameter and make a precise evaluation of

the dependency challenging. One should keep in mind that the equilibrium wrinkle state

might not yet be dominant and contribute to the reasons why theoretical predictions do

not apply to the overall pool of samples presented in this work paired with a broad wrinkle

wavelength distribution. In fact, the resulting fit exponent (0.37 ± 0.13) can be interpreted

following either tendencies found in literature: The theoretical approach discussed in

the material and methods parts stating a non-linear dependency Λ ∝ h3/4H1/4 [149], as

well as experimental results by Müller-Wiegand and Fuhrmann-Lieker [155, 156] with an

evaluation based on Yoo et al.[144] show a dependency of Λ ≈ ha with 0.25 < a < 0.35.
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Tab. 4.2: Evolution of M and Λ as well as large changes in H with respect to the spin coating
voltage U . The thermal annealing time is 60 min. The average refractive indices are
n(H) = 1.635 ± 0.003 n(h) = 1.86 ± 0.03.

Sample Nr. U / V H / nm h / nm M / nm Λ / nm
1 2 359 - 33±13 1323±254
2 2.5 206 - 47±16 1075±166
3 3 152 11.8 16±4 671±116
4 3.5 140 26.8 35±16 935±143
5 4.0 140 21.7 >2 -
6 5.0 129 33.2 6±2 741±84
7 6.0 104 22.2 17±5 760±71
8 7.0 102 21.5 29±7 855±106
9 8.0 93 21.8 26±9 869±107

Fig. 4.4: AFM images of wrinkles samples with increasing spin-coating speed (increasing voltage).
The respective properties of the samples are shown in Table 4.2. Both scale bars are valid
for all images.

The approach that has been used here originates in the thought, that when H is reduced

to zero, Λ would do so aswell. However, linear dependency of Λ ≈ h has been known for

elastic layers e.g. with a thin metal layer sputtered on top [141, 167–170]. Based on the

data and especially regarding the rather large uncertainties for Λ, a linear proportionality

cannot be ruled out.

The modulation depth, on the other side, does not show a clear tendency. Although one

might say an initial increase in M is present, when it is put into perspective with the
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Fig. 4.5: a) Development of the spatial wavelength Λ and modulation depth M depending of
H. b) The development of the effective refractive index neff (TE mode) on H for the
samples listed in Table 4.2 overlapped with a theoretical calculation of neff (black line).
The vertical ranges at each data point show the modulation in neff as an effect of M .

absolute value and including the rather high relative error, which on average are in the

range of 35 %, no statement can be given here. An attempted fit with M ∝ Ha had

a goodness factor r2 lower than 0.5 and the uncertainties of the respective parameter

was in the range of the exponent itself. This does not allow an interpretation towards

proportionality. Nevertheless, the surface modulations that come with M affect the optical

properties of a wave guide and result in a change of the effective refractive index. This

effect has been demonstrated to be adequate for resonant random lasing [40]. To quantify

the change of the effective refractive index neff in such a multi-layered system, the optical

properties of all layers at the reference wavelength of 400 nm are considered. It is save to

state that a wave guide is formed by the two organic layers between the SiO2 layer of the

substrate with refractive index n(400 nm= 1.475 and air (n = 1.0). Since all films of the

samples that will be presented in this section are amorphous and small changes in quality

result in changes of its optical properties, the refractive indices are determined individually

for each sample. For the simulation of the general development of neff with increasing

H, the respective refractive indices are averaged and listed in the caption of Table 4.4.

Assuming n(h) = 1.855 for the cladding layer and n(H) = 1.645 for the central layer neff is

simulated by the matrix transfer method (see section 8 for a short explanation) and shown

in Figure 4.5 b). It is important to emphasize that the error bars do not represent the

uncertainties of each calculated sample. Here, they stand for the wrinkle-induced average

modulation of the effective refractive index in a given sample. For better illustration,

the range in which the index modulation takes place is emphasized by a rectangle for

sample 6. Except sample 1 with H = 359 nm, over the whole range of the simulation the

wave guides are mono-modal for each polarization. The onset for a second mode in these

wave guide occurs around a cut-off thickness of 330 nm. For that reason, sample 1 will be

disregarded. During the annealing time, the cladding layer stays approximately the same

and is not affected by the mass transport. It only takes place in the viscoelastic dye-doped

polymer layer, and all thickness modulation lead to a change in H (and therefore affect
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Fig. 4.6: AFM images of samples spin-coated with H in the range of (104±9) nm and varying
cladding layer thickness h. The respective sample properties are listed in Table 4.3. Both
scale bars are valid for all samples.

neff(H)). The effective index modulation induces scattering in the wave guide modes and

is attributed to be the key factor for feedback when resonant random lasing is present in

the samples. Sample 4, for example, exhibits the largest modulation and ∆neff = 0.01. In

a first approximation, the system can be seen as a two-dimensional disordered terrain of

changing effective refractive indices, since the modulation in the range of 10 %-30 % is

not too high. A good analogy is a distributed feedback system [171] but with a randomly

distributed pattern. A question that rises is what would happen, if the valleys of a wrinkled

sample would fall under the cut-off thickness due to high M values. In such a case, the

sample would consist of optically isolated wave guides that only couple by evanescent

fields. This however is not the case here. On the other hand, when a second mode is able

to guide light in such a system, an increase in threshold due to the distribution of the

emitted energy into all possible optical modes at a given frequency [172] is present.2

For the investigation of wavelength dependence with the variation of the thickness

of h, two sets of samples with different viscoelastic layer thickness H are taken into

account. One set is prepared at a spin coating voltage of 3 V (880 rpm) with an average

thickness of H = (187 ± 21) nm (see Table 4.4) and the second one at 6 V (1900 rpm) with

2One should keep in mind that resonant random laser modes are not yet taken into account and an ideal
wave guide is considered for this train of thought.
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Fig. 4.7: AFM images of samples spin-coated with H in the range of 174 ± 21 nm and varying
cladding layer thickness h. The respective sample properties are listed in Table 4.4. All
scale bars are valid for all samples.

H = (104 ± 9) nm (see Table 4.3). The respective AFM images are shown in Figure 4.7

and 4.6. The plot of Λ vs. h is shown in Figure 4.8 a). While for H = 104 nm a tendency

of Λ ∝ h0.7 with an error of 0.1 for the exponent and r2 = 0.89 is present, predictions for

3 V resulted to be rather difficult. Although a fit of the same type as for the 6V spin coating

samples could be carried out and an exponent of 0.34 ± 0.18 was obtained, the goodness

factor was only in the range of r2 = 0.42. Thus, a general tendency for Λ to evolve with h

can not be concluded here and the respective fit is not shown in Figure 4.8. This fail in

determination can be attributed to large errors in Λ which makes a reliable fit impossible.

Furthermore, it reflects the layer inhomogeneities in each sample that result from spin

coating at low rpm resulting in a non-predictable behaviour during the process of wrinkle

formation at the annealing temperature. In both cases no correlation between h and M

can be ascribed. Moreover it seems to be rather independent on the height, as for both

type of samples the order of magnitude is the same. Figure 4.8 b) shows the respective

simulations for neff with increasing h. Naturally, thinner viscoelastic layers result in lower

neff than thicker layers. Moreover, the higher share in total thickness results in strong

changes with increasing h which would lead to an intersection (not shown) at h ≈ 150 nm.

The maximum modulations in neff for both types of samples are approximately the same

(0.011 at 6 V and 0.012 at 3 V).

Except for Λ, the samples do not show a correlation such as it is reported in literature.
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Tab. 4.3: Properties for samples spin coated at U = 6 V with n(H) = 1.64 ± 0.02 and n(h) =
1.85 ± 0.03. Here, only small fluctuations in the viscoelastic layer thickness with H =
(104 ± 9) nm are present.

Sample Nr. H / nm h / nm M / nm Λ / nm
1 103 26.4 13±7 898±85
2 109 21.4 31±9 1000±100
3 100 26.2 36±16 1007±123
4 105 22.2 13±5 792±69
5 104 21.2 24±7 846±112
6 107 22.8 24±7 873±82
7 101 11.0 12±3 520±74
8 104 12.5 14±4 619±98
9 103 11.2 13±3 616±113

Tab. 4.4: Properties for samples spin coated at U = 3 V with n(H) = 1.64 ± 0.02 and n(h) =
1.84 ± 0.03. Due to lower rpm (880) high fluctuations in the viscoelastic layer thickness
with H = (187 ± 21) nm are present.

Sample Nr. H / nm h / nm M / nm Λ / nm
1 234 28.3 16±5 986±114
2 171 28.4 37±9 1216±158
3 171 25.3 18±4 830±89
4 203 21.5 42±12 1236±189
5 181 21.9 46±16 1240±179
6 178 9.6 15±3 648±113
7 178 13.0 19±5 766±113
8 176 11.1 13±6 849±170

Although Λ ∝ ha, with a being the respective exponent can only be shown for some

samples, one should keep in mind that the equilibrium state described in literature [149]

is not yet reached after 60 min and local tension or morphological irregularities can lead

to a complete change in annealing behaviour. Furthermore, the linear behaviour does

not contradict the postulated Λ ∝
√
h in Ref. [156], as the reported thicknesses of h

reached up to 600 nm. The linear tendency for low cladding layer thicknesses might be

an approximation for low h values within the distributional range (uncertainties) of Λ.

However, a further increase of h is not in line with the purpose of aiming for resonant

random lasing in such systems, as at a cut-off thickness of roughly 65 nm the cladding layer

would be able to guide the wave itself. This tendency will therefore not be further analyzed.

M on the other side does not seem to follow any pattern and underpins the randomness

of the samples. Yet, it plays a crucial role in the creation of scattering and disturbance of a

potential wave guide by introducing system dependent, but random changes in neff that

can lead to resonant mode conditions.
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Fig. 4.8: Cladding layer thickness dependencies at high and low H values. a) shows the wrinkle
wavelength with increasing cladding layer thickness. For low H values (6 V) a Λ ∝ h0.7
proportionality is fited (r2 = 0.89). b) The effective refractive index in dependence of h.
The error bars show the average modulation of neff for TE modes based on M for each
samples.

4.2 Optical analysis of 2-D wrinkled devices, property

correlation

Due to the diversity of samples no validated analysis method for random lasing is given

in literature. The consensus however consists of presenting the optical spectra that show

distinct resonant laser modes.3 Additionally, the change in slope with increasing input-

output intensity as proof for the transition towards light amplification is shown and,

in some cases a Power Fourier transformation is performed to show the correlation of

the given distinct peaks. The methodological analysis of why these modes are present

or at least the search for correlations is often only assumed and frequently omitted in

publications. Therefore, this thesis provides an approach that covers both, the common

ground in a variety of papers and an attempt to correlate the optical results to statistical

morphological findings. Moreover, we will compare the findings for the samples with

distributed feedback resonators and micro ring resonators. For the first type, the idea

comes from the visible presence of thermally wrinkled areas that show parallel wrinkles

with a persistence length4 higher than 2Λ and thus is worth analysing in analogy. The

latter is one of the few detailed, experimental analytical approaches that can be found for

thin film resonant random lasers by Polson et al[9, 103] throughout the years 2001 to

2012. For a better overview, only selected spectra will be analyzed in detail to determine

whether a spectrum demonstrates resonant lasing modes, ASE, or no amplification. For

the same aspect, some sample names might be adapted. All samples with their respective

surface morphology, optical spectra, and key properties will be shown in the appendix.

3Or they do not, if the authors refer to them as "incoherent" random lasers, which is called ASE in this thesis.
For explanation, see the section Theoretical Background.

4Persistence length is the length wrinkles waves maintain a parallel orientation towards each other.
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4.2.1 Morphological correlation and optical analysis

Hereinafter, the optical spectra will be analyzed with a focus on a correlation of the

morphology and the appearance of resonant random lasing.

We will start with the analysis of four samples that, within uncertainties, represent pair-

wise similar thicknesses of H (≈101 nm and ≈ 173 nm) and h (≈ 11 nm and ≈ 23 nm),

respectively. The optical spectra are shown in Figure 4.9. Namely they correspond to is

sample 7 in Table 4.3 (a), sample 8 and 4 in Table 4.4 (b and d) and sample 8 in Table 4.2

(c). Samples a) and b) have a thinner cladding layer and mainly show ASE at 98.3 μJ/mm2

(black lines), although the lowest FWHM varies from 1.74 nm (a) to 3.78 nm (b). Provided

that the ASE threshold is exceeded, a change in fluence and area of illumination did not

have any substantial affect on the spectrum in the respective area. However, for sample a),

a translation of the irradiated spot resulted in resonant RL (gray line), while for the sample

b no change in the spectral characteristics upon spot changes could be detected. Once

resonant RL is detected however, a change in illuminated area does affect the emission

spectrum.

Fig. 4.9: Optical spectra of four selected samples. a) samples 7 in Table 4.3, b) sample 8 in
Table 4.4, c) sample 8 in Table 4.2 and d) sample 3 in Table 4.4. The respective layer
thicknesses are illustrated for each sample and the respective insets show the development
of the FWHM and the intensity at λmax with increasing fluence. The connecting lines in
the inset are used for better illustration.
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An ASE spectrum of a non-wrinkled sample and under the same conditions results in a

better signal-to-noise ration (see Figure 2.7). Therefore, the spectra shown in Figure 4.9 a),

black line, and b) indicate the presence of a disturbed wave guide ability that affects the

optical spectrum as the result of thermal wrinkling under the same input conditions. This is

also manifested in the increased threshold for wrinkled samples (30 μJ/mm2 to 40 μJ/mm2

compared to the smooth slab guide (≈ 15 μJ/mm2). The threshold was determined by a

change in slope of the output intensity per pulse with increasing fluence.5 To determine a

threshold from the FWHM, a sigmoidal fit with a logistic function can be used (not shown).

The respective inflection point, roughly coincides with the change in slope [173]. Upon a

change in irradiated spot of Figure 2.7 a), however, a change in spectral behaviour can be

seen (gray line). This is attribute to the presence of a resonant random laser mode. In the

case of b), on the other side, no change of the optical spectrum could be detected when

the irradiated spot was shifted.

In all cases, the FWHM is below the full width at half maximum of the the fluorescence

spectrum at 36 nm. The inset in Figure 4.9 shows the development of the FWHM and the

maximum intensity with increasing fluence. Samples c) and d) have a thicker cladding

layer than samples a) and b). The optical spectra for samples c and d on the other side,

show distinct, narrow peaks. These peaks can clearly be distinguished from noise. The

modes are assigned to lossy but confined resonant random laser cavities with rather low

Q-factor and are located within the disordered structures. It is interesting to see that

the characteristics of the peak pattern changes with the respective input fluence. For

example: for sample c at 37.8 μJ/cm2 (orange line), the RL peaks can be discriminated

into distinct modes. For higher fluences at 67.9 μJ/cm2 and 98.3 μJ/cm2 (blue and black

line, respectively) this clear pattern vanishes as more resonant RL modes exceed the

threshold and the distinct pattern veils and reshapes into an ASE-type peak that still is

distinguishable from ASE in its overall appearance. This phenomenon can be observed

for sample d) as well and it draws through almost all samples in which resonant random

lasing was detected. This phenomenological behaviour might have two causes. First, at

higher fluences more resonant modes contribute to the overall spectrum which leads to

a spectral broadening and makes it more chaotic and thus challenging to analyze them

individually. The reason these modes solely appear in the area of 380 nm to 384 nm is that

it coincides with the region of maximum gain. Second, one should keep in mind that the

spectrum could be interpreted as a superposition of resonant random laser modes with an

underlying traveling wave. At first, this statement appears counteractive as one would not

expect a traveling wave in samples that indicate resonant cavities. However, the energy

emitted from electronically excited molecules is distributed among all possible optical

modes at a given λ and modes in which photons are already present will be preferred and

contribute to stimulated emission. Thus, when both non-resonant traveling wave modes

(ASE) and resonant random lasing modes are present, the overall rate is distributed among

all possibilities. Subsequently, a coexistence of resonant random lasing and ASE, according

5The wavelength was selected at a fluence of 98 μJ/mm2. A spectrometer with a resolution of 0.2 nm was
used for threshold determination in order to avoid degradation upon to long irradiation.
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to quantum electrical principles, could be possible [172]. In literature, experimental

results and similar statements can also be found in [10, 103, 174].

The presence of resonant random laser modes does not affect the threshold, although

the sample in Figure 4.9 d) shows a reduction down to 10 μJ/mm2. The statistics over all

samples with a m,m-Spirosexiphenyl cladding layer indicate a broad threshold distribu-

tion from 10.0 μJ/mm2 to 47.6 μJ/mm2 and suggest a dependency on the quality of the

local cavities for random lasing modes rather than the presence of ASE or resonant RL.

Moreover, the threshold definition by both, reduction in FWHM and a change in slope in

an input-output intensity plot, should be taken with a big grain of salt. For its determina-

tion in dependence of decreasing FWHM no distinction between ASE or a narrow peak

(FWHM<0.2 nm) with low Q-factor is possible at threshold, as they do not substantially

vary in intensity. This means, although narrow spikes might be detectable in a given

spectrum, the relative intensity increase would not lead to a change substantial enough in

the FWHM. Furthermore, the respective peak may vary in the λ position between 380 nm

and 384 nm. This could lead to the assumption that the input-output intensity plot is

the method of choice, as it refers to one peak, which should increase with fluence. In

principle this holds true when one dominant mode is expected, as it has been shown in

numerous high scattering (and mostly inorganic) systems [80, 81, 175, 176] with high

Q-factor modes. The threshold determination of weak scattering systems that are shown

here however two factors need to be taken into account. First, on the experimental side, a

spectrometer with low resolution (approx. 0.2 nm) that is more sensitive in counting the

intensity has been used. Two peaks that are closer in proximity than the resolution can

no longer be discriminated and add up to the intensity which is averaged over that area.

Second, this method fails, when multiple peaks rise slightly above the threshold and may

contribute to the overall intensity (just like in sample c in Figure 4.9), but no substantial

change in the output intensity is measurable. Still, this type of "evidence" for RL, as they

are used in literature are usually expected upon publication of results. The combination

of both, FWHM decrease and change in slope in an input-output intensity plot merely

shows an indication of amplified emission, but the actual spectrum and the identification

of narrow peaks is essential to determine the real nature of the amplification, when only

optical spectra are considered.

The rather broad distribution of sample properties, namely M , the thicknesses h and H,

the thickness dependent Λ, and the calculated effective refractive indices (out of h and

H and the material refractive indices) make a correlation of the appearance of resonant

random laser lines with these properties rather challenging. Hereinafter, the influences of

these properties towards resonant RL is addressed.

Just as expected, the value of the modulation depth (M) does not have an influence on

the presence of random laser cavities. With increasing values of M a higher change in

refractive index inside the wave guiding structure could be observed, and thus better

scattering conditions would be present. Consequently, if resonant conditions were met, an

increase of M would be favorable. The approximately periodic wrinkle structure shows

a similarity to Bragg-like resonators, which are known to produce resonant feedback in
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Fig. 4.10: Sequential calculation of neffΛ/λem for the discussed samples. The colors of the symbols
indicate ASE (black) or resonant RL (red) was detected for the respective sample.

laser structures [31, 177, 178]. An effect that can be enhanced further by increasing the

persistence length of wrinkles. Of course, one could argue that Λ itself can be used as an

indicator for the detection of favorable conditions for resonant RL. However, this way only

samples with exactly this specific composition can be taken into account as no material

dependent parameters such as the refractive index are taken into account. Thus, x is

introduced as a relation between the emission wavelength λem and Λ · neff . In terms of

DFB-laser conditions, x is equal to m/2 with m being an integer representing the order of

the resonator. The analysis is focused on whether a correlation between the detection of

resonant RL peaks and the wrinkles can be determined. neff is calculated out of h, H, their

respective refractive indices and the substrate. This way, a range for a factor x to compare

all samples with

x =
neff · Λ

λem
(4.1)

is calculated. λem was set to be 382 nm. Experimentally, the emission wavelength might

vary a few nanometers, but in relation to Λ and especially ∆Λ, small changes in λem are

negligible. The illustration in Figure 4.10 shows the respective x for all samples with a

m,m-Spiroquarterphenyl cladding layer. Samples, where resonant RL was detected are

marked red, while black means ASE was detected. The plot shown in Figure 4.10 does not

give a clear result where good conditions to detect resonant RL are met. Especially the

high uncertainties only allow the definition of a tendency which is marked by the dashed

line and the average value x = 3.25 ± 0.5 might be a good estimation, which is given by Λ

in the range of 800 nm (n = 1.55) to 840 nm (n = 1.49).

As a next step, samples with Spiroquarterphenyl as cladding layer are introduced. The

composition of the sandwiched layer is kept identical. The idea behind the analysis of

these samples was to validate the tendency to meet favorable conditions for resonant RL

in the range of x = 3.25. In addition, as the material composition is slightly changed, it
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Tab. 4.5: Properties for samples spin-coated H = (104 ± 4) nm and h = (27 ± 4) nm. The cladding
layer material was replaced by Spiroquarterphenyl. Here, n(H) = 1.641 ± 0.012 and
n(H) = 1.90 ± 0.05.

Sample Nr. H / nm h / nm M / nm Λ / nm
1 101 26.6 30±9 841±104
2 104 28.5 32±10 901±107
3 103 28.9 34±10 919±107
4 104 28.1 28±11 890±96
5 108 29.3 27±8 914±85
6 106 27.1 29±8 845±112
7 110 26.6 26±9 800±111
8 110 23.0 19±6 831±268
9 102 25.4 24±5 753±105
10 104 36.2 26±6 898±282
11 107 28.3 27±8 916±105
12 101 30.5 36±9 920±119
13 103 25.4 14±4 551±98
14 101 24.1 25±7 772±111
15 101 22.2 29±6 806±114
16 96 23.6 25±9 791±103
17 105 23.7 28±8 753±105

is also a test to see whether the results are transferable. Last, the question rises what

changes in the optical spectra can be expected when the cladding layer consists of the

sample laser dye that was used to blend the polymer. The layer thicknesses H and h as

well as the resulting Λ are listed in Table 4.5. The table already shows that tailored Λ

values can be achieved by selecting h and H (see samples 2 and 4 as an example). In

Figure 4.12 two optical spectra of samples 5 and 6 in Table 4.5 are shown. Both samples

show similar thicknesses. However, Λ for sample 5 is (915 ± 85) nm and (845 ± 112) nm for

sample 6. Both samples show resonant random laser modes with a threshold in the range

of (40 ± 5) μJ/mm2. The spectra are comparable to those in Figure 4.9. After the threshold

is exceeded, sharp, narrow spikes appear. Overall, the mode patterns, spectral positions

and the phenomenological changes are not influenced by the change of the cladding layer.

Figure 4.11 a) shows an extension of Figure 4.10 with the newly introduced samples.

Again, red symbols stand for the detection of resonant RL modes and black for ASE. With

the additional samples, a clear tendency for the detection of resonant random lasing can

be seen. For samples 15 to 17 in Table 4.5 no light amplification (ASE or RL) could be

detected and are marked as unfilled symbols. Except sample 12, all other samples in that

table showed resonant random laser emission and the overall average is x = 3.4 ± 0.4.

One phenomenological aspect of a DFB laser is that throughout variation of Λ more than

one resonant mode can be met and thus a shift in λem for different values of m would

be met. However, this can clearly not be detected in any sample that is presented in

this thesis. Especially the high values of ∆Λ (and thus ∆x) make a specification rather

challenging. If DFB resonators were the sole source for the resonant modes, a variety of
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Fig. 4.11: Sample characterization of a) an updated plot of Figure 4.10 with samples that have
a S4Φ cladding layer and x with high probability to show resonant RL is shown in a
dashed rectangle. The maximum intensity for all samples (b), the threshold intensities
(c) and the respective modulation depth M for all samples that have been presented
(d). The sample sequence is kept identical for all plots and in Figure 4.10. Again, black
symbols mean ASE and red symbols means resonant RL was detected. For figures b) to
d) the cladding layers are separated by dashed rectangles (left for m,m-S6Φ and right
for S4Φ).

other emission wavelength would appear throughout all the emission range in the spectra,

since another resonant relation of m to Λ could be met [31, 171]. Yet, only the region of

380 nm to 384 nm shows peaks. Even for the sample with x in the range of 2, the emission

wavelength was in the same area of maximum gain and thus contradicts the idea of a

simple DFB based resonator for resonant RL cavities. Note that the results merely represent

a rule of thumb for the detection of resonant random lasing in thermally wrinkled thin film

multilayered systems. Some of the samples do match the criteria that were determined

here, but no resonant RL and rather ASE or fluorescence could be detected. As mentioned

before, the presence of resonant RL modes is highly dependent on the local morphology

that is irradiated. Thus, when no resonant RL is detected, it only means that in the area of

the analyzed spots no RL modes exceeded the losses or that detection was not possible.

The influence of exchanged cladding layer from m,m,-Spirosexiphyenyl to Spiroquarter-
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Fig. 4.12: Resonant random laser spectrum of sample 5 (a) and 6 (b) in Table 4.5.

phenyl can be seen in direct comparison of the maximum intensities per pulse for all

samples. This plot is shown in Figure 4.11 b). The sample numbers are kept identical

to Figure 4.11 a), which means that the last 12 samples correspond to samples with a

Spiroquarterphenyl cladding. For clarification, the two types of samples are framed by

dashed lines (m,m-Spirosexiphyenyl cladding left and Spiroquarterphyenyl cladding right).

Analogous to previous figures, red indicates resonant RL, while black stands for ASE. The

graph shows an exclusive tendency towards lower output intensities for samples with a

Spiroquarterphyenyl cladding layer, while a broader distribution can be seen for samples

with m,m-Spirosexiphyenyl as a cladding layer. Additionally, Figure 4.11 c) shows the

thresholds for the individual samples and, on average, a lower threshold can be attributed

to samples built with a m-m-Spirosexiphyenyl cladding layer. Both the reduction of Imax

and the increase of Ith for samples with a cladding layer that consists of S4Φ demonstrate

its negative impact on the emission properties. A possible source could be the fast reduction

of gain factor due to drastic reduction of the distribution of the excitation density inside the

wave guiding film [28]. Or in other words: a passive cladding layer not only allows higher

excitation densities that pass the cladding-sandwiched layer interface, but also along the

intensity profile of the sandwich layer itself. Last, Figure 4.11 d) shows the distribution of

the modulation depth. For better illustration and due to the fact that no correlation can

be determined, the errors are not shown. This contradicts the findings in Ref. [10], by M.

Anni, which were also summarized in section 2. According to Ref. [10] and regardless of

shape (1D or 2D wrinkles) small modulation depth counter intuitively lead to resonant

random lasing. Samples with moderate modulations showed ASE and high modulations

resulted in no light amplification. Furthermore, they found no correlation between Λ and

the presence of resonant modes. The latter clearly contradicts the findings in this thesis,

where a strong dependency of the detection of resonant RL modes on x is present. Yet, in

this thesis no correlation between the absence of amplification and M is present. Samples

that did not show any amplification had values for M in the range of 25 nm to 29 nm. A

clear barrier between ASE and resonant RL with increasing M values, however, can not be

determined. ASE seems to be present throughout all M values, while RL modes appear
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up to M = 36 nm. One of the main differences between these two type of samples is

that wrinkling was only present on one surface for the samples that were analysed here,

while Anni et al.[10] used two side wrinkle sample, which might explain the absence of

amplification for high values of M .

Although not all findings of this thesis agree with the results presented in Ref. [10], both

approaches clearly demonstrate that simple, wrinkled thin films are a powerful platform for

the systematical analysis of resonant random laser action. Due to that simplicity, not many

material/device parameters need to be taken into account. Here the parameters would be

limited to Λ, M , neff and the layer thicknesses. The addition of nanoparticles, for example

would make the device unnecessarily more complex for its analysis and understanding.

4.2.2 Optical evaluation in comparison to micro disk resonators

Hereinafter, one spectrum is analyzed in detail and a comparative evaluation with micro

disk resonators is performed. Figure 4.13 a) shows two optical spectra of sample 1 in

Table 4.2. The red line was measured at an input fluence of 45.5 μJ/mm2, while the black

line was measured at 98 μJ/mm2. As mentioned before, the latter can be interpreted

as a superposition of resonant random laser modes with an underlying traveling wave.

Figure 4.13 b) shows the development of the FWHM (black) as well as the intensity per

pulse at the wavelength of the maximum (red). The threshold was determined by a change

in slope of the output intensity per pulse with increasing fluence at (16 ± 1) μJ/mm2. To

determine a threshold from the FWHM, a sigmoidal fit with a logistic function can be used

(not shown). The respective inflection point, which can be assigned as threshold [179] is at

10.4 ± 3 μJ/mm2. Both methods lead to a threshold in the same area. Still, resonant RL is

expected to appear above 45 μJ/mm2. Thus, this threshold can not be assigned to resonant

modes and the merely visible second change in slope at fluences around 45 μJ/mm2 might

represent the threshold for resonant RL modes. The FWHM on the other side does not

show an additional decrease for values around 2 nm towards lower FWHM values. Since

the spectrum at 98 μJ/mm2 can be interpreted as superposition of ASE and RL, it is possible

to subtract the influence of ASE in order to obtain an improved picture of the resonant

peaks. Therefore, two Gaussian peak functions of the form

I(λ) = A · exp
(

−(λ− λc)
2/(2w2)

)

(4.2)

are used. The respective parameters are listed in Table 4.6 as peaks number one and two

were chosen so that they do not exceed the actual measured function in the area of interest.

Peaks three to 19 are depicted as the red fit function in Figure 4.13 c). The average FWHM

of these Gaussian peaks is 0.11 ± 0.07 nm, which is significantly sharper than the FWHM

for ASE (FWHM = 2.4 nm). The overall fit was only performed in the area of 378 nm to

385 nm. Although not all peaks are met accurately, all 19 Gaussian peaks show a good

representation of the overall spectrum, which can be anticipated in the inset. It demon-
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Tab. 4.6: Parameters of the Gaussian functions used in Figure 4.13 c). Equation 4.2 states the
type of Gaussian function that is used to create the respective peaks.

# λc / nm A/counts w / nm
1 381.53 24786 1.020
2 379.43 2558 1.020
3 378.72 6702 0.037
4 379.29 1512 0.037
5 379.66 7785 0.041
6 380.16 2802 0.034
7 380.47 7767 0.054
8 380.65 5390 0.040
9 380.93 6572 0.056

10 381.03 4841 0.029
11 381.15 2223 0.119
12 381.33 3609 0.018
13 381.70 9320 0.074
14 382.23 6354 0.032
15 382.87 3075 0.021
16 383.73 4542 0.108
17 383.97 13866 0.042
18 384.74 1244 0.045
19 384.10 2000 0.022

strates the original spectrum and the contribution of each peak to an overall spectrum.

Furthermore, the inset shows that most of the resonant RL peaks appear in the area of

maximum intensity of ASE. As rather low Q-factors can be expected at low ∆n values, it is

not surprising that only in this area some modes exceed the losses of their cavities. In order

to make a comparison with literature, we now consider a more coarse grained perspective

and focus on the samples that were prepared in order to detect resonant random lasing.

Abstractly speaking, the sample is a thin multi-layered and wave guiding system consisting

of organic dielectric material and with increased roughness at its interfaces. Such systems

have already been analysed in literature [9, 40, 103, 180]. Especially Polson et al.[103,

181] provide an interesting analogy between micro disk resonators with whispering gallery

modes and thin polymer films and their resulting resonant random lasing peaks. Therefore,

the resonant path of light amplification in the illuminated area is approximated by the

circumference of a circle with a diameter D and the overall spectrum of resonant RL peaks

can be interpreted as the result of the peaks of one or more micro disk resonators. To

investigate whether this is the case or not, the Power Fourier Transformation (PFT) of the

spectra in Figure 4.13 a) and c) are plotted against pathlength with the dimension of μm.

The resulting normalized FFT intensity is shown in Figure 4.13 d) for both the spectrum in

a) (black) and the spectrum in c) (gray). The maximum of the peaks (see dashed lines)

corresponds to peak spacing ∆d = neff ·D/2 of the respective modes.

Polson et al.[100, 181] also states that the resonant RL peaks correspond to a series of

sequential integer Bessel functions Jm(π nD/λ). As an approximation, the radial function

that describes the field is considered to be zero at the boundaries of the assumed circular
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Fig. 4.13: Analysis of sample 1 in Table 4.2. The resonant RL spectrum is shown in a) at threshold
(red) and above (black). The triangles show calculated modes and the inset shows
the deviation of them to actual peaks. For details see the main text. The threshold
determination is shown in b) and the reconstruction of the spectrum using Gaussian
functions is shown in c). Again, for details see the main text. d) shows the power
Fourier transformation of the spectrum shown in a) (black line) and c) (gray line).

geometry. Thus, the function is zero when the Bessel function of the m-th order of the

specific argument is zero. As λ, the peak with the maximum intensity (λ = 381.33 nm )

is used, one should keep in mind that due to experimental deviance the resulting value

for the argument will not be exactly at zero of a given Bessel function but rather in close

proximity. Therefore, the closest value for m is assumed and a theoretical wavelength for

the peak is calculated. The theoretical peaks are illustrated in Figure 4.13 a) as black,

down-pointing triangles. They correspond to m 179-183 for ∆d = 11.6 μm and m 287-292

for 18.3 μm. The deviance between the theoretical and experimental values can be seen

in the inset with a mean value of ∆λ = 0.17 ± 0.06 nm. The upwards-pointing, white

filled triangles correspond to theoretically calculated modes that could not be assigned

to any detectable resonant RL peaks, but one should keep in mind that the material gain

maximum, and thus the gain of the system is limited to a small spectral area. On the other

hand, some peaks could not be covered by this calculation. A fact that remains unchanged

when the peak spacing at nD/2 = 6.3 μm is considered, which is uncovered in the FFT

spectrum of Figure 4.13 c), is considered in addition.

According to Refs. [9] and [40] the areal density of such modes that exist due to long-
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range refractive index modulations is rather low. This results in similar values for nD/2

upon translation of the irradiated spot and does not change when scattering particles are

introduced. Transferred to the samples that are presented in this work, this means that no

large changes in D should be present for samples that show resonant random laser action.

This is based on the assumption that slight changes in heights from sample to sample are

disregarded or assumed to have no influence on this type of resonators in thin films. Here,

values for nD/2 in the range of 11.6 μm to 30.0 μm were calculated and no clear dominant

peak in the FFT spectra could be spotted throughout the analysis. A correlation with Λ,

however, could not be detected. This indicates that thermally induced wrinkles affect the

scattering behaviour, but not in the way of a micro disc resonator that is presented in the

model of Polson et al.

4.2.3 Influence of a polymer with higher glass transition

temperature

The samples and results that will be presented in this part of the section were obtained

during the bachelors thesis of Christoph Ostwald.6 The main difference compared to the

samples that were already discussed is that instead of a commercial polymer with a Tg

of 62.7◦ C, the used polystyrene with Tg = 110◦ C was synthesized in the work group.

Thus, the thermal annealing temperature needed to be adapted to be T = 115◦ C. Since

the glass transition temperature correlates with molecular mass and M = 35, 000 g/mol

results in Tg = 62.7◦ C, and M = 280, 000 g/mol in Tg = 101◦ C, the molecular mass is

estimated to be in the range of 300, 000 g/mol to 350, 000 g/mol. The sample properties

and morphological characteristics are shown in Table 4.7.

Tab. 4.7: Properties and characteristics for samples that were prepared with polystyrene with a
Tg = 110◦C. The last column indicates whether ASE or resonant RL was detected

Nr H / nm h / nm Λ / nm ∆Λ / nm M / nm ∆M / nm x ∆x

1 140.60 57.00 1313 163 70 25 5.4 0.7 RL
2 140.50 65.60 1446 150 64 27 5.9 0.6 ASE
3 138.00 44.70 1141 156 7 2 4.7 0.6 RL
4 136.60 38.70 995 123 53 22 4.1 0.5 ASE
5 136.00 27.00 612 136 65 21 2.5 0.6 ASE
6 134.40 50.32 1144 110 50 19 4.9 0.5 RL
7 133.20 21.00 604 102 27 8 2.5 0.4 ASE
8 128.50 74.10 1542 96 19 5 6.3 0.4 ASE

Figure 4.14 shows the optical spectra (a and b) as well as an AFM image (c) and corre-

sponding profiles (d for sample 6. The spectrum in a) displays the presence of up to 15

6Christoph Ostwald performed the experiments under my supervision as part of the project to achieve
resonant random laser modes through thermal wrinkling of multi layer systems.
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Fig. 4.14: Analysis of sample 6 in Table 4.7. a) shows the development of the modes with
increasing fluence. The fit function of 15 Gaussian oscillators for the spectrum of
31 μJ/mm2 is shown in b). c) shows an AFM image of the sample and the respective
profiles are depicted in d).

resonant random laser modes without any detectable influence of ASE at four different

fluences. Modes that have already been visible at lower fluences (peaks 9 to 13) also

represent the center of the spectrum at 31.0 μJ/mm2. Yet modes, such as peak 1, with a

resonant wavelength that differs from the maximum gain, are only visible at higher flu-

ences. Peak 3 on the other side shows a substantial increase in intensity once the threshold

is met which might be attributed to a slightly higher Q-factor. All in all, this spectrum

shows that the probability of detecting resonant random laser modes is higher in the area

of gain maximum. However, deviations from it can also be detected if the input fluence

is substantially high. The absence of non-resonant ASE is demonstrated in Figure 4.14

b) where the spectrum at a fluence of 31.0 μJ/mm2 is recreated as a superposition of 15

narrow band Gauss fit function that were situated at the wavelength of the enumerated

peaks and the fit is in good agreement with the spectrum (R2 = 0.980). No additional,

broader peak (1-2 nm) was needed to adapt the intensity level. The respective parameters

for the Gauss oscillators are shown in Table 4.8 and the average FWHM is as narrow as

0.14 ± 0.05 nm. However, the FFT does not show a strong correlation of the modes (see

Figure 4.15). It is noteworthy that no other sample during the analysis of samples in this

thesis showed such a clear evidence of the presence of exclusively resonant random laser
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Tab. 4.8: Gaussian function parameters that were used to recreate the spectrum that is shown in
Figure 4.14 b) as a superposition of such.

Nr λ / nm FWHM / nm A / counts
1 379.57 0.09 998
2 380.04 0.16 2167
3 380.39 0.22 10276
4 380.59 0.21 7046
5 380.82 0.15 15189
6 380.94 0.11 10728
7 381.12 0.10 16983
8 381.32 0.08 15064
9 381.54 0.15 19764

10 381.74 0.14 22985
11 382.00 0.16 25665
12 382.29 0.10 20063
13 382.54 0.22 13569
14 382.88 0.11 8306
15 383.00 0.17 6803

modes at higher fluences. From a morphological point of view, these samples show both,

island like structures and wrinkles with a short persistence length of two to four wrinkle

maxima. The spatial wavelength of these sequences is in the range of Λ = 1144 ± 110 nm.

Thus, according to Equation 4.1, x is in the range of 4.9 ± 0.5 with neff = 1.64 and

λem = 382. Samples 1 and 3, which showed the presence of resonant random lasing as

well, appear to be in the same range with x = 5.6 ± 0.7 (4.9 ± 0.7) for samples 1 (3).

These values clearly differ from the previously calculated results for samples that were

prepared with polystyrene with a substantially lower molecular weight of 35, 000 g/mol.

Unfortunately, the amount of samples here is limited to eight and is attributed to the

amount of the self-made polystyrene batch which was used up and an exact reproduction

was not possible. Still, the analysis of the samples adds to the randomness of these kind of

systems and the matrix, or rather the glass transition temperature seems to have a higher

influence on the overall system. As the refractive index and material type was the same,

only thermal properties that is the Tg or the relation of the glass transition temperatures

(of the cladding and sandwiched layer) can influence this process. An indication that still

needs to be confirmed with further research analysis in the future.

In this chapter the process of thermal wrinkling of all samples was analyzed. After

an annealing time of 60 min reproducible spatial wavelength dependence on the layer

thicknesses of both layers h (cladding) and H (sandwich) could be shown. We determined

the exponent for h to be 0.7 ± 0.1 and 0.37 ± 0.13 for H. The overall development of the

spatial wrinkle wavelength Λ appears to follow Ref. [143] and [156], which stated a

dependency of Λ ∝ h3/4H1/4. For the analyzed samples no correlation of the modulation

depth M with the thicknesses could be identified.

Resonant random laser action with distinctive peaks that showed line widths in the range

of 0.1 nm to 0.2 nm were successfully demonstrated and all amplified emission peaks ap-
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Fig. 4.15: Fast Fourier transformation of the resonant random laser mode spectrum in Figure 4.14.

peared in the range of maximum material gain which is in the range of 380 nm to 384 nm.

For polystyrene with a molecular weight of Mw = 35, 000 g/mol, x which is neffΛ/λeff in

the range of 3.4 ± 0.4 (or Λ in the range of 800 nm to 840 nm) is a rule of thumb for a high

probability of resonant random laser modes. However, no dependency of these resonant

modes with M could be found.

The effect of an active or passive cladding layer towards device specific characteristics

was analysed. For samples with Spiroquarterphenyl as cladding, slightly higher thresholds

for amplified emissions were detected. The overall rule of thumb with x = 3.4 has been

validated. Some samples also showed resonant RL, but had deviating values for x. Yet, no

change in the position of the resonant peaks have been detected. These findings contradict

that modes may be built in the sense of DFB resonator in areas where wrinkles appear to

have larger persistence length.

Following Polson et al. in Ref[9], a comparison in mode distribution with micro disk

resonators was made. Through Fourier analysis and the knowledge of device specific

material parameters, a recreation of the optical spectrum was attempted. Although only

slight discrepancies between calculated and measured peak values were present, a full

recreation of the laser modes in the experimental spectrum was not possible. Furthermore

and unlike in Ref.[9], the presence of wrinkles as scattering center does affect the resonator

length as it varies from sample to sample. This suggests a more complex distribution of

resonant modes throughout the sample than it would be present in micro disc or DFB

resonator type systems.
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5Cellulose-based Paper as

Disordered Platform for Optical

Amplification

While Chapter 4 discussed tailoring disorder to create devices capable of resonant random

lasing by multiple scattering in a wave guide, this section focuses on emitting systems

based on cellulose substrates, namely paper. In literature, cellulose has already been

implemented to introduce gain e.g. as tailored scattering resonators [13] or as dispersion

on nano-crystalline cellulose [127], both in combination with Rhodamin 6G solution.1

However, a number of solid dye-doped cellulose fiber networks are still unstudied and have

yet to be investigated. Furthermore, the here presented results are convincing evidence of

the high adaptability towards wavelength selection and its potential use in mobile light

sources.

In the past decade, there has been an increased interest in the adaption of simple, inexpen-

sive materials for the use in optoelectronic applications with a focus on flexibility and an

ease of assembly when building a device. Recently, paper has moved into the focus as a

rediscovered substrate for promising electronic [125, 182], but especially opto-electronic

developments [13, 183, 184] and it has therefore exceeded its traditional applications. As

a renewable and biodegradable source it is economically affordable and fits into the in-

creasing needs of modern societies quest for ecological and responsible resource handling.

Here, we discuss paper as a pure optical device and determine its properties and char-

acteristics with respect to its use for light amplification when optically pumped. Parts of

this section have already been published [179]. The threshold for amplified spontaneous

emission will be addressed for paper samples with various dyes, and the influence and the

development of a single fiber is investigated. Furthermore, first insight into the interaction

of cellulose with Calcofluor White is analyzed by solid state NMR.

1The respective citations refer to this type of amplified emission as (incoherent) random lasing, which within
their given definition in the publications holds true. With the definition given in section 2.4 however,
these results would be labeled as ASE since no resonant peaks emerge for input fluences that exceed the
threshold for light amplification.
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5.1 Amplified spontaneous emission in paper

Paper consists of long cellulose fibers that are interconnected. In industrial copy paper,

mineral fillers such as calcium carbonate are added to the pulp to improve the stability of

the composite and furthermore increase the smoothness and opaqueness of the surface

in comparison to pure cellulose fiber containing papers (see Figure 3.3). For the desired

brightness and white impression to the human eye, fluorescent brightening agents (FBA)

that attach to the cellulose fibers are added. These organic dyes strongly absorb UV light

and show a broad emission in the spectral blue region. This way, the human eye, which is

less sensitive to blue light impressions, sees paper as white. FBAs such as Calcofluor White

is widely used to stain cell wall samples as it has high affinity cellulose-type materials. It is

widely used in a diverse array of biological experiments [129, 130] and exactly this affinity

of FBAs towards cellulose is leveraged throughout the analysis in this chapter.

When paper A and B 2 is excited by nitrogen laser pulses, the FWHM narrows from the

fluorescence spectra (69 nm and 62 nm, respectively) down to typical ASE values of 2.3 nm

and 3.3 nm with increasing input fluence. Once the total gain overcomes the losses of a

system and a mode is amplified, this behaviour of spectral narrowing with energy density

is typical for dye containing confined wave guides. The spectra are shown in Figure 5.1

a) and b) for the two paper types. It should be noted that paper B lacking the FBA

does not show any emission upon irradiation at λ = 337.1 nm. In addition the effect of

spectral narrowing with increasing energy density is not limited to paper A and B. Over

ten different copy papers that are commercially available in Europe have been tested

and, with the exception of recycled paper that has not been re-stained, ASE could be

detected in every sample. In order to determine the threshold for amplified spontaneous

emission, the FWHM is plotted against the logarithmic energy density (Figure 5.1 c) ).

Each measurement is repeated at least three times and, the irradiated spot is translated

after each measurement to avoid degradation. Throughout the replicas, the location

of the maximum intensity remained stable within 0.5 nm. Due to discrepancies in fiber

density and focal planes between each spot however, the overall intensity shows rather

high fluctuations within same measurement conditions and thus a classical input output

plot is not considered for the determination of the threshold energy density of paper-based

substrates. Hence, a logistic fit function of the type

FWHM(x) = A2 +
A1 −A2

1 + (x/x0)p
(5.1)

is applied.3 The inflection point x0 is considered to be the ASE threshold which is in

accordance with reported experimental findings [13, 173]. Here, the ASE thresholds are

137 ± 9 μJ/cm2 and 87 ± 6 μJ/cm2 which is significantly lower than the thresholds reported

2Reminder: Paper A - An commercial copy paper by Stora Enso Paper AB, Nymölla Mill in Sweden. Paper
B - A pure cellulose calligraphy paper from Wenzhouh Halili Industry & Trade Co. in China stained with
Calcofluor White

3For details, see section 3.5
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Fig. 5.1: Normalized emission spectra of a) copy paper (blue) and b) calligraphic paper stained
with Calcofluor White (purple) at given input intensities. The FWHM decreases with
increasing input intensity as plotted in c). The spectra at 107 μJ/cm2 were smoothed
with a third order polynomial Savitzky-Golay filter with a total of 20 points taken into
account. d) shows the evolution of the optical response from a single fiber over a
bundle of interconnecting fibers to paper at maximum input intensity. As a reference, the
fluorescence is also depicted.

for liquid Rhodamine 6G (500 μJ/cm2) and with FWHM down to 2.3 nm also narrower

than in Ref [13]. The difference in threshold between paper A and paper B could be

attributed to a multitude of causes. First, the exact FBA that was used in the fabrication of

paper A is not known. Only by comparison, the same chemical class for Calcofluor White

and the FBA in paper A can be assumed. The peak wavelength of λ = 439 nm for paper

A and 440 nm for paper B, and the general fluorescent emission support this assumption.

Second, the fiber density and the scattering behaviour, its structures, and especially its

length can differ in both types of paper. However, the optical modes in the stained fibers

are extended enough to overcome the threshold for stimulated emission and therefore

it fulfills the condition of the pump length to exceed the gain length. Last, one has to

consider varying staining densities for both type of samples. This has an impact not only

on the effective refractive index, but also on the distribution of the traveling wave and

coupling in such a system.
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Fig. 5.2: Fluorescence microscope images of a) a cellulose fiber, b) a a bundle of fibers and c)
untreated paper B. All samples are stained with Calcofluor White. The background in b)
shows the double-sided tape, which has no optical effect onto the measurements.

Due to the fact that amplified spontaneous emission was detected in both type of papers

paired with the higher complexity of the composite of the commercial copy paper, the

question how a single fiber contributes to the whole system is only investigated in paper

B. Therefore, a single fiber and a bundle of fibers are isolated from paper B by using

double-sided tape4 and tweezers. The respective fluorescent microscopic images of a

single fiber, a bundle of fibers, and the dense interconnecting network of fibers present

in paper B are shown in Figure 5.2. The spectra at maximum energy density, including a

fluorescence spectrum, are depicted in Figure 5.1 d) and show a clear tendency. The single

fiber already shows sign of amplification, as the FWHM reduces down to 21.5 nm. This

means that the fiber length is already sufficient for the modal gain to overcome losses. The

analysis of the bundle of fibers, which are spatially close to each other seem to improve

this effect and the FWHM drops down to 15 nm. This implies that a coupled fiber network

by either direct contact or throughout the evanescent fields at the border of the wave

guide is present in this few fiber system. Thus, prolonging the travel length and increasing

the intensity at the wavelength of maximum gain (440 nm). With the increased density

of the interpenetrating fiber system in paper B, the FWHM drops down to 3.3 nm. From

the single fiber to paper B however, all these measurements show a substantial narrowing

compared to the fluorescence spectrum of paper B. In literature, dye-doped single fibers

are known to have the potential to establish whispering gallery modes around the fiber [9,

40, 181, 185]. This topic will be addressed in an upcoming subsection.

Overall, ASE in commercially available copy paper and a remodel by using stained calli-

graphic paper has been demonstrated and the contribution of a single fiber over a bundle

of fibers towards the spectrum of dense, interconnecting fibers in paper have been demon-

strated. It should be highlighted that the presented effects are not limited to these two

types of paper. During the research, 13 different type of papers have been tested. In most

paper samples ASE could be demonstrated. Only recycled paper appeared to have a FBA

concentration below the minimum quantity of the respective dye that needs to be present

for ASE to be demonstrated.

4This tape was tested upon irradiation with a nitrogen laser and no emission was detected in the range of
the used spectrometer.
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5.2 Emission wavelength tuning and optical

properties

Fig. 5.3: Solid state emission spectrum of Coumarin 307 and excitation spectrum of Calcofluor
White on Wenzhou paper (a). The respective fluorescent life time spectra of paper B and
paper B that was additionally stained with Coumarin (b).

The aim of this section is to shift the emission wavelength over the range of the visible

spectrum. Keeping in mind that the overall goal is to achieve optical amplification in these

disordered systems, it is, at first, logical to take a detailed look at the available and well

established laser dyes. Here, Coumarin 307 is used. This specific Coumarin type was the

only dye that showed both, acceptable and even attachment and distribution on paper A

and B as well as good solubility in chloroform. Although the surplus crystallizes on the

surface, a sufficient amount stains the paper due to possible interactions originated in the

secondary amine groups of Coumarin 307. Other types of Coumarin, namely Coumarin

102, Coumarin 120 and Coumarin 153 crystallized on the surface upon drying and did not

attach to the cellulose fibers of paper A or B5 and could be removed by mechanical actions.

Here, the amine groups were tertiary. The solubility in chloroform is very important since

FBAs are usually soluble in water whereas they prefer to be attached to paper in the

presence of chloroform. This ensures that only a limited amount of FBA might be dissolved

from the fibers of the respective paper types.

As can be seen in Figure 5.3 a) the fluorescence spectrum of Calcofluor White and the

excitation spectrum of Coumarin 307, both in solid state, show a substantial overlap. Thus,

the question whether a Förster-type resonance is present, is investigated by comparing

the fluorescence lifetimes of paper B in the presence and absence of Coumarin 307. For a

Förster-type resonance, a substantial reduction in the fluorescence life time of Calcofluor

White at λ = 420 nm (no emission of Coumarin 307 at this wavelength) should be

detectable. In absence of Coumarin 307, the fluorescence life time decay can be fitted

by a mono exponential reconvolution fit with a lifetime τ = (0.911 ± 0.004) ns and an

amplitude of A = (15400 ± 100) counts. Here, a goodness factor of χ2(red) = 1.14 was

used and a second exponential term did not improve the overall fit. When Coumarin

5As a reminder: paper B consists of the Wenzhou paper stained with Calcofluor White.
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307 is present, a mono exponential fit does not reach the same goodness factor and

two exponential functions are used for a satisfying fit with χ2(red) = 1.07. With the

first exponential function τ1 = (0.967 ± 0.004) ns and A1 = (11800 ± 80) counts the

fluorescence life time slightly increased, while the second one with τ2 = (0.36±0.01) ns and

A1 = (6600 ± 200) counts has a substantially reduced fluorescent life time and amplitude.

For a better comparison with the mono exponential decay fit in the absence of Coumarin

307, the amplitude weighted mean fluorescence life time with

〈τ〉 =
n
∑

i=1

αi · τi with αi =
Ai
∑

iAi
(5.2)

is calculated. The resulting mean life time 〈τ〉 = (0.75 ± 0.02) ns shows a substantial re-

duction compared to the measurement in absence of Coumarin 307. All these experiments

were carried out with solid state samples. A broadening relaxation time take place in

these samples and the presence of a second exponential term in the fit function of the

fluorescence life time results can indicate the presence of an additional decay mechanism.

This possibility is further substantiated by 〈τ〉. However, 〈τ〉 is not a standalone criterion

for the presence of a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) mechanism in such a device,

but it does not rule out the possibility of at least FRET-assisted mechanism for a shift in

wavelength when both dyes are present on the same substrate.

When paper A with Coumarin 307 present is irradiated by a single pulse, the ASE peak

at 439 nm is shifted to 481.5 nm with a comparable FWHM of 3.5 nm.Figure 5.4 a) shows

both, the ASE peak of solely paper A (blue line) and the red shifted peak upon treatment

with Coumarin 307 (black line). However, while paper A and B without Coumarin 307

could be reused for multiple pulses at the same spot with similar optical response before

degradation became visible, the irradiation of the same spot with a second laser pulse in

such a combined dye system does not result in amplified spontaneous emission. Neither

the emission from Coumarin 307 nor the FBA was detected, indicating a fast degradation

mechanism. By moving the sample, and therefore the illuminated area, the same result is

reproduced. Upon longer exposure with high input intensities, the fluorescence spectra of

both dyes became visible (not shown). In the case of the calligraphic paper, both, FBA-free

paper as well as paper B that is stained with Calcofluor White are further treated with the

Coumarin 307 solution. It is interesting to note that in the first case ASE is detectable. The

intensity however was rather low which can be attributed to the light and thin structure of

this type of paper. In contrast to paper A, in calligraphic paper that has been treated with

Calcofluor White and Coumarin 307 no amplified emission is detectable upon single pulse

irradiation. Only after longer exposure, the respective fluorescence spectra are measured

(not shown). Except a possible coating layer to improve the ink soaking characteristic of

copy paper in paper A, a main difference is the presence of mineral fillers that increase

scattering and might therefore be responsible for higher local energy densities for sur-

rounding wave-guiding fibers through multiple scattering. When CaCO3 is implemented in

the preparation of paper B to fill the free space in between fibers, no change in threshold
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Fig. 5.4: ASE spectra a) paper A (blue line) and paper A dyed with Coumarin 307 (black line) and
b) paper B (purple line), paper B dyed with Coumarin 307 (black line) and Wenzhou
paper dyed with Coumarin 307 (green line).

was detectable. Still, the addition and even distribution of CaCO3 throughout the hole

sample of paper B with Coumarin 307 resulted in a single pulse measurement in ASE (see

black line in Figure 5.4 b) ), even though the FWHM at 11 nm is rather high compared

to the same experiment in paper A. Furthermore, the peak wavelength at λ = 471.4 nm

is shifted compared to FBA-free paper B with Coumarin 307 (λ = 477.3 nm). Although

a proof of principle that disordered substrates such as cellulose-based paper can be used

as substrate for variable dyes could be shown here, the lack of stability in the Coumarin

307 experiments restricts the possible applications. Especially the limited cellulose-dye

interaction and the resulting possibility of mechanical removal represents a mayor flaw

and an increased spectral flexibility would be an asset. Therefore, a dye system with good

attachment towards cellulose and high emission rates is needed. Here, highlighter (HL)

colors are used and the respective products were used as delivered. They are designed

to attach to cellulose fibers and to be bright and striking. Although the research in this

thesis only includes the red, orange, yellow and green highlighters of the type Pelikan

Textmarker 409, the application is not limited to these brands. The blue HL is also tested,

but here no amplification upon irradiation at λ = 337.1 nm is detectable. Furthermore, the

absorbance analysis shows large behavioural deviations compared to the other Pelikan

Textmarker 409 highlighter pens. Upon numerous successful initial ASE tests6, the Pelikan

409 HLs showed the most promising results and are therefore considered for further

investigation. Figure 5.5 a) shows the ASE peaks for dyed and undyed paper A upon

irradiation with a nitrogen laser pulse at maximum energy density. Using these HLs and

including the FBAs, a spectral range from 440 nm up to 600 nm can be covered. For better

comparison and the earlier mentioned reasons of degradation and maximum peak intensity

fluctuations of the interpenetrating fiber network, the threshold is determined by a logistic

fit function of a plot depicting the FWHM plotted against the logarithmic energy density

(see Equation 5.2 for details). The respective thresholds indicate large variations with

6Tested brands include, but are not limited to: Pro Office product line 3048509, Stabilo Boss Textmarker 70
(also Pelikan) and Farber Castell Textmarker product line 15 43.
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Tab. 5.1: Summary of thresholds and ASE emission wavelengths for the fluorescent brightening
agent in paper A and the respective Pelikan highlighters.

Paper A
Dyes x0 / (μJ/cm2) ∆x0 / (μJ/cm2) λmax / nm
FBA 137 9 438.5

Green 1300 140 501.4
Yellow 1272 180 541.3
Orange 520 80 567.3

Red 770 70 593.9

Fig. 5.5: Emission spectra of Pelikan highlighters on paper A (a). The respective colors refer to
the HL. The ASE spectrum of paper A (blue line) is shown as a reference. The plot of
the energy density against the FWHM is shown in b) and a sigmoidal fit is applied to
determine the ASE threshold for the respective highlighter dyes.

values ranging from (520 ± 80) μJ/cm2 to (1300 ± 140) μJ/cm2. For a better overview, the

thresholds and wavelength of maximum intensity including the fluorescent brightening

agent are listed in Table 5.1 for paper A. All highlighters show an increased threshold

intensity compared to the FBA that was used on paper A. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, the

effect of spectral narrowing is transferable to natural cellulose paper. The thresholds for

paper B with a range from (650 ± 30) μJ/cm2 to (1900 ± 150) μJ/cm2 (see Table 5.2) is

slightly higher, but still comparable with the results of paper A. It should be emphasized

that unstained paper B without the usage of Calcofluor White as FBA were treated with

the respective HL. In both cases, the resulting amplified spontaneous emission is stable for

multiple high intensity laser pulse excitation by a nitrogen laser. The FWHM at maximum

intensities indicate that the red and orange highlighter have reached saturation since only

slight changes, or rather fluctuations, in the FWHM can be detected. The green and yellow

highlighters only show a tendency towards a stable minimum in FWHM with increasing

fluence. With the overall development of the FWHM with increasing energy density, further

narrowing can also be expected. Here, the nitrogen laser reached its age-related limits as

over the decades the maximum intensity that was possible decreased and the saturation

level of the analyzed device might not have been reached yet. Again, more than one type

of commercially available highlighters from different brands have been tested. Almost all
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Tab. 5.2: Summary of thresholds and ASE emission wavelengths for paper B and the respective
Pelikan highlighters.

Paper B
Dyes x0 / (μJ/cm2) ∆x0 / (μJ/cm2) λmax / nm
FBA 87 6 439, 440.1

Green 1900 150 501.9
Yellow 2000 400 539.1
Orange 700 400 567.3

Red 650 30 599.4

of the dyes were able to show ASE once they were applied onto paper. The reason the

Pelikan 490 highlighters were chosen to be analyzed has to do with the particularly high

ASE intensities which made an analysis and detection easier.

Fig. 5.6: Emission spectra of Pelikan highlighters on Wenzhou paper (a). The respective colors
refer to the highlighters. The ASE spectrum of paper B (purple line) is shown as a
reference. The plot of the energy density against the FWHM is shown in b) and a
sigmoidal fit is applied to determine the ASE threshold for the respective highlighter
dyes.

5.3 Fiber geometry and Solid-State-NMR analysis

Two additional factors regarding paper as a substrate have yet to be addressed that are

equally relevant for amplified emission. The first factor concerns the geometrical influence

of the fiber. In this scope, we compare two different shapes, namely slab shaped, partially

bent fibers like in paper B and cylindrical fibers produced by Lenzing AG (referred to as

Lenzing fibers from here on).7 The other factor relates to the interaction of dye molecules

with cellulose which are analyzed by solid state NMR and discussed in detail below.

The contribution of a single fiber of paper B is already shown in Figure 5.1 d), where gain

results in peak narrowing, although it couples over more than one fiber for a traveling

7Fibers provided by Dr. Alexander Wetzel from the Department of Structural Materials and Construction
Chemistry at the University of Kassel, which is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 5.7: Fluorescent microscopic images of a Lenzing fiber (a) and a fiber from Wenzhou paper
(d). The respective ASE measurements with a resolution of 0.2 nm are shown in b)
and the evolution of the spectrum of the Lenzing fibers with increasing input intensity
(614 μJ/mm2 to 7800 μJ/mm2) and a resolution of 0,04 nm is shown in c).

wave mode to establish itself. When the same experiment is carried out with cylindrical

cellulose fibers (shown in Figure 5.7 a), distinct modes appear in the region of maximum

gain, which are shown in Figure 5.7 b) along with the emission spectrum of the single fiber

from paper B. Due to the high regularity and the shape of the fiber, this spectrum might

be attributed to whispering gallery modes of a micro ring resonator [181]. The depicted

fiber has an average radius of R = (27 ± 3) μm and a circumference of 170 ± 20 μm. It is

interesting to note that although the peak pattern seems rather organized, one should

keep the limited resolution of this spectrometer (0.2 nm) in mind. Efforts to validate

the spectrum by theoretical calculations in correlation with the achieved radius however

fail. Thus a more detailed look with a spectrometer with higher resolution is shown in

Figure 5.7 c). It shows the development of distinct peaks with increasing input intensity,

but also reveals a multi-fiber nature of the spectrum. At low fluences of 614 μJ/mm2,

already three peak sources (and their satellites) can be detected which are marked with

dashed lines. Figure 5.7 a) depicts the optical image including the beginning of a second

fiber within the illuminated spot. However, this is a microscope image and the illuminated

area during the experiment was determined by eye. Therefore it cannot be ruled out

that more than the single fiber is illuminated in the area of excitation and contributes

to the spectrum. Yet, the characteristic pattern [102] for whispering gallery modes or
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micro-ring resonators is either not detectable anymore or a superposition of the resulting

modes is present. To follow Polson et al.[181] is impossible here8. It is however possible

to correlate the peaks with a shape related influence. Whispering gallery modes are

know to have a high Q-factor [185–188] which could be the reason why the amplified

spectrum of the dye-treated Lenzing fiber shows narrow amplified peaks compared to the

spectrum of paper B. Yet, there is no knowledge about the quality of the fibers and the

thickness distribution of the dye on its surface. The influence of slight changes in the ASE

maximum has to be related to ∆neff of the wave guide by density fluctuations and dye

layer thicknesses. However, it is unlikely that this effect would also be visible in paper

B. Regardless of the source of light amplification, a paper fabricated with Lenzing fibers

would most probably result in a similar phenomenology to paper B and a smooth ASE

peak would be detected due to statistical distributions.

Compared to Lenzing fibers, the geometry of the fibers in paper B is rather slab-shaped,

twisted, irregular, and to a certain extend, smaller in dimension. In contrast to spherical

fibers, no resonant modes can be expected due to the flat shape. Moreover, a traveling

wave can only establish along one dimension, which means the other two dimensions

rather contribute to losses when no additional fibers to couple with are present. Although

all these aspects in a single fiber from paper B seems to be a disadvantage when it comes

to light amplification, the increased scattering and "losses" in one fiber can be beneficial

when it comes to contributing in a network of fibers (such as paper).

Next, the interaction between cellulose and Calcofluor White is analyzed by solid-state

NMR.9 Here, three different samples are measured. As shown in Figure 5.9, sample a)

is cellulose, sample b) consisted of paper B (Wenzhou paper treated with a Calcofluor

White solution), whereas sample c) is pure Calcofluor White. For details of the preparation

see the experimentals in the Material and Methods section. In Figure 5.8 a) the 1H→13C

CP MAS spectrum of sample a) and the chemical structure of cellulose can be seen. The

peaks in this 13C NMR spectrum can be assigned to the respective atoms of the chemical

structures. Those peaks that are marked with an asterisk (*) are spinning side bands, which

correspond to the anisotropic part of the chemical shift in MAS ss-NMR. Furthermore,

by comparison of the peak integrals for the peaks corresponding to the C4 atom, the

amorphous fraction of the cellulose can be determined to be (40 ± 5) % [189, 190]. For

fitting, a Lorentz function was used. The plot is shown in Figure 8.15 in the appendix.

Figure 5.8 b) shows an overlay of the (zoomed) 1H→13C CP MAS spectra of sample a)

and b). For better illustration, an offset is introduced. Although only a small fraction of

sample b) consists the added dye, the spectrum shows four new peaks between 120 ppm

and 150 ppm with rather low but detectable amplitudes which are marked with arrows.

These peaks correspond to signals belonging to Calcofluor White (see Figure 5.8 c) ). The

numbers next to the identified peaks correspond to the assigned carbon atoms. Here, a

8A plot of the respective PFT-spectra is shown in the appendix and underpins the randomness of the peaks.
9All solid-state NMR analysis, including the proper sample preparation, were carried out by Timmy Schäfer

from the institute for inorganic and physical chemistry at the TU Darmstadt for which especially he is, but
also PD Torsten Gutmann and Prof. Dr. Gerd Buntkowsky are gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 5.8: 1H→13C CP MAS ss- NMR spectra of a) Wenzhou Paper (cellulose). Peaks marked with
an asterisk are spinning side bands. b) shows a zoomed in overlay of Wenzhou paper
(black) and paper B (red). The new peaks in paper B are highlighted with arrows. A
respective spectrum of pure Calcofluor White is shown in c) and can be used to identify
the corresponding peaks in b) (see dashed lines). One half of the chemicals structure of
Calcofluor White is used to correlate to the respective peaks.

shift is detectable and indicates an interaction between the components in the measured

samples: in this case, cellulose fibers and the dye molecules. The comparison can be

conducted as the measuring conditions and sample preparations are kept identical.

In addition, Figure 5.9 shows the 1H→15N CP MAS spectra of samples b) (upper black

line) and c) (lower red line). The spectrum of the latter shows three different nitrogen

peaks, which correspond to the two amine groups, N1 and N3, and the triazin group N2.

Triazin consists of three nitrogen atoms that are chemically non-equivalent in this structure

but rather similar which makes them appear as one peak. The 1H→15N CP MAS spectrum
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Fig. 5.9: 1H→15N CP MAS ss-NMR spectra of Calcofluor White (red) and paper b (black), an
offset is introduced for better illustration. A clear shift can be seen between the peaks in
the spectra (dashed lines). The chemical structure is schematically shown to assign the
peaks.

of sample b), on the other hand, only shows the formal signals 2 and 3 with an up-field

shifts of 2.5 ppm up to 4 ppm. For the peak that was assigned to the nitrogen atom 1, it is

rather difficult to identify the shift and changes. One possibility is that the peak decreased

in intensity and also is shifted in accordance to the peaks corresponding to nitrogen atoms

2 and 3. A second possibility is a superposition of both signals as it appears to have a

slightly broadened signal. Both interpretations reasonably take into account that 15N shifts

of amine groups are known to be very sensitive to hydrogen bonds [191] and that the

samples contain water. The shifted peaks in the analyzed 1H→15N ss-NMR CP MAS spectra

strongly indicate that the attachment of Calcofluor White onto cellulose most probably

refer to hydrogen bonds of secondary amines. To clarify the whereabouts of the third peak,

spectra with better signal to noise ratio are needed. The relevance of secondary amine

groups for a tendency to attach on cellulose via hydrogen bonds might also clarify why

only Coumarin 307 attaches on cellulose. It was the only Coumarin type molecule out

of many Coumarin types that possessed a secondary amine and, on a macroscopic scale,

showed a significant attachment towards paper.
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6Conclusion and Outlook

In this section, results and research activities that were performed to obtain both, resonant

random lasing devices based on thermally wrinkled multi-layer systems and amplified

spontaneous emission based on stained cellulose papers are presented.

We first presented our project with the objective of the successful demonstration of thin

film resonant random laser devices. For that purpose, thermally wrinkled bi-layers of

dye-doped polystyrene that were capped with a cladding material with a higher glass

transition temperature Tg value, were designed on an oxidized silicon substrate and the

optical as well as the thermal parameters were characterized. As optically active material

Spiroquarterphenyl is used and the cladding layer was m,m-Spirosexiphenyl.

The process of thermal wrinkling was analyzed. Although after an annealing time of

60 min the samples appear to not have reached an equilibrium stage in the time dependent

process of wrinkle formation, reproducible spatial wavelength dependence on the layer

thicknesses of both layers h (cladding) and H (sandwich) could be shown. The determined

exponent for h to be 0.7 ± 0.1 and 0.37 ± 0.13 for H, the overall development of the spatial

wrinkle wavelength Λ appears to follow Ref. [143] and [156], which stated a dependency

of Λ ∝ h3/4H1/4. Yet, no correlation of the modulation depth M with the thicknesses

could be given at this stage of the thermal wrinkling process. On the optical side, resonant

random laser action with distinctive peaks that showed line widths in the range of 0.1 nm

to 0.2 nm were successfully demonstrated. All amplified emission peaks appeared in the

range of maximum material gain which is in the range of 380 nm to 384 nm. A correlation

of the statistical, morphological and optical aspects is presented to predict the appearance

of resonant random laser modes in thermally wrinkled thin films for future devices. For

polystyrene with a molecular weight of Mw = 35, 000 g/mol, x which is neffΛ/λeff in the

range of 3.4 ± 0.4 (or Λ in the range of 800 nm to 840 nm) is a rule of thumb for a high

probability of resonant random laser modes. This relation seems to vary with the Tg of the

polymer that has been used for the sandwiched layer. For example: when the experiments

were repeated with a polystyrene charge with Tg = 110 ◦C, x in the range of 4.9 ± 0.5

appears to match the resonant mode conditions. In all analyzed samples, no dependency

of these resonant modes with M could be found. Furthermore, the effect of an active or

passive cladding layer towards device specific characteristics was analysed. For samples

with Spiroquarterphenyl as cladding, slightly higher thresholds for amplified emissions

were detected. The overall rule of thumb with x = 3.4 have been validated. Some samples

also showed resonant RL, but had deviating values for x. Yet, no change in the position of

the resonant peaks have been detected. These findings contradict that modes may be built
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in the sense of DFB resonator in areas where wrinkles appear to have larger persistence

length. Following Polson et al. in Ref[9], a comparison in mode distribution with micro

disk resonators was made. Through Fourier analysis and the knowledge of device specific

material parameters, a recreation of the optical spectrum was attempted. Although only

slight discrepancies between calculated and measured peak values were present, a full

recreation of the laser modes in the experimental spectrum was not possible. Furthermore

and unlike in Ref.[9], the presence of wrinkles as scattering center does affect the resonator

length as it varies from sample to sample. This suggests a more complex distribution of

resonant modes throughout the sample than it would be present in micro disc or DFB

resonator type systems.

Alternative thin film strategies to demonstrate resonant random lasing such as films with

embedded liquids or the addition of (nano)particles show substantial disadvantages when

it comes to their systematic analysis. Not only does an increase in phases, material types

also increase the amount of parameters that need to be accounted (time, concentration,

size), but also introduce additional effects such as sedimentation in the case of particles.

An effect that could lead to an anisotropic density distribution. Such effects only can

be determined by destructive analytical methods and increase the complexity of the

system. Wrinkled, two dimensional thin films, in contrast to the above, appear to be a

suitable platform to systematically analyze both disorder-related origin (morphology) and

the phenomenology of resonant RL modes and could be established as a standardized

template. These all solid devices can be used as a model system to find a common ground

for experimental and theoretical approaches for samples with rather low refractive index

modulations. One of the main advantages is that one can keep the device simple and thus

the amount of parameters low which might affect these modes. Uncontrolled changes

during or in between experiments can be avoided since all layers are solid once the

annealing at slightly increased temperatures is finished. Here, one-sided wrinkles were

produced, but as Anni et al.[10] showed films with two-sided (top and bottom surface)

wrinkles can also be produced for this purpose.

The results that are presented during the research for this dissertation, however, show that

still a lot needs to be invested to clarify the distribution of random laser modes in thin film

systems. The controllability of the wrinkling process needs to be improved and material

variations should be considered as a next step in order to underpin these first works on

wrinkled platforms as devices for resonant random laser action.

The second topic dealt with cellulose based fiber networks as economically affordable and

biodegradable substrates and networks with the aim to build devices that are capable of

light amplification. In detail, two types of fluorescent brightening agent containing papers,

namely a common and commercially available copy paper and calligraphic paper, have

been analyzed towards optical amplification. Both systems showed amplified spontaneous

emission, an effect that results from optical coupling of a single fiber up to the formed,

disordered and interpenetrating network of fibers in the area of illumination. Coumarin

307 and highlighter dyes have been tested successfully to shift the emission wavelength

and cover a spectral range from 439 nm up to 599 nm (see Figure 6.1 a) for paper A and b)
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Fig. 6.1: Summarizing ASE spectra for paper A (a) and paper B (b). In both cases, an emission
wavelength range from roughly 440 nm to 600 nm have been reached.

for paper B) ). The matter of a possible Förster-type resonance transfer is addressed via

fluorescence life time measurements. Changes in τ could be identified, but as all materials

are solid, no clear statement but only an indication can be given.

Regardless of the type of paper, ASE in Coumarin 307 treated samples could only be

detected upon the first pulse (single pulse measurements). In highlighter treated samples,

however, the emission seemed to be stable for multiple pulses which might be caused by

better attachment to the fiber network. It is noteworthy that no FBA is needed for the

highlighter to show ASE. The influence of the geometrical structure of fibers is addressed.

Single cylindrical fibers stained with Calcofluor White lower threshold ASE modes. It

cannot be determined whether a whispering gallery mode is present, since high resolution

PFT-spectra do not show consistence with input fluence. However, a superposition of more

than one whispering gallery mode mode might be possible. Slab shaped fibers such as they

are present in paper B on the other side have higher losses and cannot establish a resonator

using the circumference. Last, ss-NMR CP MAS measurements were performed and DNP

measurements enabled the detection of Calcofluor White on cellulose. The detected

shifts in the spectra (and in comparison with a reference) show a strong indication that

hydrogen bonds based on secondary amines are the reason for extraordinary attachment

of Calcofluor White (and other dyes) onto the cellulose fibers. Although only one type of

FBA (Calcofluor White) and highlighter pens have been used for the presentation of the

results of this thesis, it should be stressed that the application is not limited to these dyes

and can be adapted to a variety of dyes. This is also applicable to diverse type of papers as

long as they contain a sufficient amount of FBAs.

Highlighter pens, and therefore the containing colors are economically affordable, and

so is paper. At the very least, the latter represents a sustainable raw material which

makes possible applications based on these materials not only cost efficient but it also

matches the strategic vision of eco-friendly products that are currently gaining momentum
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in industrial economies. Especially taking innovation progress in short pulsed UV-LEDs

into account, a possible application could be a portable light source that can be used

outside of laboratories with a high flexibility of the excitation wavelength. UV-LEDs now

can reach higher fluences, ns-long pulses as well as reduced energy consumption to reach

comparable input energy densities. Depending on the experimental needs, a paper stripe

can be stained with a given dye to reach optimized spectral tuning for a specific optical

analysis. This can even be prepared on short notice during a field trip or in the absence

of a laboratory and thus is highly adaptable. The chemicals in highlighter pens are non

hazardous and although degradation is present after a certain amount of pulses, this

does not represent a serious issue for an economically affordable substrate such as paper

and highlighter pens. One could think of a shifting mechanism to ensure a fresh and

non-degraded area of the sample is used for each analysis.

The tendency to reuse materials and the concept to take advantage of by-products in the

manufacturing processes of natural compounds also opens a new and ecologically friendly

possibility. As an example, chitosan[192] shall be mentioned. Chitosan is a waste product

in the food industry. As a natural source, this by-product of shrimps or squids can be used

as raw material in an economically affordable and simple method of chemical extraction.

The resulting product is a substrate with customizable porosity[193]. Figure 6.2 shows

the ASE spectra of Calcofluor White and the highlighters that have been applied on porous

chitosan at maximum input fluence. It is a prove of principle as well as a demonstration

of this powerful and easy method. The same experiments were repeated on a substrate

with higher density and although the resulting intensity was substantially reduced, all ASE

peaks were still detectable. To expand this thought-provoking concept, in the future the

laser dye could be replaced by a promising natural color material to completely fulfill the

requirements of using waste materials for possible high-tech applications.

Fig. 6.2: ASE peaks corresponding to Calcofluor White and the Pelikan highlighters on a chitosan
substrate. Compared to paper, a slight red-shift can be seen which can be attributed to a
lower effective refractive index.
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8
Appendix

Additions to theoretical background

Refractive index

Hereinafter, the derivation of the equations in section 2.1 is presented in details beginning

with Equation 2.17

n2 = 1 +
N e2

ǫ0m (ω2
0 − ω2 + i γ ω)

(8.1)

For n ≈ 1 a good approximation is:

n2 − 1 = (n+ 1) · (n− 1) ≈ 2 (n− 1) . (8.2)

Equation 8.1 can be written as:

n = 1 +
N e2

2 ǫ0m (ω2
0 − ω2 + i γ ω)

. (8.3)

As a next step, the real and imaginary parts will be separated, so that the refractive index

can be written as:

n = n′ − i κ , (8.4)

Therefore, Equation 8.3 is extended with:

n = 1 +
N e2

2ǫ0m
· 1

ω2
0 − ω2 + iγ ω

· ω
2
0 − ω2 − iγ ω

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγ ω

(8.5)

Which leads to:

n = 1 +
N e2(ω2

0 − ω2)

2 ǫ0m [(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ2 ω2]

− i
N e2γ ω

2 ǫ0m [(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ2 ω2]

. (8.6)
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When it comes to frequencies close to the resonance frequency (ω ≈ ω0), ω can be

approximated by:

ω2 = (ω0 − (ω0 − ω))2 = ω2
0 − 2ω0 (ω0 − ω) + (ω0 − ω)2 ≈ ω2

0 − 2ω0(ω0 − ω)

(8.7)

This leads to:

n = 1 +
N e2(ω0 − ω)

4 ǫ0mω0[(ω0 − ω)2 + (γ/2)2]
− i

N e2γ

8 ǫ0mω0[(ω0 − ω)2 + (γ/2)2]
. (8.8)

Transfer matrix for multi layer systems

At an interface of two non-absorbing materials with different refractive index two processes

can occur: reflection and transmission. In general, the electric fields at the interface can

be described by

E1 + E′

1 = E2 + E′

2 (8.9)

and

n1 (E1 − E′

1) cos Θ1 = n2 (E2 − E′

2) cos Θ2 , (8.10)

with Ei for right traveling and E′

i for left traveling waves. These conditions can be

summarized in a dynamical matrix for each side of the equations, which will be useful for

further calculations:

DTE(i) =

(

1 1

ni cos(Θi) −ni cos(Θi)

)

(8.11)

for transverse electric waves and:

DTM(i) =

(

cos Θi cos Θi

ni −ni

)

(8.12)

for transverse magnetic waves, so that:

D(1) ·
(

E1

E′

1

)

= D(2) ·
(

E2

E′

2

)

(8.13)

holds true for both cases. If it is assumed that no beam is approaching the interface out of

n2 and all the electric fields have their origin in E1 (E′

2
!

= 0), the reflection is r = E′

1/E1,
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while the transmission is t = E2/E1. Considering the boundary conditions in Equation 8.9

and 8.10 r and t are

rs =
n1 cos Θ1 − n2 cos Θ2

n1 cos Θ1 + n2 cos Θ2
, ts =

2n1 cos Θ1

n1 cos Θ1 + n2 cos Θ2
(8.14)

with the index "s" for perpendicular polarized light. The respective results for TM waves

are:

rp =
n1 cos Θ2 − n2 cos Θ1

n1 cos Θ2 + n2 cos Θ1
, tp =

2n1 cos Θ1

n1 cos Θ2 + n2 cos Θ1
(8.15)

with the index "p" for parallel polarized light.[14]

The electric field at each side of an interface can be given as:

E(x) = Re−i k x + Lei k x ≡ A(x) + B(x) . (8.16)

A(x) and B(x) represent the amplitudes of the "right" and "left" traveling light on the left

side of interface. Furthermore, A′ and B′ are introduced to describe the respective "right"

and "left" traveling light on right side. When an asymmetric slab wave guide that is 3 layers

with different refractive indices, is considered the transfer matrix method can be used

to calculate the boundary conditions as well as the effective refractive index of a guided

mode: At each interface, Equation 8.9 and 8.10 hold true. Therefore, the dynamic matrix

in Equation 8.11 can be used for each interface.

(

A′

2

B′

2

)

= D(1, 2) ·
(

A1

B1

)

(8.17)

With the transmission matrix D(1, 2) = D−1(1) · D(2). Following this notation, the

propagation inside of n2 is:

(

A′′

2

B′′

2

)

= P (2) ·
(

A′

2

B′

2

)

=

(

ei k2 d 0

0 e−i k2 d

)

·
(

A′

2

B′

2

)

(8.18)

and the respective reflection and transmission at the second interface is:

(

A′

3

B′

3

)

= D(2, 3) ·
(

A′′

2

B′′

2

)

. (8.19)

The transfer matrix for TE waves D(i, j)s from a layer i into the neighbouring layer j (with

j = i+ 1) is given by:

DTE(i, j)s =











1

2
+

nj cos Θj

2ni cos Θi

1

2
− nj cos Θj

2ni cos Θi

1

2
− nj cos Θj

2ni cos Θi

1

2
+

nj cos Θj

2ni cos Θi











. (8.20)
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and for TM waves it is:

DTM(i, j)s =













1

2
+

nj cos Θi

2ni cos Θj

1

2
− nj cos Θi

2ni cos Θj

1

2
− nj cos Θi

2ni cos Θj

1

2
+

nj cos Θi

2ni cos Θi













. (8.21)

The whole process of interaction at the interfaces and propagation of a slab wave guide (3

layers) can be summarized by:

(

A′

3

B′

3

)

= Ds(2, 3)P (2)Ds(1, 2)

(

A1

B1

)

=







M11 M12

M21 M22







(

A1

B1

)

(8.22)

For a wave guide, Equation 8.22 changes to:

(

0

B′

3

)

=







M11 M12

M21 M22







(

A1

0

)

, (8.23)

as the amplitude of A′

3 on the one side of the wave guide and B1 on the other side vanishes

for infinity in the case of a confined mode. This means that no light is incident. Neither

from the left, nor from the right side. The mode conditions are given by M11 = 0, as

it is exactly the mode condition for a TE/TM wave. Although it seems rather laborious

to calculate the mode conditions this way in the first place, it represents a useful tool.

Especially when wave guides with a higher number of layers, such as a multi layered

wrinkle structure that is analyzed in this thesis is considered, as the matrix just needs to

be extended. Here, the determination of the effective refractive index neff is calculated

using the transfer matrix method. By simply using an additional loop, the dependency of

neff on the layer thickness (in this case of the active medium) was calculated.
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Additions to material and methods

Additional figures that are cross referenced in the main part: The UV/Vis and fluorescence

spectra of a 54 nm thick m,m-Spirosexiphenyl layer on glass. Aqueous absorption and

fluorescence spectra of the highlighter dyes. Calibration graph for the self-built spin coater.

Fig. 8.1: UV-Vis and fluorescence spectra of a 54 nm thick film of m,m-S6Φ on glass. The respective
fluorescence spectra correspond an excitation wavelength of 265 nm (green) and 328 nm
(red).

Fig. 8.2: Plot showing both the point by point fit of k for m,m-S6Φ that was given by the WVASE
software provided by J.A. Woollam in comparison to the built Gen. Osc. model consisting
of a Tauc-Lorenz oscillators and two Guass oscillators (a). Subfigure b) shows the
corresponding refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k for m,m-S6Φ,
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Fig. 8.3: Normalized UV/Vis spectra of aqueous solutions of Pelikan 490 Textmarker dyes and dye
mixtures.

Fig. 8.4: Rounds per minute at a given Voltage. The measured data show a linear development
and a blockade for a voltage higher than 7.5 V. The red lines show the extrapolation of
the linear fit functions.

Additions to results and discussion

For a better overview, not all optical spectra were shown in the main art of this thesis.

This section of the appendix depicts AFM-images and corresponding amplified emission

spectra (ASE/resonant RL) at maximum input fluence of all samples that were mentioned

and analyzed. Samples that did not show any kind of amplified emission will not have an

optical spectrum in the upcoming figures.
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Fig. 8.5: 01
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Fig. 8.6: 02
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Fig. 8.7: 03
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Fig. 8.8: 04
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Fig. 8.9: 05
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Fig. 8.10: 06
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Fig. 8.11: 07
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Fig. 8.12: 08
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Fig. 8.13: 09

Fig. 8.14: PFT-Spectrum of the respective spectra of the fibers in Figure 5.7 c) with corresponding
colours. The higher the input fluence, the lower seems the order.
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Fig. 8.15: 13C Solid-state NMR spectrum of cellulose. The respective areas of the integration of
the peaks corresponding to C4 are shown. Three Lorentz functions were used to fit the
marked spectral range.
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